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RAY ALLEN BILLINGTON was a Member of the Los 
Angeles Corral of the Westerners from 1963 until his death in 
1981. In 197 5 he served as Sheriff of the Los Angeles Corral. 
His delightful talks were a highpoint of the Corral meetings, 
but that was only a part of Ray Allen Billington. 

This gifted historian was born in Michigan in 1903, 
graduated from the University of Wisconsin, received his 
Master's degree in history at the University of Michigan, and 
his Doctorate in history from Harvard University in 1933. 

Ray began teaching at Clark University, and in 1937 he 
moved on to Smith College. In 1944 he started moving west 
by going to Northwestern University as Professor of History. 
In 1963 he was appointed Senior Research Associate at the 
Henry E. Huntington Library, at which time he joined the Los 
Angeles Corral to continue his Westerners activity , being in 
earlier years an active member of the original Chicago Corral 

As well as being a teacher, Ray was a productive writer. 
He published some twenty-one books, edited more, and 
wrote many shorter pieces. His favorite form of lighter 
"literature" was the limerick, so it is fitting that his last book, 
published the year of his death , was Lim ericks, Historical 
and Hysterical . . 

Ray left us many happy memories, and for this we are all 
truly thankful. A Dios, Ray. 



The Los Angeles Corral 
dedicates this 

Brand Book 17 
to the memory of 

RAY ALLEN BILLINGTON 
1903-1981 

A Limerick by Ray was appealing 
Because he conveyed a real feeling 

For mankind's condition 
In any position -

Like lying or standing or even kneeling ... 

(by Paul Zall through Martin Ridge) 
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Preface 

When work on Brand Book 17 began, the theme of transportation and com
munication in the Far West was suggested. Although the term Far West is 
often used, it is a seldom understood name for a huge and important part of 
the United States. It can be best defined as the states of California, Oregon 
and Washington along with the western portions of Arizona, Nevada and 
Utah. As well as not being understood, the Far West is often underrated or 
ignored in the study of America history. 

This eclectic collection of material is by no means a complete or broad 
study; however, it sticks to the original theme, presenting variety within its 
limitation. It is hoped this presentation will help its readers better unders
tand the Far West since it is done from that point of view. 

Bear in mind that a Far Westerner thinks the East begins at Denver. By 
the time he gets to the Atlantic Ocean he has reached the Far East. 

On behalf of the Los Angeles Corral of The Westerners, I hope its readers 
will enjoy Brand Book 17 as much as the members of the Los Angeles are 
dedicated to their Brand Book series of publications. 

Konrad F. Schreier, Jr., Editor 
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Before the Wheel -
Indian Transportation 
B.C. -· Before Cabrillo 
by RICHARD CUNNINGHAM 

NY BOOK dedicated to the subject of 
Western Frontier transportation should include 
some description of the solutions of the 
Indians who formed the reception committees 
that met C. Columbus, H. Cortez, Elder 
Brewster, J. Serra and the rest. Failure to do 
so perpetuates the down-the-nose obser
vations of the immigrant sailors, soldiers, psalm 

~,..... .. singers, traders, trappers, high-graders, sod 
busters, merchants and confidence men whose 
reports have made it popular to respond to the 

subject of Indian transportation and communication with a snort. 
The Western Frontier, as beaten to death by countless profound observers, 

began on the eastern seaboard of North America and moved west. A series of 
steady-by-jerks scouting, patrolling and expeditionary operations finally 
terminated when the benevolent liberators ran out of land on the beaches of 
the Pacific. 

'l'he area is vast, and the number of native Indian tribes is interminable. 
Addressing any single aspect of native cultures demands a selective 
approach. Consequently, in dealing with aboriginal transport and com
munications, it makes sense to choose a prototypical region that addresses 
the subject in a reasonably thorough manner, accepting that some exotic 
modes may be left to another time. 

15 



BEFORE THE WHEEL 

The North American Indians relied on surface and water transport and 
visual and oral communication. They moved incalculable tons of household 
goods, harvested or hunted commodities, and general freight each year 
despite the fact that they lacked saddle animals, draft stock or the wheel. 

The only domesticated animal the native Americans used was the dog. 
Other than pulling sleds in the sub-Arctic and dragging small travois across 
the Great Plains, man's best friend was generally content to scratch fleas, yap 
at the moon, and sometimes provide a part of the protein intake. Smoke 
signals, forerunners of our modern hilltop microwave communication nets, 
have been reported in numerous "cowboy and injun" confrontations in print 
and film. 

Admittedly dogs and smoke signals were not common to the area chosen 
for this profile: the Californias. This region employed nearly all the methods 
of North American Indian land transport, but possessed an additional 
distinction: it was unique in the worldwide annals of primitive water 
transportation. This choice may annoy Indian buffs who prefer the vast eastern 
confederations or the tribes of the Great Plains or Pueblos, but their lands 
did not enjoy the tremendous diversit y of cultures or terrain found in the 
Californias. Afficianado s of primitive watercraft - champions of Oceania 's 
voyaging canoes, Peru's sailing rafts, the majestic dugouts of the Northwest 
Coast, or the birch bark canoes of the Great Lakes region - will doubtless 
query the use of the word unique when describing California water transporta
tion. Both of these implied concerns will be dealt with further along, but 
before digging into the specifics of the various modes there are certain important 
factors that bear on the rationale of specific choices. 

The first of these considerations is geograph y which imposed in the 
Californias an unparalleled cultural anomaly. The Indian Californias ran 
from Caho San Lucas at22° 52' north latitude to the Oregon line at 42° north, 
defined in the east by today's states of Nevada and Arizona and the Sea of 
Cortez, a land area of 211,973 square miles. The length of the Californias 
measured along the north/ south bird flyway axis adds up to 1640 miles , while 
the shores washed l;>Y the Pacific and the Sea of Cortez run to around 
2,200. 

This great chunk of western North America, consisting of the constantly 
moving, adjoining extremities of the American and Pacifi c tectonic plates , is 
carved up by twelve principal mountain ranges noted for forty-one peaks 
over 10,000 feet, including four recently active volcanoes, and fifty-seven 
offshore peaks that constitute the region 's adjacent islands. These ranges 
serve to aid in the definition of sixteen geomorphic regions ranging from sub-
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BEFORE THE WHEEL 

tropical mangrove swamps in the extreme south to coniferous rain forests at 
the Oregon line. As an offset, thirty-five percent of the whole is desert. 

Snow and rain runoff combinetonurture3993 milesofmajorriversfed by 
6000 miles of salmon spawning streams that roll down to the sea, while fifty 
major lakes reflect skies created by the same erratic weather patterns that 
give the lie to a generally mild climate. Tropical blows from the south central 
Pacific and Carib-bred hurricanes lash Baja, while storms out of the north 
central Pacific pound the west coast above 30° N. Tempests produce crazy
quilt patterns of drought, rain and snow. Cabo San Lucas averages ten inches 
of rain annually, while mid-Baja's San Quintin reports five, and in the great 
Viscaino desert in between, it is not unusual for two years to pass without a 
measurable drop. From north of San Quintin the volume of rain increases 
progressively northward up to the Redwood Coast where eighty inches is the 
norm. Then, there is snowfall. Snowfall of ninety-six inches in Baja's San 
Pedro Martir mountains increases by a factor of four or five in the Sierra 
Nevada to four to five hundred inches, enough each year to keep alive the 
remnants of ice age glaciers. 

East of the north-south line marked by the Sierra Nevada, the lands form 
a part of the western rim of the bleak Great Basin, while those below the 
western slopes constitute some of the most productive agricultural acreage 
in modern North America, the Central Valley. 

The physical characteristics of the Californias, the deserts of all degrees 
of aridity, oak woodlands , great savannahs , marshes , deltas and riparian 
traces, chapparal foothills, coastal plains, alpine high-lands and extensive, 
verdant coniferous forests, provide the rationale for population patterns 
yesterday and today. The combination of climate, weather, terrain and 
botanical provinces supports a thriving population of insects, reptiles, 
amphibians, rodents, birds, game and fur animals, and an extensive roster of 
fresh water fish, shell-fish, saltwater fish and sea mammals, which suggest a 
further aspect of the natural Calif ornias: the sea. 

Along the seacoast, one secondary and two major currents, helped by a 
sporadic gyre, move intrusive water that acts as a great heat exchanger which, 
combined with chill upwellings from the offshore deeps, spawns nutrients. 
that support the region's rich marine resource. This natural abundance was a 
prime factor in population density. The littoral between Eureka and San 
Diego boasted the highest head count in North America except for the Valley 
of Mexico. Yet, anthropologists estimate a total of only 380,000 for all of the 
Indian Californias. Despite the fact this number is about that of the census of 
Oakland, California, the 380,000 souls were members of 128 tribes, speaking 
five of the six root languages of Indian North America. This great diversity of 
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BEFORE THE WHEEL 

cultures and physical features makes the selection of the Californias 
particularly rewarding as a prototype or model in the examination of native 
American transportation and communication. 

California's Indians were predominantly basket-making hunter-gatherers. 
But as with any statement regarding the natives, there were exceptions. 
Some tribes on the banks of the Colorado practiced a rude form of agriculture 
and pottery manufacture, while their neighbors to the west and south left 
additional sporadic traces of the use of ceramics. The cultural and 
technological levels of Baja 's most southerly peoples could probably best be 
compared to the "Abos" of today's Australian outback. However, tool and 
manufacturing technology, socio-political and religious practices increased 
in complexity above modern-day Ensenada until, at the Oregon line, the 
native Californians approached the highly advanced levels of the Potlatch 
cultures of the northwest coast. 

By virtue of the endless number of isolated enclaves created by the 
region's topography, tribal affairs and concerns were local matters. There 
were no great tribal confederations or nations of the likes of the Aztec, 
Iroquois or Cherokee. These aspects of "Indianness" were frequently syn
onymous with war and territorial expansion, a way of life that was relatively 
unpopular in the Californias. The vast region's tough hombres were restricted 
to the have-not cultures of Baja north to Agua Hedionda Creek (just south of 
Oceanside) then east across the Borrego Desert following the fringes of the 
Great Basin along the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada up into the 
Modoc Plateau. 

These were the people who gave the missionaries and argonauts fits. 
Theirs were survival cultures, jealous of every drop of water, every pitahaya, 
every mesquite bean and every pinon pine, struggling to survive in the barren 
God-forsaken ranges that encourage the propagation of cactus, kangaroo rats, 
rattlers, lizards and chuckawallas. A great diversity of linguistic and cultural 
differences (suggested parallel circumstances in European pre-history may 
be regarded as simplistic) meant that it was not unusual in the Californias, 
after hiking or paddling twenty miles, to arrive at a village devoid of a single 
householder capable of speaking the traveller's tongue. Yet the vast region 
was cross-hatched by a complex system of trade routes whose identical 
traces we inventive devils have reidentified as hiking trails, roads, freeways 
and interstate highways. 

Surface transportation and communication in any part of the world is a 
function of geography, dictated by the availability of water, forage, and the 
s l:iortest low elevation distance between two points. California's natives were 
no exception Thousands of words describe the great discoveries of Francisco 
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BEFORE THE WHEEL 

Garces, James Ohio Pattie, Joseph Reddeford Walker or the likes of the 
Bidwell Party; all were latter day transients who followed traces opened'by 
animal migration that attracted aboriginal hunters who adopted these logical 
tracks as the rational natural routes between point "A" and point "B". 

Walking or hiking was the principal mode of transport in the Calif ornias. 
Because the natives were semi-nomadic, their possessions were designed for 
easy stowage and handling. Most burdens were packed in nets or baskets 
specifically designed for the trail, and these containers were carried by 
arranging a sling or tumpline over the forehead or breast. This was the prin
cipal technique used in humping possessions, freight or foodstuffs. 

To illustrate the effectiveness of this mode, consider the example of a 
single Tolowa acorn harvest: Based on research developed by R.A. Gould in 
Native Californians, a Theoretical Retrospective, a specific coastal Tolowa 
village annually gathered acorns from three groves comprising 4 70 trees. 
The most remote of the three was fifteen miles distant, and according to his 
estimate, the gross yield weighed in at 58,750 pounds - almost thirty tons. 

By field research, a pound of acorns, sp. Quericus Agrifolia, was found to 
number 226, resulting in a weight of 50.625 pounds per cubic foot. A Tolowa 
burden basket in the collection of the Southwest Museum works out to a 
volume of 3.289 cubic feet. This basket would accomodate 166½ pounds of 
acorns, which in this case suggests 353 baskets of harvested fruit. The best 
speed humping a load along a northwest coastal rainforest trail was some
where between 2½ and 3 miles per hour. Assuming an average 10 miles 
point to point, the harvest calculations result in 353 laden and 353 empty 
runs, or a distance of 7,060 miles consuming 2,567 hours! In this case, the 
work was that of the ladies of the tribes and suggests reconsideration of the 
popular myth regarding native indolence. 

Most deliveries were short haul, but there were tribes who specialized in 
long range trading. The Yumans are a good example. They made regular 
runs from the Colorado River over to the Southern California coast and it was 
this garrulous band of entertainers and traders who put the highly prized 
coastal abalone shell into the west-east pipeline that terminated in the 
Pueblos of New Mexico. Information passed through these same trade nets 
and made it possible for Southern California Coastal Indians, using sign 
language, to advise Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo of the presence of bearded, 
armored, mounted troopers (Coronado) far to the east. 

Important information was carried by runners whose feats of speed and 
endurance boggle the mind. The Chemehuevi, Cahuilla, Hopi, Luiseno, 
Nomlaki, Mohave, Yana, Yuman and Yurok were notable for their high-
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RICHARD CUNNINGHAM 

speed messengers in California and the Southwest. Working in Hopi country 
in 1903, George Wharton James reports paying a runner one dollar on several 
occasions to carry a message from Oraibi to Keams Canyon. After covering 
72 miles, the runner retraced his route, running 144 miles in just 36 hours. 
These verified citations of point-to-point elapsed time or delivered tonnage 
would defy duplication today and, in a sense, run a parallel to their water
borne operations. 

Fifty-six of California's one hundred and twenty-eight tribes employed 
over one hundred types of water transport!! Worldwide primitive man 
employed eight classes of watercraft, and at least one model of each of these 
occurred in the Californias! This circumstance is unique in primitive water 
transportation annals. 

In many regions throughout the Stone Age world it was not unusual for 
two specific classes of watercraft to be deployed to satisfy specific 
requirements. And in some cases, three, or even four, but never all eight. 
This California anomaly was a direct result of the kaleidescopic cultural and 
environmental mixes of the region. 

Primitive watercraft were reflections of their environment, the materials 
at-hand, the technological levels of their constructors and the requirements 
of their owners. These conditions, when considered in the light of natural and 
cultural parameters , suggest as probable rather than possible that all eight 
classes should occur in the Calif ornias. Within the classes were: seven kinds 
of floats, twenty-six rafts , seven coracles, one type of sheath canoe, thirty
four kinds of balsa canoes, twenty-one dugout canoes, four stitched plank 
canoes and one stabilized canoe- one hundred and one varieties in all!! The 
design and deployment rationale of these one-hundred-plus models includes 
missions such as: ferrying, fishing, freighting, hauling passengers, hunting , 
gathering, trading and amphibious attack. 

The most popular craft in the Californias was the balsa canoe. Looked 
upon as a sort of seagoing joke by Euro-Yankee observers, the balsa survives 
today in Africa, South America and along the fringes of the Persian Gulf. In 
early times in the Californias they were reported from Caho San Lucas, up 
the east and west coasts of Baja, along the Pacific littoral as far north as 
Bodega Bay, and inland north to the Modoc range on the Oregon border. 

Balsas were constructed of three, four, five or seven bundles of tules. 
They were generally used in estuaries, inshore, on lakes or in protected bays
stillwater environments. Yet the Chumash of the Santa Barbara Channel 
laid down three and five bundle asphalt coated balsa canoes that they very 
probably used in inter-island traffic . 

Most balsas were double-ended small craft. As built by the Y okuts of the 
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BEFORE THE WHEEL 

Central Valley, the bows and stems were identical These lake and river people 
launched hunting, fishing and cruising canoes ranging from one-man models 
up to family size cruisers measuring at least thirty-five feet in length. 
However, not all were double-enders. The southeast Pomo, above the Napa 
Valley, produced three specific models of lake craft unique in the design of 
balsa canoes. The Pomo to-xina and its larger sisters were each built as a 
four-bundle, high-prowed shell sporting a cruiser stem. The four-bundle 
Costanoan canoe of San Francisco Bay was a blunt-ended model illustrated 
by the classic Louis Choris lithographic print of 1819, a Bancroft property 
that appears in most broad California works. And finally, the only balsa 
canoe constructed of cane, rather than rush stock, holds the region's record 
for long range deployment at sea. These graceful one and two-man double
ended, three-bundle hulls were launched by the Seri from Isla Tiburon on the 
Sea of Cortez. They are reported in early accounts hunting sea turtle along 
the eastern shores of Baja, a sixty-five mile straight-line shot across the then
powerful Gulf of California current. 

Rafts, doubtless the predecessors of balsa canoes, were laid down in 
several forms in the Californias and stand number two on the popularity list. 
They fall into three categories: log or pole platforms, rush bundle floors, and 
brush-pile affairs one cut above swimming or drowning. 

In the northern reaches where the tule was used in rope, basket and utility 
mat manufacture, the Modoc, who also produced dugout canoes, constructed 
two-bundle rush stealth rafts . Propelled in the fashion of a modern pad
dle board or swept along by a set pole, these simple rafts were used in hunting 
waterfowl or sneak attacks, missions admirably suited to a silent approach. 

Log models included two, three, four, five, and seven pole assemblies 
usually used in fishing or freighting. The Northern and Southern Pomo of the 
lower redwood coast constructed rafts of two or three logs assembled with 
grapevine lashings, abandoned on the beach after a run to the offshore 
kerries where their crews gathered mussels or hunted sea mammals. Their 
range extended to the Russian River area where the Coast Miwok, their 
southerly neighbors, built four-log platforms employed in gathering kelp. 

In all cases but one, any California raft of three poles or more was a plat
form whose integrity was insured by the use of lateral cross members lashed 
to the floor poles. The exception was found on the Pericu strands of Caho 
San Lucas. Here the natives constructed platforms of three, five or seven 
ceiba logs burned to length in such a fashion as to produce a square stern and 
tapered bow. The center member was the longest, and each parallel course 
was shorter. Structural integrity was insured by the insertion of dowels 
through the cross poles into the floor members! Reinforced by lashings, this 
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BEFORE THE WHEEL 

resulted in one of the most advanced models of the raft in the Californias . 
Early-day observers reported the Pericu up to around 9000 yards- over 5 
miles- offshore in pursuit of fish close enough to the surface to be taken with 
a spear or primitive jig. 

The dugout canoe, one of the more popular of watercraft classes in North 
America and the entire primitive world, weighs in as number three in the fre
quency of occurrence in the Californias. Most of these hulls were fairly rude, 
burned cavity, blunt double-enders deployed in freighting, hunting, gather
ing or fishing, but there were exceptions. 

The Achumawi of the Pit River produced graceful, shallow, spoon ended 
shells that, even when beached, appeared to be making 20 knots. To the 
south, in the Oroville range, the Maidu fashioned sharp ended heavy-duty 
models, and there is conjecture that the Chumash of the Santa Barbara coast 
and the Luiseno around the mouth of the River San Luis Rey produced 
dugouts of a similar pattern. The Luiseno hulls were produced in the inland 
mountain ranges and taken down the coast during the spring floods where 
they were sold to people on the coast. It is assumed that these coast dwellers 
stroked out through the combers into the open sea and across the 65-mile 
channel to San Clemente Island where artifact remains of their paddle blades 
have been found . 

The Atsugewi in northeastern Californ ia were content to work from 
cumbersome, blunt ended hulls as they fished at night by the light of blazing 
torches . Their neighbors to the north, the Modoc, produced delicate punt 
types for hunting, fishing and gathering shells. Called Vunsh or Vunshaga by 
their constructors, these lake craft required full time immersion to insure 
saturation . If they had been beached after each deployment the Modoc hulls, 
whose sides measured an inch or less in thickness , would have split out 
on drying. 

The finest California dugouts were those of the Yurok of the upper 
redwood coast, canoes of such admirable quality that they were copied or 
purchased by seven neighboring riverine cultures as far inland as Shasta. 
Products of fire and abrasion technology, these graceful redwood vessels 
were employed in hunting, fishing, freighting, ferrying and religious rituals. 
As an aside, each hull possessed a mystical life connection, with carved rep
resentations of a heart, eyes, lungs and kidneys. 

The coracle was a river craft used in the new world as well as the old. The 
name "coracle" is Welsh in origin and includes bowl or scoop shaped vessels 
constructed of a latticework frame of withes covered by hide; at the con
fluence of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, they are great wicker baskets 
waterproofed by liberal applications of asphaltum . Coracles were not 
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common in worldwide distribution but were popular along the Mississippi 
drainage where Plains tribes using willow withes, rawhide lashings, and 
buffalo hide, produced river craft copied and identified by white-eyed trap
pers as bullboats. 

In all cases California 's coracles were baskets, except for one produced by 
the early 19th Century sea otter hunter, George C. Yount , which was a shell 
clad in the hide of a sea lion. Some of the most highly prized examples of 
primitive basketry find their origins in California, so it comes as no surprise 
that the natives produced baskets of such fine manufacture as to preclude 
waterproofing when employed as coracles. Most California coracles are 
reported in the range of three to four feet in diameter, and all were employed 
in ferrying operations. 

In nearly every historic reference to coracles, the primary citation 
describes hauling infants, followed by moving freight. The most colorful cita
tion on coracle navigation describes the Yuki solution. The Yuki of northern 
California lived on the courses of rivers that, in the winter, border on 
cryogenic. Though life slowed in the northern reaches in the winter months , it 
did not stop, and river crossings were a part of the regular routine. Faced with 
ongoing crossings, the inventive Yuki started by building a hell-roaring bon
fire on the departure beach. When adequate coals developed they were 
dropped on a bed of sand in the bottom of the basket . Ready to roll, the Yuki 
ferryman floated the smoking hull and , in the fashion of a water polo player 
dribbling a ball, bobbed it over the river to the destination shore where the 
basket was landed. There firewood was gathered and the coals touched off a 
second blaze, thus producing a warming station at each end of the run. 

Floats were obviously primitive man's earliest device employed to extend 
his range beyond simply swimming, and included logs of manageable size, a 
net full of gourds, inflated animals hides, an armload of rushes or brush, pot
tery bowls and even wicker trays . Floats served one of two purposes; either 
that of supporting a swimmer, or accommodating freight of a quantity or type 
that would preclude its movement on the swimmer's back or being lugged 
underarm. 

Northern California's Chimariko made river crossings using large, flat 
willow trays clasped to the chest in much the fashion of today's youngsters 
swimming with the aid of inflated pool toys. Over to the east the Plains 
Miwok picked up a length of log and held it in the same fashion. 

Use of pottery bowls or jars in any water transport application is rare, but 
on the Colorado River pots were popular floats in ferrying operations. Cited 
as up to three feet in diameter , the bowls were laden with dry stores, 
manufactured goods or an infant, launched and pushed cross-river by the 
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women of the Mohave tribe. Mohave men and their male Yuman neighbors to 
the south were first class swimmers but left the ferrying operations to each 
tribes' Ladies Swimming Team. 

Yuman women frequently moved goods on large flat trays or crude brush 
pile rafts. An account describing both modes is one of the more delightful 
reports of native watercraft at work: Fr. Pedro Font tells of arriving on the 
west bank of the Colorado in 1776 where Anza's homeward bound column 
made arrangements with the Yumans to raft the troopers and the baggage of 
the Spanish train to the opposite shore . Some of the Yuman women bent to 
the task of raft building, while their sisters commenced pushing tray loads of 
small gear across the river. The first raft swamped, wiping out a full day's 
work, followed by a second sinking the second day; finally, the third platform 
constructed the third day was of sufficient buoyancy to complete the task. 

Stabilized canoes are those craft whose stability or sea-keeping qualities 
are insured by the use of twin hulls or outrigged floats. Only two crude models 
of this class occurred in the Americas, one in mainland Mexico and one in Baja 
California; the northern model a product of the Cochimi of Cedros Island 
off southern Baja. Here pine or cedar logs were split in half producing a flat 
decked, round bottomed solid hull four to five feet in width and twelve to fif
teen feet in length. The roll characteristic of these half log hulls was con
trolled by lashing outboard bundles of poles to each side and they made 
regular seagoing runs between Cedros island and the mainland. 

One twin-hulled stabilized solution is recorded and, although not of 
native design, served to save the hides of a company of Yankee trappers while 
adding this exotic model to the California roster. James Ohio Pattie and his 
faithful companions, engaged in a running Pier 6 brawl with the Yumans, 
decided that moving south on the Colorado River would be more practical 
than trying to outrun the natives on the beach. As a testimonial to produc
tivity under pressure, his company hacked out eight dugout hulls in three 
days. Ready to shove off, the colorful pioneers realized the combined burden 
capacity was inadequate to accommodate the load so, in the highest tradition 
of Yankee ingenuity, they doubled up eight hulls side by side in pairs, stowed 
the cargo on the bridge decks, and poled south out of reach of their land
lubbery native assailants. 

Of all of the classes of primitive watercraft known to North America, the 
sheath canoe is without a doubt the most popular in our general literature. 
Sheath canoes exhibit some of the most advanced examples of naval 
architecture in the native world, having hulls of ingeniously crafted mortised 
withe frames meticulously covered with tailored sea mammal hides, or 
masterfully lofted sheaths of bark stitched to withe gunwhales, to which 
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frames in compression and thwarts were fixed. In the main they are identified 
as the kayak, an enclosed watertight sheath; the umiak, an open sub-arctic 
canoe, and the venerable birch bark canoe. 

Yankee and Russian sea otter hunters brought the "Cossacks of the Sea" 
the Aleuts, to the Califomias in the first half of the 19th Century. Although 

their two-man versions of the kayak, called bidarkas by the Russians, were 
intrusive, they were maintained and constructed in the Californias at Ft. 
Ross between 1814 and 1841, and ranged to the southerly reaches of Baja 

Only one true native sheath hull was laid down in the Californias, a 
product of the maritime Chumash. It was late in occurrence, and was a classic 

hermaphrodite watercraft. The Chumash, who made trading and passenger 
runs to the Channel Islands in the tradition of streetcar schedules, sometime 
in mid-19th Century picked up on the Aleut skin hulls and, translating the 

design to their standard stitched plank canoes, produced a sheath hull. 
These fishing craft reflect a superior grasp of hull design: withe frames and 

stringers clad to just above the load line with sharkskin stitched to steer hide 
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uppers. Though the Chumash didn't know it, these were classic duplications 
of the sub-Arctic Umiak. 

The most advanced hull design of the New World was the stitched plank 
canoe. Only two of this class occurred in the Wes tern Hemisphere: in South 
America, a three-plank dalca consisting of a floor and two side planks was 
used in the Chiloean archipelago of southern Chile. This rude, simplistic hull 
cannot to be compared with the multi-planked tomol produced by the Santa 
Barbara Channel Chumash and used by the Gabrieleno as far south as 
San Pedro. 

The Chumash, who engaged in a lively trade between the Santa Barbara 
coast and the Channel Islands, were some of the most ingenious of the New 
World's canoe constructors. A classic maritime culture, they laid down balsa 
canoes, dugout canoes, sheath canoes and stitched plank canoes employed in 
gathering, hunting, fishing and long range trading. Though pine is mentioned 
as one of the basic hull materials in tomol construction, redwood was more 
popular, and is a prime example of an environmental design anomaly. 

Redwood is uncommon south of Pt. Pinos at Monterey, a distance of 
aproximately 250 land miles to Santa Barbara and 280 miles by sea, posing 
the question of Chumash raw material acquisition. The answer is the sea and 
the coastwise California Current. Since the Cretaceous age, coast redwoods 
towering up to 367 feet above the forest floor have been felled by gales, 
swamped by river-destined ground torrents and bombarded by atom-bomb-
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like lightning bolts. When these magnificent titans bordering the roaring 
storm-fed rivers fell, their remains were carried down to the coast, out 
beyond the river-mouth bars, to pitch and roll in the angry seas. 

Most, as observed by Stephen Powers in 18 77, returned to the redwood 
coast as driftwood, but thousands of board feet of raw trunk stock was driven 
offshore to the west until caught up in the southbound California Current, 
nature's predecessor oflatter-day doghole lumber schooners that delivered 
redwood along the south coast. Considerable of these ponderous billets ran 
ashore on the strands of the northerly Channel Islands, while some made it as 
far south as the Catalina Channel where the counter-clockwise Southern 
California Gyre performed what freighters call an interline service. In the 
vocabulary of modern transportation, interlining identifies the transfer of a 
shipment from one carrier to another; in this case, the Southern California 
Gyre effected a terminal transfer destined for a northerly delivery some
where between Malibu and Pt. Conception. 

On the beach the raw redwood logs became seasoned driftwood. They 
were reduced to plank stock by splitting out, and were lofted, trimmed and 
fitted, employing abrasion technology . Finished planks were joined with an 
asphalt mastic, strengthened by through hull stitching using milkweed twine, 
and finally were lavishly embellished with finely worked shell decoration. 
E xplore r George Van couver , one of the last of the legion of early -day 
immigrant champions of the tomol, was so impressed with these Chumash 
smallcraft that he carried what turns out to be the only surviving example of 
the unique, castanet-bladed, compound paddle back to Blighty. It is still listed 
in the inventory of London's Victoria and Albert Museum. 

Actually, this recitation is only a cursory enumeration of the one hundred 
plus modes of water transport common to the Californias. Although several 
of the examples can be viewed as unusual, none of the lot fall under the head
ing of bizarre. However, any report of any aspect of California or the Far 
West, worth the paper it is written on, must include at least one bizarre cita
tion to keep the east coast-west coast feud smoldering. 

One of the most unusual modes of water transit in the world and one 
worthy of the Golden State was reported in 1877 by Stephen Powers in his 
Tribes of California. It was in the Nongatl domain of the Eel River where, sans 
swimming or the use of floats, canoes or rafts, these wily natives crossed their 
deepest rivers at will. History tells us of Jesus of Nazareth walking on water, 
an act unparalleled in maritime annals, but if he is number one, the unsung 
heathen N ongatl rate the number two slot and are as close behind as was 
Satan when he tempted the Nazarene . The Nongatl were classic infantry
men: they walked win, lose, or draw. Approaching a river they simply waded 
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in and marched across, a very ordinary solution until reaching submersion 
depth: it's at this point they approach Guinness and his Record Book. Arriv
ing at a river bank where the obvious estimated depth exceeded the overall 
height of the traveller, the wayfarer selected a boulder of the magnitude of a 
great pumpkin, hefted it and grunted it out to chin depth where he took in a 
great gulp of air, raised the rock to rest on his head, disappeared below the 
surface and walked underwater!! When he broke the surface on the opposite 
side he discharged the ballast boulder like a "Y" gun firing an" ashcan". Only 
in California. 

In the fashion of the Denver Post classic, "Yes, Virginia, California's 
Indians pecked and painted glyphs, palavered, and were masters of pre
contact use of a form of charades. Furthermore their domain was the only 
region of the primitive world where the indigenes employed all eight classes 
of native water transport . . . and when all else failed, they walked under 
water." 
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MAP TO ACCOMPANY "OUR NEW WEST" BY SAMUEL BOWLES. 
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The 
Empty Quarter 
by RICHARD F. LOGAN 

Y THE YEAR 1840, most of the arable 
land east of the Mississippi was settled and 
under the plow. To the west, across that river, 
agricultural settlement had expanded westward 
until aridity precluded any further spread of 
the farming of that day. Continuous settle
ment halted along a fairly straight north-south 
frontier, essentially coincident with the 95th 
meridian through western Minnesota, western 
Iowa, and about the present Missouri
Kansas and Arkansas-Oklahoma borders. 

The area from the Atlantic to this frontier constituted the eastern, major 
focus of America: solid blocks of agricultural land; industrial developments 
based upon available resources or in answer to demands for the basic sup
plies of a growing, increasingly affluent and sophisticated society; and com
mercial centers dealing in both local and foreign trade. The heart, the 
core of America. 

On the western, Pacific, coast, Spanish settlements had begun a little 
before the time the United States achieved its independence from Britain, 
Basically religious, with some military aspects, they were supplied by 
desultory maritime operations or by agonizing overland journeys up the 
length of the Baja California peninsula. The European population of California 
was extremely sparse, with only a handful at each mission, presidio or infrequent 
pueblo . Little was changed after the secularization of the missions between 
1834 and 1840 and the development of the ranchos. 
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Other trails reached northward from Old Mexico: into Texas, particularly 
to San Antonio; to El Paso and on up the Rio Grande to Santa Fe, where a 
small population of Spanish had maintained themselves since 1610; and into 
southern Arizona, to the missions Tumacacori and San Xavier del Bae, south 
of Tucson. Each trail was like a tentacle, and there was little connection 
between them. 

The lands between - west of the 95th meridian, east of the California 
mission-rancho country, and between and north of the Spanish-Mexican 
tentacles-were vast, unoccupied, undeveloped. It was the Empty Quarter of 
America. It had a sparse scattering of Indian tribes. For two decades, trap
pers, traders and government explorers had wandered across it, followed its 
rivers, discovered its passes, and marked out a few trails into and across it; a 
miniscule number had taken up residence within it. But to all intents and 
purposes, and certainly in the minds of outsiders, it was an Empty 
Quarter. 

And then suddenly, in the 1840s, the whole scene changed. By then the 
trails from Missouri to Oregon and California were in use. The discovery of 
gold in California in 1848 sparked the Gold Rush, and California became the 
Mecca of great hordes of Argonauts from all parts of the world. In the 
decades that followed, great numbers of others came for the more prosaic 
goals off arming, lumbering, or engaging in business. While central California 
was the major destination, some migrants headed for southern California, 
Oregon or Washington . The result was that from 1850 onwards, the United 
States was characterized by a huge, well-developed, densely populated eastern 
half, and a rapidly growing, magnetically attractive, phenomenally rich 
westernmost tenth, the two parts separated by a largely uninhabited trace 
comprising four-tenths of the total area of the nation-The Empty Quarter- a 
zone which must be traversed to get from one vital area to the other. 

The Empty Quarter has six distinct regions: 

The Great Plains The Colorado Plateaus 
The Rocky Mountains 
The Columbia Plateaus 

The Basin and Range Country 
The Western Ranges 

THE GREAT PLAINS 

To a traveler coming from the humid lands of the eastern United States or 
from western Europe the first region to cross was the Great Plains, a desert, 
often designated on maps of that period as "The Great American Desert". 
That the area should later yield huge crops of wheat was beyond their wildest 
dreams. West of the l00thmeridian, rainfall was below20 inches, trees and 
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bushes were absent, and only short grass covered the land . To Eastern eyes, 
that was a desert. 

The land consisted of a vast plain, stretching featureless from horizon to 
horizon- as far as the eye could see. In some places it was as flat as the sea; in 
other areas, gently undulating. In a few areas, especially along the southeast 
sides of certain streams, small sand dunes had accumulated; and in 
northwestern Nebraska, semi-fixed dunes up to several hundred feet in 
height covered 20,000 square miles. But they were a rarity, and flatness was 
the keynote everywhere. 

A carpet of grass covered the land, its dense web of interlocking roots 
binding it together into a tight, solid turf, preventing erosion by wind or 
water. Here and there, however, colonies of prairie dogs broke the sod, the 
light soil excavated from their labyrinthine burrows forming low irregular 
mounds rising slightly but conspicuously above the smoothness of the plain . 
Elsewhere, too, there were buffalo wallows. In slight depressions amidst 
undulations, water gathered during thunderstorms on hot summer days. 
Buffalo- bison, to be precise - milled about them, drinking, breaking the sod 
with their hooves, churning the wet soil into mud , rolling in it to seek relief 
from the heat and the masses of flies, and then walking away carrying quan
tities of mud plastered on their hides. This activity, repeated storm after 
storm , year after year, resulted in the " excavation" of a pit several feet below 
the general level of the plain . 

The Great Plains rise from an altitude of about 1000 feet at their eastern 
edge along the Missouri River to 5000 or 6000 feet along the foot of the Roc
kies in Colorado. The slope is so gentle as to be imperceptible: to all general 
appearances, the country is flat. It is the ideal natural route for wagons , with 
the sod cover making a fine roadbed, an easy grade , and a general absence of 
obstacles. Yet the surface of the plain was avoided by the wagoneers for 
several reasons . Water for humans and beasts alike was unavailable, as was 
wood for the evening cooking fire. And to a person raised in the humid lands 
of the eastern United States or western Europe , any treeless land must be a 
desert, and a desert was to be avoided at all costs. 

Across the Great Plains flowed the rivers, in valleys incised only slightly 
below the general level. Born of the winter snows and summer cloudbursts of 
the Rockies, they flowed out onto the plains , carrying large amounts of sedi
ment eroded from the mountain valleys. As their velocities decreased on the 
gently-sloping plains , they became choked with sediment, their channels 
shoaled and shifting, and bars and islets appeared and disappeared. Hence 
the streams were all but useless for navigation. 
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But there was always water, either on the surface or just below it, easily 
reached by digging. And along the streams grew cottonwoods- poor timber, 
but fuel nevertheless, and better than nothing for wagon repairs. So the 
travellers made their way westward along the streams as much as possible, 
avoiding the open plains. 

The natural focus for overland trails was Independence, an eastern sub
urb of modern Kansas City, Missouri. To it, potential travellers came by 
river: down the Illinois or the Ohio Rivers to the Mississippi, then up the 
Missouri to Independence; or overland by many routes. From Independen
ce, the upstream course of the Missouri River leads away to the north
northwest - not towards California or Oregon. So, by pack animal, cart or 
wagon, with horse, mule or ox, the traveler set out overland to the westward 

From Independence, two trails led westward across the Great Plains: the 
Santa Fe Trail and the Oregon Trail 

The Santa Fe Trail 
The Santa Fe Trail led southwest for 825 miles to the old Spanish capital 

of New Mexico high (7000 feet) in the upper reaches of the valley of the 
Rio Grande. 

The main route lay at first across the plains, away from the streams, for 
250 miles to the Great Bend of the Arkansas River. In this area, so far to the 
east, the plains were green and fairly moist, and not so fearsome and desert
like as areas encountered further along. It then proceeded up the Arkansas 
for 300 miles to Bent's Fort ne~r modern La Junta, Colorado. Turning 
southward at Bent's Fort, it crossed an eastward-trending spur of the 
Rockies at Raton Pass, and skirted the eastern foot of the Rockies to Las 
Vegas, New Mexico, 210 miles from La Junta. In the next 65 miles, it rounded 
the southern end of the Sangre de Cristo Range to Santa Fe. 

Later a shorter route was developed, which left the Arkansas River west 
of Dodge City and crossed the plains for fifty miles to the Cimarron River. 
After following the Cimarron upstream for a few miles, the trail cut, straight 
as an arrow, across the plains for 150 miles to the Canadian River near mod
ern Springer, New Mexico. There it turned southward to join the main trail 
near Watrous . It avoided Raton Pass and other steep grades, and was 90 
miles shorter than the main trail, but the dreaded trek across the "Cimarron 
Desert" discouraged many a traveler from attempting it. 

The Oregon Trail 
The Oregon Trail, which brought many early settlers and miners to the Far 

West, cut directly west across the plains for 250 miles from Independence, 
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Missouri, to Grand Island, Nebraska. It then followed the Platte River and its 
North Fork some 350 miles across the full width of the Great Plains to Fort 
Laramie, Wyoming. 

THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

Immediately west of the Great Plains, and athwart the routes from 
Independence to the Calif omia gold fields, stands the long north-south range 
of the Rockies - precipitous, formidable, awe-inspiring, almost unassailable. 
Rising from a base altitude of over 5000 feet on all sides, their summits 
exceed 10,000 feet in hundreds of places and scores of peaks rise above 14,000. 
They present a great barrier for great distances, thwarting any hope of easy 
passage. Their peaks are jagged, pointed, steep-sided and soil-less. Their 
crests are knife-edged and cliffed. Their valleys, while broad-floored in many 
cases, rise by vertical steps - staircases with the risers measured in hundreds 
of vertical feet; and they terminate in cirques - glacially eroded amphi
theaters with vertical head-and side-walls. Low altitude or gently-graded 
passes are totally non-existant. Only in recent years have modem engineer
ing and construction techniques permitted the building of easily negotiated 
roads across them. 

In the case of early overland travel to Oregon and California, the massive 
wall of the Front Range - easternmost range of the Rockies in that latitude
precluded any possible wagon road from east to west across the present state 
of Colorado. But there had to be an end to the mountains somewhere, so the 
wagoneers gave up the idea of a frontal assault and went around the ends of 
the range. 

The Santa Fe Trail 
On the south, the Santa Fe Trail curved round the end of the Sangre de 

Cristo Range, the southerly successor of the Front Range and the 
southernmost extension of the Rockies in that longitude, and came into the 
upper valley of the south-flowing Rio Grande. There, at Santa Fe, this east
west Anglo-Saxon route shared a common destination with a south-north 
Hispanic-Mexican route. 

This last portion of the Santa Fe Trail was not easy. From Bent's Fort to 
Santa Fe, the trail lay across the grain of the country, and the topography 
tends toward angularity- a far cry from the flowing curves of eastern humid 
landscapes or the smoothness of the Plains. Low cliffs, mesas, boulder
strewn slopes obstructed the path, created detours, and slowed progress. 
But travel was possible, unlike the situation in the mountains being 
circumvented. 
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The Oregon Trail 
The Rockies are an agglomeration of many ranges. The Front Range, as 

the name implies, is merely the front, or most easterly, of a whole group of 
ranges which comprise most of the western half of Colorado. Just as the 
group dies out southward near Santa Fe, the group- under the name of the 
Medicine Bow Range - terminates northward in south-central Wyoming. A 
broad gap separates it from the Big Horn Mountains, outliers of the Rockies 
in north -central Wyoming, and from the Wind River and Absaroka Ranges a 
little farther west. This gap, 100 miles wide, is a sort of intrusion of the Great 
Plains far into the Rockies, bringing flat plains far into the heart of the 
rugged ranges. So subdued is it that the Continental Divide is not only imper
ceptible, but a very large basin of interior drainage sits right astride the 
Divide, completely confusing the outsider from the humid world. 

The Oregon Trail followed the North Platte River to Fort Laramie (NOT 
the present city of Laramie), and thence through the gap described above, 
past Casper and along the Sweetwater River, skirting the northern side of the 
Great Divide Basin, to South Pass. The crossing of the Continental Divide 
here was unnoticeable , and the trail continued down long gentle slopes to the 
Green River, a Colorado River tributary. Ahead now loomed the complex 
mass of rugged ranges occupying southwestern Wyoming, northeastern 
Utah, and southeastern Idaho , culminating in the extremely rugged Wasatch 
Range, overlooking the Great Salt Lake. Several routes threaded their ways 
through this maze, some making for Salt Lake City, some for Fort Hall on the 
Snake River near modern Pocatello, Idaho. From Fort Laramie to Fort Hall 
was about 600 miles. 

THE COLUMBIA PLATEAUS 

The Columbia Plateaus occupy most of southern Idaho, eastern Oregon, 
and eastern Washington. They constitute one of the most extensive lava 
plateaus in the world. The lava surfaced almost entirely from fissures -
cracks in the ground - through which it flowed quietly and widely over the 
surrounding countryside. In a few areas , it came to the surface explosively, 
building cinder cones of pellets of lava which had been shot into the air. 

In most places, the land is gently rolling and would seem to be ideal for 
wagon travel. Closer examination, however , reveals three formidable 
problems: 

1) The surface of newer lava flows is frequently jagged and craggy, with 
foot-high pinnacles and teeth of glassy lava waiting to cut the feet and 
legs of man and beast; angular blocks turned on edge, bordered by 
cracks many feet in width, and of immeasurable depth, deter the 
passage of wagons. 
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2) Great expanses of countcy are almost waterless - all rain disappear
ing instantly down the myriads of cracks formed as the lava cooled 

3) Deep, sheer-walled canyons cut by larger streams sometimes lie 
athwart the desired routes of travel, or restrict the traveler to the 
actual stream itself. 

The Oregon Trail 
West of Fort Hall, the Oregon Trail followed the broad gentle valley of the 

Snake River to a point about midway between American Falls and Burley, 
Idaho. There, groups headed for California turned southwestward into 
Nevada on the California Cutoff, and left the Columbia Plateaus. 

Beyond the Cutoff, the main trail followed the Snake River, keeping to it s 
south bank, or turning away from it at places where the river had cut a canyon 
too deep and steep-walled for the wagons to negotiate . Eventually , the 
canyon became too deep and narrow to even consider, and the trail aban
doned the river completely- at first on the south side, and later, after cross
ing the stream at Glenn's Fercy, on the northern side. Across the surface of 
the lava plateau, travelers sought out the smoothest stretches, avoiding areas 
of more jagged lava. Handicapped by scanty water and sparse vegetation, 
suffering from intense heat in summer and the cold and the screaming wind of 
winter, they headed for the pleasant woodsy oasis of Boise, 250 miles from 
Fort Hall. 

Fifty miles to the west, the trail crossed the Snake again near its junction 
with the Boise River. It would have been tempting to follow the Snake 
downstream to the north , but the word had spread concerning its passage 
through the wildly spectacular but impassable Hell's Canyon, along the pre
sent boundacy between Idaho and Oregon. 

So the trail left the Snake River and climbed into the Blue Mountains - a 
great mountain mass that rises like an island above the sea oflava plateaus at 
its feet. In general; it has the form of a gentle-sloped dome , above which rise 
severa l ranges of somewhat steeper and more rugged mountains. By care
fully selecting a route between the ranges, the Oregon trail crossed the Blue 
Mountains, taking advantage of the cooler climate and the greater availability of 
water , feed and wood. 

Through the tortured wastelands of the Burnt River Canyon , it climbed 
the southern side of the mountains and, with considerable effort, reached the 
summit between the Wallowa Mountains and Elkhorn Ridge , southeast of 
present-day Baker, Oregon. Beyond, essentially on the top of the dome , the 
trail crossed the table-flat floor of the Grande Ronde Valley, past modern La 
Grande, and on over the rounded wooded northwestern crests of the Blue 
Mountains - a pleasant relief after the hundreds of miles of desolation that 
had been traversed. 
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A long gentle down-slope led eventually to the vicinity of today's 
Pendleton, Oregon, about 190 miles from the crossing of the Snake River 
west of Boise . 

Beyond lay the valley of the Columbia River- but rather than follow the 
stream itself, with problems of soft ground, cliffed banks, etc., the trail 
paralleled the river a few miles to the south for some 150 miles to The Dalles, 
where the stream enters its confined valley- a gorge in places - through the 
Cascade Range. 

THE COLORADO PLATEAUS 
The Colorado Plateaus occupy a huge section of southeastern Utah, 

southwestern Colorado , northwestern New Mexico, and northeastern 
Arizona. They are lands of sweeping vistas and limitless horizons; deep, cliff
walled canyons; brilliantly colored rocks and brick-red and yellow-gray 
streams; angular topography , thin soils, torrential rains and prolonged 
drought. Vegetation ranges from non-existent in many lower areas to 
woodlands and forests on the higher plateaus. Punctuating the smooth, even 
skylines are scattered volcanic cones, some of gigantic proportions reaching 
to altitudes where snow lies most of the year and dense evergreen forests 
clothe the slopes. 

Travel is fairly easy on the plateau surfaces, but detours of great distan
ces may be necessary to by-pass some of the stupendous canyons. Water is 
always a problem, aggravated by the dry air and the great heat of summer. 
Feed for livestock is in short supply in most areas. 

The Spanish Trail 
The Spanish Trail began at Santa Fe , headed northwe st, crossed the Rio 

Grande and followed the Chama River upstream , paralleling the boundary 
between the Colorado Plateaus and the southwestern spurs of the Rockies 
(the San Juan Mountains). Crossing the many headwaters of the San Juan 
River just as they emerged from the mountains , it avoided their canyons 
entrenched deeply into the plateaus . From the site of modern Durango, 
Colorado , it struck out across the plateaus. It crossed the Colorado River at 
Moab , Utah, and the Green River at today's town of that name - in each case, 
at points where the stream is, for a short distance, not deep in a vertical
walled canyon. Beyond the Green River, the trail traversed Castle Valley 
under the Book Cliffs, climbed out westward to cross the Wasatch Plateau, 
and descended into the valley of the Sevier River - and left the plateau 
country. 

It was some 600 miles from Santa F e to the Sevier. Two-thirds of th e 
distanc e was acro ss extr emely barr en dese rt -y et most of th e way water was 
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available at relatively frequent intervals. It is a land of great cliffs and 
canyons, of vast expanses of impassable terrain- yet it was so well selected a 
route that difficult grades were rare. The route was most circuitous, greatly 
increasing the straight-line distance. This was done, of course , to avoid the 
exceptional ruggedness, sheer cliffs, extraordinary canyons and vast barren 
and waterless plateaus. While it was of some importance as a transcontinen
tal link in early times, it would be unthought -of as a prospective route across 
the country today . 

The Flagstaff Route 
One other trail penetrated the Colorado Plateaus and was, in a sense, the 

fore-runner of the Santa Fe Railroad and Route 66, now 1-40. It stayed atop 
the plateaus in a singularly undissected belt from Albuquerque westward 
past Winslow and Flagstaff to Williams. Its high altitude made it pleasantly 
cool in summer but subjected it to heavy snows in winter, and its eastern part 
traversed an area of complete desert. In the western section, beyond 
Williams, it made a long gradual descent to the Colorado River, in the Basin 
and Range region. 

Combined with the Cimarron Cut-off of the Santa Fe Trail, this was the 
shortest route to Los Angeles (about 1635 miles) and to the gold fields (1800 
miles) . Curiously, it was very little used until the coming of the railroad. 

THE BASIN AND RANGE COUNTRY 

Bounded on the north by the Columbia Plateaus in the vicinity of the 
southern boundaries of Idaho and Oregon, on the west by the Sierra Nevada 
and other bordering ranges , and on the east by the Colorado Plateaus and the 
Wasat ch Range, the Ba sin and Range Country extends southward into 
Mexico: into Baja California, Sonora , and Chihuahua. It includes the entire 
state of Nevada, western Utah, the southwest half of Arizona, the desert por
tion of eastern California and the southwestern part of New Mexico. 

Climatically, all of the region is arid or semi-arid . Water is everywhere in 
short supply, whether as water for stock, for human use , or for vegetation 
growth. In addition , summers are invariably extremely hot, and in the 
northern areas, winters can be very cold. 

The land is characterized by elongated ranges oriented north-south, with 
extremely steep slopes, and rugged , narrowcrested ridges and peaks. Every 
range is part of an uplifted fault block- a section of the earth's crust which has 
been broken apart from the rest and thrust up high above its surroundings. In 
the reverse manner, adjacent blocks have been dropped down, making large 
depre sse d basin s which are far below th e level of the surrounding country. 
Such fault blocks are commonly ten to twenty miles long, five to fifteen miles 
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wide, and raised or lowered five to fifteen thousand feet. Thus the gross pat
tern of the country, viewed generally, is the result of faulting. 

On the other hand, the details of the local scene are chiefly the result of 
erosion and deposition by running water. The minor valleys cut into the 
mountain sides, invariably narrowbottomed, steep-sided , and with steep 
gradients, have been eroded by flash floods associated with summer 
cloudbursts. 

The materials eroded from the mountains are deposited in the adjacent 
basins as the streams slacken in velocity, dry up through evaporation, and 
sink into previously deposited materials. Thus the basins come to be filled 
with gravels, sands and silts, their surfaces sloping very gently from mountain 
foot and canyon mouth down toward the center of the basin, where they meet 
similar slopes constructed from the mountain on the other side of the basin. 

Some basins have exits for their surplus water and debris to adjacent 
valleys or to the sea. But many are closed basins, with no outlets, with 
drainage terminating at the lowest point in the basin. There, after rains, a 
shallow lake may form, and eventually evaporate in the dry desert air. Most 
of the time, however, that same area is covered with a thick crust of salt, glis
tening white in the sunshine. The salt has been dissolved from the rocks and 
soil of the surrounding countryside by the rains, carried by streams to the 
basin, or has percolated there through the sands and gravels. When the water 
evaporates, the salt is left behind, coating the surface, creating a dry lake 
or playa. 

Potable water is almost non-existent most of the year. Such springs as do 
exist are usually located in the bottoms of rugged mountain canyons, and 
were unknown and inaccessible to wagon trains. The great exceptions are the 
several exotic streams (the Colorado, Humboldt, Virgin, Mojave and Gila 
Rivers) which originate in high mountains with greater precipitation and flow 
across the desert basins , either on the surface or at very shallow depths 
beneath the stream bed. 

Vegetation in the basins consists of a sparse growth of desert shrubs and 
in some places, bunch grass. Stunted trees grow along the major waterways , 
even where they are normally dry on the surface. Feed for livestock is in short 
supply. The higher mountains sometimes rise into cooler, more moist zones 
where open woodlands of juniper , pinon and oak occur - but these were 
generally out of reach of the pioneer emigrant or trader. 

Four major trails traversed the Basin and Range Country: the Gila River 
Trail, the Government Road , the Spanish Trail, and the California Trail , or 
California Cut-Off. 
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The Gila River Trail 
The Gila River Trail, actually the western extension of the Santa Fe Trail, 

followed the Rio Grande southward from Santa Fe past Bernalillo, Albuquerque, 
and Socorro. Veering to the southwest, it pursued an old miner's trail dating 
from Spanish times to Silver City, New Mexico, and thence to the upper 
valleys of the Gila River. The route was easy, the passes low, the grazing 
fairly good, and the Continental Divide was crossed without being recognized 

Beyond lay a land of extreme desert conditions, but there was the Gila 
Valley to follow across the full width of southern Arizona, with water avail
able for a little digging in even the worst of droughts. Feed was scanty, but 
fuel was plentiful. Later travelers held farther south, past the sites of modern 
Lords burg, Wilcox, Benson, and Tucson, joining the Gila much farther west. 
This more southerly route passed from basin to basin, crossing ranges where 
they sank to the level of the plain. 

OREGON T.RAIL 

LENGTHS OF OVERLAND TRAILS 
from Independence, Missouri 

to Independence, Oregon 
to California Goldfields via California 

Trail (California Cut-off) 

SPANISH TRAIL and regular Santa Fe Trail 
to Los Angeles 
to California Goldfields 

FLAGSTAFF ROUTE, Cimarron Cut-off, and Government Road 
to Los Angeles 
to California Goldfields 

GILA RIVER TRAIL, Cimarron Cut-off 
to San Diego 
to Los Angeles 
to California Goldfields 

1950 miles 
1875 miles 

2100 miles 
2375 miles 

1650 miles 
1850 miles 

1660 miles 
1750 miles 
2050 miles 

As will be seen from the above table the Gila River Trail, in combination 
with the Cimarron Cut-off of the Santa Fe Trail, was one of the shortest 
routes to the Pacific Coast. At the same time, it was one of the easiest as far as 
grades were concerned. But it was never a popular emigration route, pro
bably for three reasons. The destination of most pre-railroad migrants was 
not just the Pacific Coast- most were headed for the gold fields or the towns 
and agricultural lands of northern and central California - the popularity of 
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southern California came later. Secondly, the Cimarron-Gila route had an 
inordinate amount of desert mileage with a bad reputation, and while it was 
almost ideal for winter travel, its good points were not as well known as its 
bad. And finally, the reputation of the Apaches as fierce attackers of wagon 
trains caused many prospective migrants to select other routes. 

The Government Road 
Another route, used to a fair extent by the Army, crossed Arizona 

diagonally from southeast to west center, serving a series of Army posts. It 
had easy grades, staying almost entirely in the basins and avoiding moun
tains rather than crossing them. But it exposed its travelers to great summer 
heat, long waterless stretches, great shortages of feed, and the threat of 
Apache attack. 

At Fort Mojave, on the Colorado River above Needles, it joined the 
Flagstaff Route which had just descended from the Colorado Plateaus. West 
of the river, the combined routes were known as "The Government Road" 
because, in the 1850s, the route was marked (no road was built) and a string 
of forts was established to defend it. The "Road" went westward through 
desolate and empty country lying between modern routes I-15 and I-4O, 
utilizing small waterholes and wells, across some of the harshest parts of the 
Mojave Desert . Eventually it reached the sink of the Mojave River, south of 
present-day Baker, and followed that largely subterranean watercourse 
upstream to present-day Barstow and Victorville. From there it continued either 
through Cajon Pass to Los Angeles, or along the north foot of the San Gabriel 
Mountains until it joined the trail from Los Angeles to San Francisco and the 
gold fields near Fort Tejon. 

The Spanish Trail 
The Spanish Trail entered the Basin and Range Country at the same time 

it entered the Sevier River Valley in central Utah, and it traversed that coun
try for the next six hundred miles - to Cajon Pass overlooking southern 
California. Its route roughly paralleled that of today's I-15. In the north, it 
ran along the foot of the western escarpment of the Colorado Plateau where, 
at fairly frequent intervals, streams emerged from canyons in the face of the 
Plateau, flowed across the trail and off into the arid basins to the west. This 
was high desert country, with grass and palatable bushes for browsing, with 
only moderately warm summers but bitterly cold winters and considerable 
snow. 

In southernmost Utah, the trail descended into Dixie, the valley of the 
Virgin River: an inferno in summer, but with a pleasantly mild winter; a land 
of extreme desert, but blessed by an ever-flowing river- a delightful oasis in a 
spectacular desert. 
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Unfortunately, downstream the narrowness of the canyon and the quick
sands of the river bed forced the trail out onto high ground, over rocky passes 
and across dry benchlands for long distances before it reached the next oasis 
- Las Vegas ("The Meadows"). 

Beyond, the trail headed southwest across the heart of the Mojave 
Desert, from one wretched waterhole to the next, staying in the basins where 
the grades were gentle and the surface good, in an almost direct line, swerving 
only to avoid occasional mountains. Through most of this section, it ran 
parallel toI-15, but a dozen or a score of miles tothenorthwestofit. From the 
vicinity of Barstow, it followed the course of the Mojave River to Cajon 
Pass. 

The California Trail 
The fourth route across the Basin and Range Country, the California 

Trail, split from the Oregon Trail about the site of present-day Burley, Idaho, 
on the Snake River. It headed south, leaving the Columbia Plateaus, and 
crossed the moderately low divide between the Snake and Humboldt Rivers, 
and joined the latter near Wells, Nevada. Later, many travelers came via Salt 
Lake City, whence they went westward across the glistening, glaring, but 
smooth surface of the Great Salt Desert to join the other route at Wells. Both 
routes were infamous for their lack of potable water and extreme desert 
conditions. 

The combined trails continued westward for 270 miles down the valley of 
the Humboldt River to its final termination in the salty wastes of Humboldt 
Sink Forty waterless miles ensued- the infamous Forty Mile Desert. Even
tually the trail reached the downstream termination of the Truckee River, 
which it followed upstream past the present site of Reno, Nevada. 

THE WESTERN RANGES 

Along the western border of America's Empty Quarter stands a high but 
discontinuous wall of rugged mountains. The Cascade Range constitutes the 
northern portion of this barrier, stretching across northernmost California 
and the full width of Oregon and Washington. The range consists basically of 
a rather moderately sloping base above which isolated volcanic peaks rise 
spectacularly. By careful selection of routes, wagon trains could fairly easily 
cross the range at many points. 

Unlike any other stream, the Columbia River, draining a vast area to the 
east and northeast, flows directly across the Cascade Range from The Dalles 
to Portland, Oregon. It is an antecedent stream - that is, it was flowing in that 
course before the Cascade Range existed. As the mountains were formed by 
the slow folding and rising of the Earth's crust, erosion by the stream kept 
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pace with the uplift, and the gorge in which it now flows was gradually cut. 
The Columbia River Gorge is about sixty miles in length, and in many places 
has very steep, precipitous walls. 

The Oregon Trail 
Originally, the Oregon Trail ended at The Dalles, at the eastern entrance 

to the gorge. There the emigrants built rafts and floated downstream - a 
very dangerous undertaking. In 1848, the Barlow Road was completed, 
allowing travelers to continue by wagon to their final destination. The road 
left the vicinity of the river at The Dalles, turning southwest. It curved round 
the south side of the spectacular volcano, Mt. Hood, utilizing Barlow Pass 
and the notorious Laurel Hill, considered by many to be the most hazardous 
part of the entire journey. 

Beyond, the route traversed rolling country to its termination at the town 
of Independence, Oregon (appropriately named: remember that the trail 
started at Independence, Missouri) just southwest of Salem, in the 
Willamette Valley. The distance from The Dalles to Independence is 
approximately 100 miles. 

The California Trail 
To the southward of the Cascade Range, running down more than half of 

the length of California, lies the Sierra Nevada. Like the Front Range of the 
Colorado Rockies, the Sierra Nevada stands directly athwart the straight
line course from Independence, Missouri, to the California gold fields. Like 
the Front Range, too, it was possible to make an end-run around the obstacle . 
But unlike the Front Range, it was also possible to make a direct attack upon 
the center and fight one's way, albeit with great effort, across the barrier. 

The Sierra Nevada is a great fault block- a section of the Earth's crust 
which has broken and tilted as a single huge unit. It has risen along a fault line 
on the east, forming a fault scarp overlooking Owens Valley, Mono Lake, and 
other lower lands to the east, at a height of two or three miles above the for
mer continuous surface. 

The range has a very asymmetrical cross -section: a steep, abrupt, pre
cipitous eastern face, and a long slope down to the west. It was the eastern 
face, the fault scarp, that presented the real problem to the traveler. Even 
today, it stands as a major obstacle to surface travel, and in the days of 
covered wagons pulled by horses and oxen, it must have seemed absolutely 
insurmountable. 

Yet the early travelers did make a direct assault upon that barrier. In the 
area from Mammoth south to Walker Pass, the front of the range is a con
tinuous wall and defied even the most intrepid traveler. But north of Mam-
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moth, the wall is broken by simple off sets in the fault scarp; individual fault 
blocks, each quite separate from its neighbors, break up the face of the main 
Sierran block. It is possible in some places to thread one's way through bet
ween the blocks - each a respectable range in its own right - and attain the 
summit with somewhat greater ease. 

The California Trail 
The California Trail utilized two such routes. The earlier was by way of 

the Walker River and the 9,624 foot Sonora Pass. In 1844, the much lower 
Donner Pass at the head of the Truckee River was discovered and the traffic 
shifted permanently to it. West of modern Reno, the trail passed around the 
north end of the Carson Range, a major fault block, and turned south across 
the surface of a lower block west of the Carson Range. At Truckee, it turned 
west into the deep Donner Lake valley, carved during the Ice Age by a 
massive glacier which had descended from an ice cap atop the Sierra Nevada 
to the west. It was thus possible, step by step, to move wagons up to the 6000 
foot level of Donner Lake. There remained a rise of only some 1200 feet for 
the real assault upon the range (the summit of the pass is at 7239 feet) - a 
minor rise compared to that demanded in other passes. 

The western slope of the Sierra Nevada consists of a broad, rolling surface 
sloping down gently to the westward. Trenching it, in long parallel courses 
down it, are deep valleys cut by swift-flowing streams and later gouged into 
broad-floored, vertically-walled chasms by the erosion of glaciers that filled 
their up-stream portions during the Ice Age. Avoiding them, the trail, like 
modern I-80, stayed on the upland, descending gradually to the gold fields 
and eventually to the Sacramento Valley. 

As shown by the horror of the Donner Party, this was a summer-only 
route: winter snows might lie late into the spring and even early summer; and 
snow sometimes comes early in the autumn, catching the tardy traveler 
unaware. 

The Spanish Trail - Government Road 
The combined Spanish Trail and Government Road crossed from the 

Basin and Range Country into southern California via Cajon Pass. There the 
San Gabriel and San Bernardino Mountains, originally a single range, have 
been split asunder and slipped apart by lateral movement- still in progress, 
incidentally- along the San Andreas Fault, opening the Pass between them. 

Through it, the route descended rather easily to San Bernardino, in an 
innermost basin of the coastal southern California lowlands, and thence to 
San Gabriel Mission and Los Angeles. 
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The Gila River Trail 
After crossing the Colorado River at Yuma, the Gila River Trail split into 

three parts, depending in part upon the destination of the traveler. 
The hardest but shortest route to the Pacific was directly west to San 

Diego. Its first segment lay across the southern part of the Imperial Valley. It 
was a flat stretch, but cursed by searing heat all summer, a complete absence 
of water and a total lack of feed, and a belt of deep, shifting sand - the 
Algodones Dunes. The latter could be avoided by a detour of a score of miles 
into Mexico. 

Beyond this seventy-mile stretch of extreme desert plains rose an abrupt 
mountain wall- the eastern face of the Peninsular Ranges, which extend from 
Mt San Jacinto above modern Palm Springs far southward into the peninsula 
of Baja California. With extreme difficulty the trail ascended this eastern 
face, some 4000 feet in height. 

Atop, the country was brushy, with some open woodland, considerable 
feed at most times, and occasional water sources - all of which must have 
looked like Paradise after the past months of desert travel. The land is hilly, 
but a gently sloping route was selected for the descent to San Diego. Today 
the route is roughly paralleled by 1-80. 

North of the direct San Diego route, the Peninsular Ranges are traversed 
by a series of pronounced northwest-southeast aligned faults, creating 
mountain blocks separated by longitudinal valleys trending in that direction. 
The second branch of the Gila River Trail made use of these valleys to cross 
the ranges diagonally in the general direction of Los Angeles. 

The route branched from the direct San Diego trail near the foot of the 
mountains, and followed essentially the course of today's County Route S-2 
northwest past Warner Springs, along the northeast foot of Mt. Palomar, and 
thus into the interior basins of southern California. It traversed the region 
with a modest supply of water from scattered springs, with some feed and 
browse at most seasons, and with a minimum of steep grades. Curiously, 
today the route is of minimal importance. 

A variant of it, curving westward and southwestward between the fault 
block mountains, was used by travelers headed for San Diego, but desiring to 
avoid the frontal assault upon the ranges farther south. 

The third branch of the Gila River Trail' s westernmost portion diverged 
from the other routes on the western side of the Algodones Dunes in the 
southeasternmost corner of California, and headed northwest up the center 
of the Salton Trough- which at that time was bone-dry, lacking the modern 
Salton Sea which formed after 1904 . 
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For about 100 miles, the route was almost perfectly flat, and with a good 
surface for wagon travel. Beyond modern Indio, a gentle slope led up into San 
Gorgonio Pass {2600 feet) between the massive towering blocks of the 
Peninsular Ranges, culminating in Mt. San Jacinto on the southwest, and the 
San Bernardino Mountains, culminating in Mt. San Gorgonio on the 
northeast. The divide at the Pass, between the desert drainage and that to 
the Pacific, is virtually undetectable. Beyond, the trail led easily into the 
interior basins of coastal southern California. Once again, it was the San 
Andreas Fault which was responsible for creating this fortuitous opening in 
the Bordering Ranges that permitted such easy entry into California. 

While the route was direct and the grades were easy, the absence of both 
water and feed for great distances, combined with the excruciating heat of 
summer, made it a terrifying experience for many, and greatly affected its 
popularity. 

This was the Empty Quarter of America - a place of vast distances, 
devoid of people, towns, civilization, and almost insurmountable obstacle 
between two prospering parts of the continent. It could be circumvented by 
sea- but only by a perilous journey of seemingly interminable length, great 
financial cost, and extreme discomfort. 

The problems of the land journey were many: lack of water; high, rugged 
mountains; untraversable canyons; deep and shifting sand; lack of feed and 
fuel; heat of summer and cold of winter; fierce and warlike Indians; and the 
total absence of supplies, information, amenities, and even of people. 

So great were the difficulties, the challenges, the obstacle_s, that they served 
as a screening and winnowing device to sort out the would-be traveler. Those 
of faint-heart never left their Eastern homes. Others began the journey and 
after experiencing a portion of it, turned about and returned home. Many 
died on the way, from Indian attack or the rigors of the life. Those who came 
through to the Coast were the brave, the hardy, the organized, the well
prepared. Thus it was of the best stock that the West was built. 

Today, the Empty Quarter is still there, at least in its physical form. But 
we race across it in our motorized, air-conditioned, cruise-controlled 
"covered wagon", on paved roads, past way-stations fully stocked with food 
and drink, supplies and facilities, through towns, cities, and irigated oases. 
We find it difficult to appreciate the struggles, the hardships, the worry, the 
terror, felt by the pioneer travelers of an earlier day in the Empty Quarter. 
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Examples of fancy scenes on envelopes for use over the Butterfield route. 
Such printings are called comer cards by collectors. 
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Far West Mail 
The Struggle to Deliver 
1849-1859 
by FRANK Q. NEWTON, JR. 

OHN SNYDER, doctor turned California 
~-- gold miner, was lucky on that June day of 

1852. The lines at the San Francisco Post 
Office were still as long as he remembered 
when he first arrived, but service was faster. 
Ordinarily, a letter addressed to him and 
marked to show postage paid, such as the one 
he held in his hand, would be placed in his 
newly rented post office box. But this one had 
to be forwarded over from Coloma so it was 
held for a 5¢ extra fee. 

Clutching it tightly, he left the milling crowd, found a discarded keg to sit 
on, and was soon taken back to his home town: Belleville, Illinois. At this 
moment you could not have convinced John that the U.S. Mail had failed 
him. 

BEFORE GOLD: Communication by Mail to the Far West would never out
pace the proverbial snail at the rate it was advancing. Letter service had been 
better during an earlier time when the Mexicans had a 1500-mile continuous 
chain in operation. In contrast, the Eastern U.S. system had numerous short 
runs with many contractors relaying mail from one to another. Much of the 
methods, rules and regulations, and attitudes of the postal service harkened 
back to what some critics might call a "tavern and trail" operation. The mail 
bag would be dumped out on the floor of a local tavern and then some fleet
footed lad would take it down an Indian trail, but not before the jolly imbibers 
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had pawed through the mail There were few opportunities for entertainment 
Most letters went collect - mandatory prepayment of postage had not 

arrived- and when a prepaid letter appeared, a sharp runner tried to charge 
again! On the other hand, the recipient was not above trying to read the letter 
on some pretense before he paid. Then he would hand it back saying, "Sorry 
it does not belong to me." 

Withall, much verbal abuse was heaped on the Post Office Department , 
as letters could be in their system for weeks and weeks. The government 
insisted on having sole right to a postal system and Congress used its power 
to declare all roads and waterways upon which mail moved as Post Roads. 
This did not go unchallenged, but almost everyone had to admit the Post 
Office was in a strong position considering that public monies built many 
roads and canals . 

There was general approval of ship and packet boat carriage of mails, with 
flexibility to choose ports, creating price competition due to the many 
vessels. But even here there were problems. The captains wanted their cut, 
and opposed having post office people aboard to monitor their activities. 

The populace particularly liked the so-called mail coaches which came 
closest to their homes and businesses. Even more , staging afforded a chance 
for under-the-table services . This the Post Office could not cope with, and it 
became a gnawing wide-spread problem . Money was simply not available to 
put enough special agents in the field. 

From the 1840's on, railroads provided fixed targets for postal inspec
tor s, and aided considerably in the suppression of these " evils." However the 
years preceding the Mexican War were not immune to a host of problems , big 
and small. 

For one, there was never enough money. Granted , a report by the 
Postmaster-General in 1851 shows an excess of income over expenses 
through 1845. Astoundingly , there were over 14,000 post offices!! The poor 
quality of the nearly 144,000 miles of post roads , however , can hardly be 
imagined . Nevertheless , before the California gold rush the Postal Service 
was already a $5,000 ,000 business. 

The desire and premise by Congress, which ultimately dictated the basic 
policy of the Post Office Department, was that it be self-sustaining. The Post 
Office in turn hoped, if not expected , every facet to at least break even. Such 
naivete implied that sales at each office would balance expenses. But 
Congress was already at work undermining this lofty goal. 

For one thing , our Solons early debated free franking of mail for them
selves, and some other governm ental departmen ts who happened to be in 
their favor at the tim e. This argument, of course, continues to this day. 
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For another, printed matter of all sorts initially went free. Example: The 
Federal Register. Congressmen were naturally interested in mailing any
thing printed where they were quoted, no matter how trite or trivial. The mail 
was overflowing with this kind of paper "fodder." 

News Item: Mountain Democrat 
By stage there came to Placerville Post Office six large U.S. mail 
bags chuck full of public documents - presumably messages and 
accompanying documents; vecy exciting reading for winter evenings, 
addressed to Hon. H.F. Page. 

Our Congressmen early recognized that mails provide a vital link to our 
expanding territories. So the deficiencies, starting in 1851, were accepted 
but watched. Postal rates were not raised to keep finances in the black. Let
ter mail rates were not applied to newspapers. The press, however, did not 
hesitate to nip at our government servants. 

Then there were those well-read tavern boys who were as outspoken as 
the newspaper editors. Were they not pushing the frontier westward- all the 
way to Ohio, Illinois, and some places yet unnamed? One Post Office tentacle 
had reached into Missouri via a stage line in the early 1820's, not too bad for 
the times and conditions . 

The continuing abuse of the Post Office Department was unjustified in 
many instances . The desire of Congress to build solid political bridges 
westward led to a liberal policy of charges for long-haul carrying of the news. 
For some time, papers within a state were moved in the mails free. Editors 
came to expect being subsidized; some say spoiled. Even for one hundred 
milP.s or more the cost to subscribers was a mere 1 ½ cents ; compare this to 
the 12½ cents postage for a light weight letter, or the 40 cents west of the 
Rockies. 

Consider also the implications of the policy which permitted sending let
ters collect, where the addressee pays the postage, whatever it might be! 
Such a system could and did work in a stable eastern society. Once in a while 
letters chased people out to the wilderness and back. If the letter was heavy it 
could cost 24 cents or more, a sharp 'bite' for those times. 

In the 1840's numerous independent mail services came and went on 
routes which promised good returns. Expresses are sometimes difficult to 
separate out from so-called local carriers, the private businesses mostly 
operating within a town (not to be confused with the mail carriers of today). 
Since postal delivery to houses did not exist then, or for many years there
after, some of these independents sold stamp-like stickers which entitled 
purchasers to city delivery service, and drop boxes appeared around cities. 
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Although the Act of 1845 put most private mails out of business, a few 

struggled on under dubious pretenses even until 1861. San Francisco had 
intermittent service in her early days. The government's complaint, equally 

valid today, was that private carriers skimmed off the profitable business and 

the Post Office Department was left with the rest. 
The practice of mailing collect was not changed until 1855. By then 

postage stamps had been accepted, postal rates reduced, and pay-as-you-go 

was mandatory. A lot of abuses were thus corrected. The government passed 
all kinds of laws, although enforcement was quite another matter. Legion are 

the tales of citizens and businesses trying to get packet boat passengers, 

some complete strangers, to carry letters. Wagon and stage drivers were 

pressed to drop off packages and messages, all schemes to circumvent 

costs . 
Disputes over the Statute titled "Restriction on the Transportation of 

Letters" spilled over into the courts. Relatively little postal service existed 

on the Plains, in Oregon or Texas. In the 1840's one could hardly persuade 

someone in, say, Boston or New York to worry about western mails. The eas

tern working man-in-the-street cheered on the private mails because they 
promised cheaper costs and door-to-door service. Nobody wanted to ven

ture out in the snow to a post office which often was way across town, and 

might not be open when one got there. This restrictive statute was concocted 
for eastern problems. Its very confining regulations still apply today. And it 

is periodically challenged in our courts. 
To most, the West was a vague uncharted area out around the Mississippi 

or Missouri River with only trappers beyond. It would soon become obvious 
that Washington was totally unprepared for the demand ahead as we emerged 

from the Mexican War. Here was not only a very large new land, but there was 

the immediate, overwhelming impact of the California gold rush. Applying 

an eastern style mail system to Far West conditions was simply not going 

to work! 
For many people in the West, the Post Office was the only contact with the 

federal government, and about as much as those free-thinkers wanted to do 

with it- so long as the mail came. In all fairness to the Post Office, it is doubt
ful if anybody outbound gave a thought about the mail until he arrived in 

the West. 
The government in Washington had a vague idea of the "New West." 

True, some individuals had been there, but unless one trod the prairie or 

stood on a deck looking at ocean swells, the vastness was hard to conceive. 
The Post Office itself was often preoccupied with chasing private carriers up 

and down their eastern post roads, or trying to find and destroy privately 
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printed stamps. To many users it seemed unfair that our government would 
not allow competition that might lower postage costs. 

Conditions in 1848 only deepened the morass. 

TO THE MILLRACE AND BEYOND: As long as California was under the 
Mexican umbrella, our Post Office was not obligated to give any service to 
American citizens. It tried to provide some service to Monterey officials, but 
then the bumblings of running flags up and down and the several disconnected 
military forces marching around discouraged most action by postal authorities. 
Communication was by special messengers and couriers, often traveling on 
Navy ships and by horseback. For instance, a missive by courier arrived at 
Monterey in January 184 7, leading to a declaration that war in California 
must have ended. Here were more ingredients for a false flag raising. 

Relatively little mail seems to have been outbound. Surprisingly, a mail 
bag at the San Francisco Sun did leave for Boston in early February 1847 . 
Such a bag was certainly not official. 

One of the very first efforts to establish a mail was by Governor Kearney 
in April 184 7. Two parties of soldiers on horseback were to start, one from 
San Diego and one from San Francisco, to meet at Dana's ranch to exchange 
mails and then return. Fremont, seemingly with a mind of his own, had his 
own courier who rode the trail between San Francisco and Monterey. 

When 184 7 dawned Congress was busy revising mail matters. A positive 
step was to authorize funds and advertise on March 2 for a contractor who 
would transport mail to Astoria, Oregon, now firmly in American hands. For 
this service they budgeted $100,000, but no acceptable bid was received, 
even by waiting until the following December! 

By the Act of March 2, four steamers were approved to be built, using the 
Navy Department constructors. By a stroke of good fortune this came about. 
For this the Congress and Postal Department must be complimented as the 
outlay was large, and there was no assurance of breaking even on costs. 

The government listened to many schemes. One Charles Cady, really an 
expressman, promised to carry a "mail" and connect with the government 
mail. He claimed that there were "Post Office Stations" at San Francisco, 
Sausalito, San Rafael, Petaluma, Sonoma, Napa, Benicia and Fort 
Sacramento! It is hard to imagine what these" Stations" were in July of 184 7, 
as no officially appointed Postal Agent was on the ground in California until 
after mid-1848. 

Governmental dispatches had been carried overland on a trial basis by 
that historic character, Solomon Sublette, who went via St. Louis and Santa 
Fe and through to California in 184 7. Other letters were taken toward 
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Oregon via Fort Hall, and a party was sent by the government to intercept the 
emigrants in hopes of getting mail. Safer routings remained by ships to and 
over the Isthmus of Panama, a short and sometimes steamy crossing, and 
then up the coast to Astoria. Indeed, Astoria is considered to be the 
birthplace of the Far West mail system. Instructions to ships carrying mail 
were to stop at Monterey and San Francisco if there were letterbags, other
wise to go direct to Astoria. 

Meanwhile, inland Sacramento, the base town for the new gold camps, 
found itself with a newspaper but no post office. A cry by a subscriber(often 
written by an editor starved for copy) pleaded a case for a regular mail 
service. There were alternatives, but at greater expense. Expressmen started 
networks from the base towns to the hills for fees from 50 cents to $5.00, not 
bad pay for a man willing to struggle with swollen streams, rain and dif
ficult trails. 

Finally, May 30, 1848 , brought a signed treaty with Mexico and "All the 
Blessings and Benefits" of the United States government were extended 
over California. Now there would be Post Offices and a nicely organized net 
work, or so it was thought. In spite of being 3000 miles from the seat of 
government, the task could have been accomplished. 

As was soon evident however, there was no such luxury. 
February 1848 burst forth with rumors of gold. Although confirmation of 

this was delayed, the rumors vacated the coastal towns, started mass tramp
ing to the hills, sharply escalated the cost of everything , and increased the 
cries for mail services. No one could have prepared for this. 

One real miracle was that mail steamers were actually being built and 
Special Agent Van Voorhies was already appointed for California . With him 
on the first trip of the new steamer California was a mailbag-thin , but it was 
official mail. He also left a bit of mail at Monterey. Upon arriving at San Fran
cisco in February, he found no place to rent within the budgetary guidelines 
given him. And what's more, the appointed San Francisco Postmaster, one 
Samuel At Lee (sic), was in parts unknown, and evidently never arrived. 

Van Voorhies repaired to the general mercantile store of Ross, Benton & 
Co. The mail was sorted out on the floor and counters of this establishment. 
Although the first post office ofrecord opened November 9, 1848, this has to 
be considered as San Francisco's first post office. On November 21 the 
second California post office was opened at Monterey. 

Postal service was thus born amid struggling conditions in afar-away land 
and with stinted funds. The series of letters between Van Voorhies and his 
~uccessors and the officials in Washington show little or no understanding by 
the latter, nor a desire to face the realities of the conditions in California. 
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BUILD UP AND DECLINE: By late March 1849, Van Voorhies had been 
replaced by the new Agent, Allen, and the "States" had a new President and 
Postmaster-General. This complete change of administration not only led to 
no improvement in the attitudes toward the West, it made them worse. Agent 
Allen worked hard to make the impossible happen, and at a meager return to 
himself. Well he knew that those "up hill" could scoop up gold equal to his 
yearly salary in a few weeks. You must admire Allen. 

Soon a hand-picked veteran of postal matters arrived from Washington, a 
Mr. Moore. He not only took over as San Francisco Postmaster but was, in 
some respects, forced down Allen's throat! Bayard Taylor wrote an excellent 
account of how he helped Mr. Moore sort out the mails. We should not cast 
out Mr. Moore! By September 1853 he had burned himself up, returned to 
New England and died. 

Myriads of problems plagued the mail service. Mail traveled in India
rubber bags which wore out on the way due to constant rubbing. The bags 
leaked and got hot crossing the Isthmus of Panama. When dumped out, 
letters with wax seals (then a widespread practice) stuck together. Many 
names and directions were obliterated, and the precious letters never reached 
their destinations. 

The October 1849 arrival of the ship Panama brought 37 bags of mail
the entire shipments for July, August and September - numbering 45,000 
letters and bushels of newspapers. The eight clerks sweating it out in an ill-lit 
and dingy, overcrowded building were completely overwhelmed. It took 
several days to sort it and all the time an angry crowd outside banged on 
the walls. 

The Panama government had been charging a price per bag to allow the 
U.S. mail to cross their land. Allen reported that he had obtained an agree
ment with them to charge mail on a per shipment basis which reduced costs to 
one-tenth. The Panamanian authorities hardly waited until Allen was out of 
sight before they reneged on their verbal agreement. 

Everything was going wrong. Out West very few roads were declared 
"Post Roads", one of the ways used by the government to preempt private 
competition. Without a road declaration or enforcement of the statutes 
which had so stifled the eastern establishment, the West was wide open for 
private enterprise. 

Thus, legally, emerged the Western expressmen- those who could not or 
would not stand in cold water in the mines. They each had their so-called 
books: lists of names and signatures of "up-hill" people which authorized 
t!iem as their subscribers' agents at post offices. Individuals on horse or 
mule back ran the trails, and the postal people were helpless, even with added 
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30th CONGRESS, 
2d Session. 

[SENATE.] 

MEMORIAL 
OP 

Misc 1sLLANEous 
No. 13. 

WELLS & CO., AND ISAAC NEWTON AND OTHERS, 
Who have formed a1l association for the purpose of carryin!!' fr eight and 

passengers across the i:Jthmus of 1'ehuantepec, and asking aid or con
ditional compensation for carry-ing the United &ates mail across said 
isthmus. 

JANUARY 9, l849. 
Referred to the Committee on Military Affairs, and ordered to be printed. 

To the honorable the S enate of the Unite:l Stat es and House of R epresen
tatives in Congress assembled : 

The undersigned and their associates having formed an association for 
the purpose of carrying freight and passengers on the rivers Chimalapa 
and de( Passo, and by mule or wagon carriage, or railway across the .in
tervening territory, that is to say, across the isthmus of Huasacu alco or 
Tchuantepec, by which means the distance from the Atlantic seaports of 
the United States to San Francisco will be shortened about three thou
sand miles, securing to our citizens a safe, speedy, convenient, and 
healthy mode of transit, and greatly facilitating our commercial intercourse 
with our new territories on the Pacific, respectfnlly ask of your honorable 
body to extend to them such countenance and aid, either by a direct grant 
or conditional compensation, for carrying_ the United States mails and 
naval and military stores across the said isthmus as shall, upon due con
sideration and examination of docum ents and guarantees, to be submitted 
to your honorable body, be deemed just, expedient, and conducive to the 
public interests. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 

NEw YoRK, Januar'!I 5, 1849. 
Tippin&:, Streeper, printers. 

WELLS & CO., 
ISAAC NEWTON, 
S. DE WITT BLOODFORD, 

And associates. 
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post offices. The expressmen' s quick and reliable service was desired and 
gladly paid for. Miners moved frequently, and maybe far. The folks back 
home were already confused over addresses, but the miners sometimes tried 
to help by giving instructions to send mail in care of so and so, or in care of a 
store, or to San Francisco or Sacramento , or to some place they expected to 
be. The expressmen filled this gap admirably . Any letter not picked up was 
advertised in a local newspaper for a fee. The expressmen certainly did not 
overlook these chances for added income. 

The ocean mail system had settled down remarkably well by 1852, and 
the fever-laden Isthmus wa~ fairly "defanged" and made easily passable by 
the completion of the Panama Railroad in 1855. 

While mail transportation costs from east to west remained high- in the 
million dollar range - the system did work. Californians got their letters and 
newspapers regularly. When speed was demanded, there was the expressman 

Passage of people was quite another matter. Rumors spread of over
crowding in the steamers, deaths along the way, bad food , etc. But sea travel 
was the quickest, and everyone was in a hurry. For those who are statistically 
inclined, in 1853 almost as many left the Pacific Coast for home as came west , 
by ship passenger count. The oft-repeated remark by miners about only 
being "Out West" for two years is amply supported by data. 

The government had been considering mail routes via the overland trails 
made by emigrants across the Plains, but Congress was dawdling until the 
best routes were found. Needed were year -round mail road s, and it was well 
known that wagon trains moved out with the coming of spring or one risked 
getting caught in the snows. The Donner tragedy was still fresh in people 's 
minds. 

Private enterprise had no such a conservative bent. There were various 
high sounding proposals to put mail through from Missouri to Salt Lake , or 
from Fort Smith to San Diego, etc . The first Salt Lake to California mail 
contract was awarded in April 1851 , to Woodward and Chorpenning. Tra vel 
in the month of May was not expected to cause problems , but it took the new 
contractors sixteen days just to go from Sacramento to the Carson Valley and 
over a month all told to reach Salt Lake. They continued to struggle all 
summer , had some Indian problems, but worse , Woodward died by Indian 
hands in November. Finally the remaining partner could endure no longer. 
He was allowed to send the winter mails down the coast to San Pedro , then 
movethem overland via Cajon Pass and from there over the Mormon Trail to 
Salt Lake. Chorpenning has never received the full credit he is due for his 
efforts , nowhere near as much as th e highly-tout ed and fabled Thomp son, 
one of several who snowshoed across the Sierra. 
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Although the Los Angeles Post Office was founded in 1850, only two 

pieces of mail are reported by collectors to have survived. There was a 
considerable increase of traffic through and around Los Angeles, but it was 

thought of as such a sleepy little town that it was almost bypassed. 
San Diego was, perhaps, a better harbor and the scene of more ship stop

overs. She could not be blamed when the Golden Gate went aground in 1854 

while putting off mail and supplies. Some of this mail was probably headed 

for Los Angeles. By luck the Goliath happened by, took off 135 mailbags and 

many passengers but failed to pull off the Golden Gate. 
The 1853 roster of California post offices reads like a Who's Who of the 

gold camps; in a list of over one hundred, southern California had only three: 

Los Angeles, San Bernardino and San Diego . Premature was the declaration 

of Post Road for both the runs from Los Angeles to San Pedro and Los 

Angeles to Gila Town via Chino. Most Americans, a decided majority, left for 

the north. The voices left in the south were too weak to influence the Post 

Office Department; it would be several more years before Washington would 

listen. The south, however, actually enjoyed fair service due to the many 

ships stopping at her door, and the several mail lines being routed southward, 

buttressed by the efficient expresses. 
Little effort has been made to write a comprehensive history of the Post 

Offices of southern California . Postal archives of Los Angeles show a total 

net income of $303 for the entire year of 1858. Although faced with these 

figures, the Post Office Department did make an investment, contrary to its 

policy calling for each office to be self-sustaining. 
Railroad projects were more exciting to Congress than any mail matters. 

Bending to outside pressure for faster mail, they finally relented and began 

work on various overland scµ.emes. There had been an aborted route from 

Kansas City to Stockton, and another from San Antonio to San Diego -

jokingly called the "Jackass Mail." Almost no mail passed over this route, 

and this very poor response did little to cause Congress to risk more of 

the same. 
When the Butterfield- more properly The Overland Mail Co. - started to 

run in September 1858, it too was through the south. Congress, it seems, had 

southern leanings, as was often charged. The technically successful and well

chronicled Butterfield routes, along with the now well "oiled" steamer lines, 

meant much to the Post Office Department. To the people in California, the 

struggle to get decent mail communication was finally successful. 

The decade of the 1850's ended with the Post Office well established and 

growing, but not too efficient, and certainly not on sound financial footing. 

War clouds were building. Ahead were romantic adventures such as the 
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daring-do Pony Express. Although a catastrophic financial failure, the Pony 
Express caught the heart ,of the country, which seemed ready to have its 
dreams expanded by images of fleeting hooves chased by painted Indians. 
Butterfield would soon pull uo his line and Ben Holladay would become the 
new Stagecoach King. The Overland Telegraph would connect up, and in 
time the railroads would link. Many problems would be solved for the Postal 
Service, communication would blossom everywhere, and America would 
never be the same again. 

On balance, the Post Office had not acted fast enough to still the cries of 
the get-rich-quick miners, or the spoiled-brat newspaper editors. But most of 
these with loudest voices had already gone back home as the Far West 
faced 1860. 

WRITER'S NOTES AND COMMENTS: It occurred to me when reviewing postal 
history that the information was well scattered among a lot of sources. In 
addition, chasing footnotes became extremely distracting. Then when I 
mulled over postal rate schedules, charts of this and that, it became obvious 
that none of this was necessary for a short review on Post Office struggles to 
get the mail West . The accompanying list of selected sources will serve up to 
the reader more than most could want in a lifetime. For the serious collector 
or historian the list could be only a start. 

The illustrations, most being of what collectors call covers, were chosen 
to show what the majority of people used for their letters during 1849-1859. 
Collectors strive (within their pocketbooks) to possess the high-powered 
material-printed scenes, special markings, one-of-a-kind items and 
completeness - all of this being expensive and hard to find. Many of the 
covers used in the 1850' s were made of a dark tan, coarse, soft paper and tend 
to disintegrate. The demand for writing materials was filled by town 
merchants and roving peddlers who ranged the hills. Some sold colorful 
letter sheets and envelopes showing scenes of the West, along with the usual 
pen and inks. 

Thrifty writers tried to keep letters under one - half ounce in weight by 
using sheets of thin hard paper, one of which they folded into an envelope of 
sorts. To use an outer envelope with a letter inside, as is customary today, 
could double the postage, since weight was the only criterion. Considerable 
ingenuity was applied, such as writing more lines across at right angles to the 
rest of the script! 

Many letters went collect, but the Post Office soon tired of chasing people 
around and prepayment of cross country mail became the norm. The 
absence of stamps on very early mail has been to the collector's advantage. 
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There is a high survival rate because there was no stamp to tear off for a 
stamp album. In addition, many letters were prized as a memento of a family 
adventure. As such a lot of letters were bundled up and saved in attics in the 
east. Historically, we owe a great deal to these correspondences which form 
the basis for some of our best books on the West . One which comes 
immediately to mind is the Swain series of letters which make history live 
again. 

As regulations changed, stamps came into universal use and postal rates 
were reduced following the successful experience of England. Envelopes 
now enclosed letters, but some history has been lost because pieces became 
separated, much to the consternation of present-day collectors. 

John Snyder, whom we met slightly at the start of this study, was real. The 
covers and letters written by John and his family were kept all these 130 
years, and I feel privileged to have seven of them. I hope not to have to prove 
that John actually sat on a keg, but the scene at the Post Office was repeated 
almost daily for years. When miners could not work because of bad climate or 
no water, or they just wanted to let off steam- they went to the big city. John 
did. I hope to dig deeper into the lives of John and his brothers. One of them, 
Fred, perished in California. Fred wrote an excellent letter home upon his 
arrival here after an 1849 overland trek. A mini-journal if you will. 

Perhaps I have overdwelt on the pre-1845 postal history period. But, of 
course, everything which did or did not happen to the mails was originally 
acquired from Britain and modified to suit America 's conditions. In this way 
the" colonials" had a running start when faced with forming mail communica
tion to the Far West. 
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Far West Commerce 

The vitality of the Far West shows in its commerce. Following is a selection of 
advertising which will give an idea of just how important this was. While most 
of the ads are from the famous-nine-hundred page PACIFIC COAST 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR 1871-73 complied by Henry G. Langley, 
a couple of things are from times before and after this massive treasure chest 
of history ... 

K.F.S. Jr., Editor 

WELLS, FARGO & CO. 
EXPRESS AND BANKING OOMPANY 

CAPITAL ............ $1,.000,.000. 

FORWARD REGULARLY TO ALL PARTS OF 

California, Oregon, Nevada, Utah and Washington 
Territories, the Atlantic States and Europe. 

I) .::R_A.. -v'\T D::R..A..FTS 
On all the principal Cities and Towns of the Atlantic States; 

the Union Bank, London, and the Royal Bank, Dublin. 

Ship TREASURE, PACKAGES, 
Etc., at the Lowest Rates, to all parts of the World. 

Make Collections and attend to Commissions for the Purchase of Goods, 

LOUIS J\fcLANE, General Agent, San Francisco, Cal. 
Offices in GENOA, CARSON CITY, SILVER CITY, GOLD HILL, 

VIRGINIA CITY, DAYTON and AURORA, 

from First Directory of Nevada Territory, J. Wells Kelly, Publisher, 1862 
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CARSON CITY .ADVERTISEMENTS, 

LANGTON'S 
PIINEER E~PREII 

LEAVES CARSON CITY, DAILY, FOR 
SILVER CITY, GOLD HILL, 

VIRGINIA CITY. 
ALSO, LEAVES EVERY OTHER DAY, FOR 

DOWNIEVILLE, SAN JU AN,. 
NEV ADA, MARYSVILLE, 

.A.nd all the principal places in Sierra, Plumas, Nevada. and Yuba 
Counties. 

OFFICE-At TREADWELL & CO'S BRICK STORE, 
CORNER OF CARSON A.ND THIRD STREETS. 

J. S. ALBRO, Agent. 

LANGTON & CO'S 
~ £~~milr<imm at1ilrm 
A FOUR-HORSE STAGE LEAVES CARSON CITY DAILY, 

at Two o'clock, P. M., for 

SILVER CITY, GOLD HILL, 
.And VIRGINIA CITY. 

B.E'.I:'URNJ:NG, 

LEAVES VIRGINIA CITY, DAILY, .AT 8 .A..M. 
Through to DOWNIEVILLE on Sundays and Wednesdays. 

'rhe DAYTON . Stage leaves Carson City, daily, at 8 o'clock, A. M. 
Retnrning, leaves DAYTON at 2 P. M. 

J. S. ALBRO, Agent. 

from Fir,t Directory of Nevada Territory, J. Wella Kelly, Publisher , 1862 



Railroad Stage Line 
FROJM: 

ELKO TO HAMILTON 

Leaves Elko at 5 o'clock P. M. Arrives at Ham
ilton at three 0 1clock P. M. the following day, connecting 

with the 

STAGES FOR SHERMANTOWN AND TREASURE CITY. 
ALSO, FOR 

ELY, and all Outside Districts. 

Leaves Hamilton at 12 M., and arrives at Elko 
at 7.30 A. M. the following day, connecting with the trains of the 

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD. 

~ Especial attention given to the comfort 
and convenience of Passengers. 

BEACHY, WINES & CO. 

PROPRIETORS. 

from Henry G. Langley, Pacific Coast Business Directory for 1871-73 
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1 THROUGH EXPRESS TRAINS 
LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO DAILY, 

Making prompt connections with the several Railway Lines in the Eastern States, for all the · cities 
of the UNITED ST.A.TES .A.ND C.A.N.A.D.A., and connecting at 

With the several· Steamer Lines to 

ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND ALL EUROPEAN PORTS. 
THROUGH TIME GOING EAST 

To :New York, 6 da:,a and 20 hours. 

From ·San Franci sco to Omaha, i days and 
7 hours; to Chicago, 6 days and 7 hours; 

SECOND TO NONE IN THE WORLD, . are run daUy from San Francisco to New York and intermediate 
point!. These Drawing Room Can by day, and Sleeping Can by night, are unexcelled for comfort and con
venience to the p ... sengen while en rout e-combining the elegance of a private parlor and all accommodations 
pertaining to a well-fumlsbed chamber , with comfortabl e couches, clean bedding, etc. A competent Porter 
accompanies each Car to attend to the wants of our patrons. 

Children not over twelve (12) years of age, half fare; under five (5) years 
of age FREE. 100 pounds of baggage per adult passenger, FREE. 50 pounds 
of baggage, per child between 5 and 12 years, FREE. Extra baggage over 100 
pounds, between Sacramento and Omaha, currency, $15 per 100 pounds. 

THROUGH TICKET OFFICE, 

41ll OALIFGBNllLl ST.~ SAN FBANOIIUO 
Through Freights from San Francisco to New York and 

other Eastern Cities contracted through at low rates. 

A. N. TOWNE, C. G. HAMMOND, 
General Superint endent C. P. R. R. General Superintendent U. P. R. R. 

T, H. GOODMAN, FRANCIS COLTON, 
' Gen'l Passenger Agent, Sacramento, Cal. Gen'! Passenger Agent, Omaha, Nebraska. 

from Henry G. Langley, Pacifi c Coast Busin ess Directory for 1871 -73 



AND 

STEADIER NElfV 'W'ORLD 
FAVORITE VALLEJO ROUTE. 

80 MILES SAVED in distance from Marysville to San Francisco, and THREE HOURS 
in time. 52 MILES SAVED from Sacramento to San Francisco. TWO EXPRESS 
TRAINS DAILY (except Sunday) each way, carrying U. B. Mail and all Fast Ex
press. On Sunday, one Express each way. 

COINC SOUTH. 

MORNING EXPRESS TRAIN 
6.45 A. M., arriving i.n San Francisco at 10.30 A. M. 

Leaves Mnrysville at ti A. M., Sac
ramento, 6.111 A. M., and Calistoga 

AFTERNOON EXPRESS TRAIN 
and Calistoga 2.45 P. M., arriving at San Francisco at '1.30 P. M. 

Leaves Marysville at l.ltl 
P. M., Sacramento 3.U, P. M., 

COINC NORTH. 
( Morning Connection,) STEAMER NEW WORLD Leaves her berth, Front Streef 

Wharf, San Francisco, at 7 A. l[., connecting at Vallejo with cars of California Pacific Ruilrond; 
by which passengers arrive at Sacramento at 11.20 . P. M., Marysville at 1 P. M. 1md Calistoga at 
11.45 P. M. 

STEAMER NEW WORLD (Afternoon C?nnection,) 
Leaves San Fran cisco at 4 P. 

Y., by which passengers rea ch Sacramento at 8.20 P.M., Marysville, 9.30 P. M. and Calistoga, '1.45 P.M. 

SUNDAY TRAINS AND BOAT. 
SUN DAY EXPRESS TRAINS Leave Marysville a~ 

. 10.15 A. M., Sacra 
mento 2.30 P. M., and C.Llistoga at S P. M., arriving at San Francisco at 6.45 P. M. 

STEAM ER N Ew WORLD (ON SUNDAYS,)Leaves 
. San Francisco at 8.30 A. M., 

passengers arriving at Vallejo at 10.Hi A.M., Sacramento, 12.4~ P. M., Marysvill e, 5 P . :r,r., and Cal
istoga, 12.40 P . M. RETURNING, leaves Vallejo on the arrival of trains from Calistoguand Marys
ville, at lS P. M., arriving at San Francisco at 6.45 P. M. 

PASSENGERS, taking the Morning Expreso Train from Marysvllle at 5 A. M., Sacramento 6.15 A. ?ti., 
and Calistoga 6.45 A. M., anlve lo liao · ~·rancl aco at 10.30 A. M.; giving them nearly lour hours in the city . 
Returulng at , .oo l'. M ., and reaching Sacramento at 8.20 P. M., .Mary•vilie 9.30 P. M., and Calistoga 7.45 P. ll ., of the same day. ' · 

FREIGHT, .for Sacramento, San Fraoclseo. Vallejo, Marysville, Calistoga, Napa, Davlsvllie, Knight'.-. Landini(, Woodland, and all way St.ationo, taken through as low as by any other route. 
Procure tickets at 813 Jllont)Zomerystrect, San 1"rancisco, or on board the steamer New World. Baggage_ 

called for and checked from ltesidences , Hotels, etc., by the S. F. Package Express Co. 
FREIGHT NOTICE. 

The new Freigh t Steamers VALLEJO and MOULTON, C'f the above line, will run daily (Sun
days excepted) betw .een San Francisco and Vall ejo, connecting at Vallejo with cars of the California 
Pacific Railroad and Napa Valley Raih-oad. 

Freight to Vallejo will be taken for $1 per ton; to Sacramento, $2 50 per ton. 
Freight for Marysville will arrive there at 2 o'clock P. M., the following day. 
The VALLEJO or MOULTO~ will leave the berth, Front Street Wha rf, San Franci sco, each 

day at 4 P. M. Returning, arrive in San Francisco at 4 A. M. the following morning. With the new 
and commodious barge NAPA, they are prepared to carry grain, machinery, and heavy freight of 
all kinds. 

J. P. JACKSON, President. 

from Henry G. Langley, Pacific Coast Business Directory for 1871-73 
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Quick Time and Cheap Fares 
FROM 

CHINA AND JAPAN TO NEW YORK AND LIVERPOOL. 

THE GREAT OVERLAND ROUTE 
VIA 

Central Pacific Railroad 

Is now in complete running order from . 

SAN FRANCISCO TO THE ATLANTIC SEABOARD 1 

Through Express Trains leave San Francisco Daily, 
Maklnp: prompt connection• with the several Railway Lines In the Ea•tern Stat es for all th e Cities of the · i 

UNITED STATES AND CANADAS, and connecting at New York with the severa l steame r lines to, : 

ENGLA.ND, FRANCE AND ALL EUROPEA.N PORTS. 

Second to none In the world, are run dally from San ~'ranci sco to New York and int erm ediate points . These 
Drawing Room Cars by day, and Sleeping Cars by night, 1>re unexc eiled for comfort and conveni ence to the , 
purenger while en rout e- combining th e elega nce of a private parlor and all accommodations pertaining to a 
well-1\J.rnished cham ber, with comforta ble couches, clean bedding, etc. A competent l'ort er accompanies each 
Car to 1>ttend to th o wants ol our patrons. 

CREAT REDUCTION IN THROUCH FARES. 
Children not over Twelve (19) year• of" uire, HALF FA.RE , Under Five (o) yea•·• of" 

ase, FREE. 100 pound• oC Dasaase per Adult Pn.•aenser, FREE. 50 pound• oC Dae• 
sase, pe.r child between & and 1.9, FREE. 

Thron[h Ticket Office, 415 CALIFORNIA ST., San Francisco. 
Through Freig hts betw een San Fra ncisco and New York, and other Enotorn Citie•, contract ed through at 

low rate! , )hrk goods II CARE C. P. n.. It ." ltV"' bConey saved by pu ·rcha11fno :l.'i ch c t• at tlte 
Compan11'• Offl,cea. 

T. H. COODMAN, A. N. TOWNE, 
Gen'! Freight and Pass enger Agent.. General Superint en.dcnt . 

from Henry G. Langley, Pa cific Coast Business Directory for 18 71- 73 



N@RTII P~~lt~JlQ 

TRANSPORTATrnN COMPANY, 

DISPATCH STEAMERS REGULARLY TO THE FOLLOWING PLACES: 

NORTIIERl\T ROUTE, 
Sitka, Victoria, Portland, Gm•dner City, Ettre~a, 

Trinidad and Crescent City. 

SOUTIIERl\T ROUTE, 
Santa C1·u~, Monterey, San Luis Obispo, Santa 

Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego. 

MEXICAN ROUTE, 
STEAMER EVERY THIRTY DAYS. 

San Blas, Guaymas, Ma~atlan and La Pa~, touching at 
Cape St. Lucas. 

HONOLULU AND AUSTRALIAN ROUTE, 
STEAMER ON THE 10TH OF EACH MONTH. 

Honolulu,S. I., .Auckland, N. z., Sydney, N. S, W., and Melbourne, V, 

OFFICE, 217 SANSOM STREET. 

HOLLADAY & BRENHAM, Agents. 
from Henry G. Langley, Pacific Coast Business Directory for 1871-73 
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CALIFORNIA 

STEAM NAVIGATION 
00:Lv.l:P .A.N""Y". 

Organized March 1st, 1854. Capital Stock, $2,500,000. 

The following are the Officers for the Years 1869-10, 

President, B. M. HARTSHORNE; Vice President, W. H. TAYLQR; Secretary, S. 0. PUTNAM; 
Trustees, B. M. HARTSHORNE, W. H. TAYLOR, A. HAYWARD, W. C. RALSTON, WM. 
ALVORD, A. REDINGTON, LLOYD TEVIS, JOHN BENSLEY and S. F. BUTTERWORTH. Agents 
-Sacramento, ALFRED REDINGTON; Marysville, C. H. KIMBALL; Red Bluff, SAMUEL 
JAYNES; Stockton, T. C. WALKER. 

Departure from Broadway Wharf, 
CARRYINC THE UNITED STATES MAILS. 

Steamer CAPITAL ............................................... Capt. E. A. POOLE. 
Steamer YOSEMITE .......................................... , .Capt. E. A. POOLE. 
Steamer CHRYSOPOLIS ............................................ Capt. A. FOSTER. 
Steamer ANTELOPE ................. ......... ............. Capt. CHARLES THORNE. 
Steamer JULIA .......................... ... .............. . ... . Capt. W. BROMLEY. 
Steamer AMADOR ................. . .................. .... ... Capt. JOHN FOURATT. 

ONE OF THE ABOVE STEAMERS WILL 

Leave every day, at four o'clock, P.M. 
(SUNDAYS EXCEPTED) FOR 

SACRAMENTO and STOCKTON, 
Connecting with the Light-Draught Steamers for 

MARYSVILLE, COLUSA AND RED BLUFF. 

For further particulars, apply nt the OFFICE OF THE COMP ANY, 

N.E. Cor. Jackson and Front Sts., San Francisco. 
B. M. HARTSHORNE, President. 

from Henry G. Langley, Pacific Coast Business Directory for 1871- 73 



Jm lYI. DENTON, 

TJJ~ VBY s• II DT 9 . .11_1~ If a ~ & ADtlllA 
AND 

STAGE LINE 
FROM 

CARSON CITY to GLENBROOK HOUSE, LAKE TAHOE, 
during the Summer Season. 

First-c lass Private CARRIAGES, BUGGIES AND SADDLE HORSES 

constantl y on hand . Private Conveyances furnished to Lake Tahoe at reason

able rates . 

Horses kept and Groomed in the best possible manner. 

S .E. cor . Carson and Thira Streets, 

Opposite Wells, Fargo & Co's Office, CARSON CITY, NEV. 

from Henry G. Langley, Pacific Coast Busin ess Directory for 187 1-73 

MERCHANTS' FORWARDING LINE 
E S TABLISHED OCTOBER, 1858. 

OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE, 

48 AND 50 E ST., MARYSVILLE, CAL. 

Goods received and forwarded to all parts of the United States and Territories 

at low rates. No Storage Charge on Transit Merch,n1dise. 

Dark p ; 
Please request your shipper to be very particular to send shipping receipts 

accompanying every shipment of Goods. Send Receipts by Express. By getting 

them promptly, all unnecessary delay in looking up stray packages is avoided. 
Wool, Hides and Lumber shipped to San Francisco. 
I keep constantly on hand and for sale, FLOUR, GRAIN, and PRODUCE 

OF ALL KINDS . The utmost ca,:e and attention is given to filling orders and 

executing commissions. 
FRANK BELL. 



ElP 
Cbl • 

. If you want to send moi:iey to any point get 

a WELLS, FARGO & CO.'S Express . Money 

Order. It is cheap, safe, and handy, and can be 

. bought at any office of the Company, and is pay-

able· every,there. 

If you want · to forward packages, goods, or 

·~~ valuables to the \Vest, to Mexico, or · Europe, 

WELLS, FARGO & CO.'S Express will serve you well and at low rates. 

from Scribner's Magazine, July 1888, Vol.. IV, No.1 

Healdsburg and Calistoga Stage Company 
Leave Healdsburg daily, at 8 A.M., connecting with the cars of the California Pacific Railroad 

at Calistoga , for SAN FRANCISCO, SACRAMENTO and MARYSVILLE, and at Sacramento with 
the Central Pac:fie trains. Leave Calistoga daily at 2 o'clock P .M., on the arrival of the car8, ar
riving at Healdsburg at 5 P.M., connecting with stages for the Geysers, Skaggs' Springs, UloverJale, 
Ukiah, Big River, Kelsey, Lakeport, Mendocino, and all intermediate points . 

Passengers ticketed through from Healdsburg to all points on the California Pacific Railroad, 
and San Francisco. 

COOMBS & FISHER, Proprietors. 

from Henry G. Langley, Pacific Coast Business Directory for 1871- 73 

::e. 

From. Ham.ilton to Eureka. 

Our Motto: Quick Time, Fine Coaches, and Reasonable Rates. 
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Expresses: 
An American Enterprise 
Anonymous 

l~w.i&------, 

OR THE LAST sixtyyearsofthe 1soo's, 
and well into the twentieth century, Harpers 
New Monthly Magazine was a great publica-
tion. Its huge subscription and news-stand 
readership waited for it to bring them some of 
the best writers of its age. Among the most 
famous contributors on the West was the 
great artist -writer Frederic Remington, but 
many, if not most, of its best articles on the 
West gave no author credit. 

This anonymous contribution was one 0f 
a series on American Enterprises which appeared in the mid-1870's under 
the general title AN AMERICAN ENTERPRISE. This one deals with 
expresses, one of the American enterprises so entwined with both the West 
and the Far West . It was published in August of 1875 when the memories, 
and many of the founders, of the western expresses were still fresh and 
alive. 

Although much has been published on expresses, and a great deal of early 
material on them has been republished, this contribution has been almost 
completely overlooked. Whoever wrote it knew what he was writing about, 
and di,d a competent job, so it has been included here to add it to the litera
ture on the subject. 

Readers of this article should bear in mind that it was written for Harper's 
New Monthly Magazine which was published in New York City, and that it 
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EXPRESSES: AN AMERICAN ENTERPRISE 

therefore has a very eastern point-of-view. In this respect it is typical of most 
Western history contemporary with it, but this does not detract from its 
being both an important and interesting contribution to the basic source 
material on the subject. 

This article was originally published beginning on page 314 of Vol. LI, No. 
CCCIII of Harper's New Monthly Magazine for August 1875. The original copy 
of the article used for the reproduction here is from the collection of the 
editor of Brand Book 1 7. 
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K.F.S ., Jr . Editor 

HARPE R'S 
NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE. 

No. CCCIII.-AUGUST, 1875.-VoL. LL 

AN AMERICAN ENTERPRISE. 

TRA VELERs · on the Long Island Sound 
of about thirty -seven years ago might 

have observed on board the ste amer then 
running between Providence and New York 
an under-sized, deli cat ely built, sanguine
looking young man, who accomp_anied the 
vessel on alternate trips, and constantly car
ried in his hand a small carpet-bag of half a 
bushel capacity. He was William F. Harn
den, >and his bag contained the beginnings 
of the express forwarding business of the 
United States, which, with the. exception of 
the railways and telegraphs, now surpasses 
all other private enterprises in the world. 

Born at Reading, Massachusetts, in 1812, 
he was employed as conductor of the first 
passenger train that ran in New England, 
and was afterward promoted to the position 
of ticket agent on the Boston and W orces
ter Railway. The sedentary desk-work did 
not suit him, however, and in 1837 he came 
to New York in search of more congenial 
employment . At the corner of Wall and 
Pearl str eets stood the old Tontine Coffee
house , a famous resort for the merchants and 

ship-owners of those days, and in connec
tion with it th ere was an admirable news
room-a sort of Lloyd's or Garra way's-con
ducted by Jam es W. Hale, a local celebrity, 
wh o aft erward extended his fame by pro
mot.ing a cheap postal system in opposition 
to the govemment. Mr. Hale was a man of 
varied experience and a genial disposition. 
He was one of the most active men of his 
day, and Harnden went to him for advice in 
seeking employment . Hale became inter
ested in him, and in the course of a few days 
advised him to establish himself as an ex
pressman between New York and Boston-a 
business never before transacted and a name 
never before assumed. 

As there have been other claimants to the 
honor of having originated the enterprise, 
and as Mr. Hale is still living, I will repeat 
a statement which he made to me in July 
last . There was never a day, he said, that 
inquiries were not made at the news-room 
for some person going to Boston or Provi
dence. Some wanted to send small parcels 
to their friends, others letters or circulars; 



AN AMERICAN ENTERPRISE. 

WILJ,IAM 1". HARNDEN . 

lmt t he moRt frequent applicants were mon
ey-lirolrnrs, who wantc!l to forward p,ick
ages of Easteri1 bank -notes t o B0i1ton for re
demption. If an acquaintance was found 
on the boat, he was pounced upon without 
ceremony, aud burdened with the packages, 
which were sometimes worth many thou
saud dollars . Bnt if a friend did not ap
pear, tho things were often,intrnsted to en
tire strangers, with th e modest request that 
they·would deliver them immediately after 
their arrival. Merchants and brokers seek
ing gratuitous tra nsp ort ati on for t heir let
ters contri but ed larg ely to the exc ite ment 
att en ding th e departure of the stea mer, 
and mi1ny persons will rem ember th e 
nights of anxiety they have pass ed on 
the Sound, when such unexpe cte d wealth 
has be.en t emporaril y thrust upon them. 
"When Harnd en called upon me for ad
vice," Mr. Hale stated, "I thou ght of th e 
daily inquiries mad e at my office, 'Do you 
know auy body going to Boston this even
ing f' and I imme diately advised him to 
travel betw een th e two citi es and clo er
mnds for the business men. I also sug
gested th at the new ent erprise . shoul<l be 
callecl 'The Expres s,' which gav e the id ea 
of speed, promptitud e, and fidelit y." 

Harnd en l1esit,ated for several days, 
doubt ing whet her th e scheme would be 
profitab le, but even tually he decided to 
try it , and bought the histori c traveling
bag, whi ch is still preserved in Boston. 
A small slate for orders was hung in the 
news-room, and the patrons of that in
stitution were Harnden's chief patrons . 
The old merchants had become so ac-

customed to transportation of small er arti
cles without cost that they did not readily 
observe the advantages " the express" of
fered, and at the end of two months Harn
den found all his capital itbsorbed . His re
ceipts were less than his expenses, and he 
wonld have discontinued the service had 
not some fri ends procured free pas sages for 
him on .an opposition steamboa t . With the 
passage-mon ey as a snbsid~·, "t he exp ress" 
prospered, and the business so increased 
th,tt Harnden soon enga .ged an assistant. 

Goods were forwarded eve ry even ing in
stead of three times a week, and the carpet
bag was successively multiplkd by two and 
three, until in the flush of prosp eri ty a large 
trunk was bought, which iu turn was sub
stituted by a yet larger one. 

Harnd en next dispos ed of an in te rest iu 
the conc ern to his oldest assist ant , Dexter 
Brigham, and opened two offices-o ne in 
Boston, whi ch he occupied him self, and th e 
other in New York, which he left in ch arg e 
of his partn er. Two men wer e hired to 
follow the goods on the route, and a small 
hand-car or crate was plac ed on board each 
steam er. " Th e express" had surm ounted 
th e worst obstacles, and its u til ity was 
clear ly demonstrated . Th e receipts gra du
all y i11crc,1sc<l, and Harmlon's heart beat 
fast one night as he counted by can dle-light, 
in h is dusty office the magnificent amount 
of twenty dollars earned in a single clay! 
But hi s success was the result of unceasing 
overwork, whi ch undermined his constitu
tion, and ofte n caused him to s:iy that he 
wou ld not live to reap th e full harvest . A. 
L. St impson, an old expressman, states t hat 
his endurance was a suhj ect of wonder to 
all who knew him, and that it w9s only by 
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an almost superhuman exertion .of will that 
he sustained his exhausted system and diR
cbarged bis recutTing labors. An indomi
table spirit stimulated him, and he bravely 
encountered the vicissitudes of his business 
at all times, often against the remonstrances 
of friends. Among other things, it was his 
pride to be first in boarding the Cunard 
steamers to obtain news for the press; and 
even though the arrival was after midnight, 
ho and his men were invariably on the alert. 

It was the opening of the Cunard service 
hetween Liverpool and Boston that did most 
for his express, by which all valuable par
cels from Europe for New York were for
warded; and it was tho Cunard steamers 
that aroused the greatest aspirations in his 
hreast. His acquaintances constantly urged 
him to extend his business westward, ancl 
be so far followed their advice as to estab
lish the route between Boston and Alba,ny. 
Ho would not go farther in that direction, 
however, as he thought it a waste of time 
to court the patronage of the unpopulated 
prairies. "Put a people there," he said to 
Henry Wells, who afterward became a prin-

-----

cipal in the celebrated house of Wells, 
Fargo, and Co., "and my express shall soon 
follow." The idea presented to him was re
t,ainod in his memory, nevertheless, and be
fore long it resolved itself into an extraordi
nary colonization project. In brief, Harnden 
decided to make an opening for a lucrative 
express business in the West by filling it 
himself with a thrifty people. He was fair
ly infatu,i,ted with the scheme, into which he 
entered with greater zeal than ever. Night 
and day it occupied his thoughts. His pale 
face became a shade paler, and his .fragile 
body a deb'l'ee thinner under the intense 
excitement wrought. It seemed to offer 
priucoly wealth, uuoxamplod honor and 
power. All his resources were expended 
upon it, and in 1841 the "English and Con
tinental Express" was established, with of
fices in Liverpool, London, and Paris. 

Hitherto there had been no organized sys
tem of emigration. The emigrants already 
settled here lrnd no safe and economical 
means of remitting money to or prepaying 
the passage of their relations across the 
water . Harnden began by supplying the 

want. Branch offices were opened in near
ly all the large towns of Germany, France, 
and Great Britain for tl10 payment of bills 
of exchange purchased by persous in the 
United States in favor of those left behind 
in the older countries. The arrangement 
was widely advertised, and Irish and Ger
man residl}nts in America availed them
selves of it to such an extent that the in
creased emigration was very noticeable. 
But it was only a small part of the com
plete scheme. Harnden next contracted 
with the owners of a line of sailing ves
sels for the cheap conveyance of emi
b'l'ants from LiYeq)ool, and chartered a 
considerable fleet of Erie Canal passen
ger boats. It was his design to have ev
ery emigrant arriving iu Boston or New 
York ticketed to the firm of Harnden and 
Co. In a very short time he had almost 
succeeded in controlling the traffic, and 
it is to his credit that he never took any 
unfair advantage the monopoly offered. 

---=~==--~ 
"MORNING RUN," LF.AV[NO GP:ISKU,\"I. 0(1'11'IO&, N:ZW ouunou STRUT, NEW YORK O[TY. 



AN AMERICAN ENTERPRISE. 
---- ·---- ·--·-··-- -- ·------------

Those laborers whom he brought here were 
protected from swindlers in the sea-board 
cities, and forwarded with as much speed 
and comfort as possible to the agricultural 
districts of the West. "Within three years 
of the inception of the enterprise," writes 
A. L. Stimpson, to whom we allude for the 
last time, with thanks for the service he has 
heen to us, "that small-sized, fragile man, 
whose constitution was now broken down 
by the consumption which was rapidly meas
uring the little remnant of life yet left to 
him, had the satisfaction of knowing that 
he had been the direct means of bringing 
from the Old World more than one hundred 
thousand hard-handed laborers, and depos
iting them in that now magnificent portion 
of our country where their work was most 
wanted for the cultivation of the soil and 
the construction of railways and canals." 

Vast as it was in its operations, the col
onization venture did not pay. Harnden 
was too lavish and magnificent in all his 
dealings. He paid his employes large 
salaries, and advertised with the great
est liberality. He understood the value 
of publicity, and in the earliest days of 
his career he exerted himself to serve the 
newspapers. Thanks to Harnden for the 
prompt delivery of packages were often 
found in the Boston Transcript, with many 
a kindly word of commendation added. A 
clerk of his was once told to order ome 
advertising cards. Harnden aftcn, ard 
inquired from the printer what kind of 
cards had been chosen, and was informed 
that the order given by the clerk was for 
a thousand, white in color, and about the 
size of his hand. 

"His hand!" Harnden exclaimed. 
"Have them a foot square, five thou 
sand of them, and the color red. If a 
thing's worth doing at all, it's worth 
doing thoroughly.'' 

During the winter of 1844 his health 
failed him completely, and he sought re
lief in the South. The skill of the best 
physicians could not save him, and he died 
ou January 14, 1845, a poor man. 

The Harnden Express was in its earliest 
stage when a young Vermonter, Alvin Ad
ams by name, engaged iu the produce busi
ness at Boston, became much impressed 
with its utility and prospects. He had lit
tle capital and no influential supporters. 
Health, energy, and industry were his prin
cipal possessions. While he was thinking 
of Harnden's future and wishing that his 
own were as bright, the little money he 
had was lost by a sudden fluctuation in the 
produce market, and he bad to begin again 
at the lowest round of the ladder. He had 
no taste for his old trade, and he resolved 
to start an opposition express. It was a 
difficnlt t.usk that he had chosen, and for 
severa.J months there seemed to be no pros-

pect that he would ever make any prog
ress. He was considered an interloper on 
Harnden's ground, and many persons open
ly refnsecl to patronize him. Even his owu 
friends "damned him with faint praise," 
and the partner who joined him at the out
set soon retired in despair. He was his 
own messenger, cashier, clerk, label boy, 
and porter. All the parcels intrusted to 
him might have been carried in his hat .. 
A wagon or a horse was not to be thought 
of, and the entire "establishment" consist
ed of Adams, a valise, and de8k room in an 
office. The year, toe, was a most unfavor
able-one for all new enterprises, as the mer
cantile interests of the community were in 
an inactive and ominous condition. Ad
ams had to encounter, therefore, not only 
the disadvantages of a poor beginner, but 
also the antagonism of those with whom he 
hacl to rleal and the trncle <fopression of an 

ALV[N AUAM8. 

inauspicious time. For three long years lie 
toiled with little or no encouragement. It, 
is unfair to contrast the two men, perhaps, 
but we can not help thinking Adams the 
superior of Harnden in courage and stead
fast faith. Several times the latter was 
disheart ,~ued and nearly succumbing, but 
his rival, whose circumstances were much 
poorer, never for a moment thought of sur
render, and worked with heroic persever
ance through thirty-six months of' the bit
terest experiences. We can think of few 
other such examples for struggling young 
men. No doubt he was sustained by his 
confidence in the worth of his object in 
life, but that fact redounds still more to his 
credit. 

We have mentioned that Harnden and 
Co. became so engrossed with t-he extension 
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of the emigration ventu re that the home 
e.xpress was neglected, and A,ln.n,s thus got 
a clw.nco that otherwise he might never 
have had. Parcels were often delayed l1y 
the Harnrlen Express, and after a while some 
,if its best customers began to transfer con
iliderable patronage to Adams. In the mean 
time the latter had ente red into a 11artner
ship with Ephmim Famsworth, who subse
quently retired, and was succeeded by Will
iam B. Dinsmore, who workerl for scarcely 
enoug h to pay his boanl bill, sharing his su
perior's confidence in the ultimate success 
of the concern. Adams and Co. then em
ployed two men and a boy, aud it was a 
difficult matter to make both ends meet. 
The driver of their deli very anrl collecting 
wagon was" Old Sam Woodwarrl," formerly 
a stage-coach driver, w1io possessed in no 
ordinary measure that humorous loquacity 
for which his tribe were famed. In solicit
ing freight from the merchants he bro ught 
all hi s eloquence to bear, with the greatest 
success. Seeing a box or parcel at the door 
of some store waiting for Harnden's Ex
press, be would dismount from bis wagon 
and expat iat e on the inestimable benefits 
of forward ing the goods by the Adams lin e. 
"Haruden's got, too mu ch to do," was bis 
favorit.e argnment, "a nd you'd just better 
give your parcels to us. Just try Adams 
for once. Adams is a little the nicest man 
you ever did see, and we have all the facili
t,ies for doing your business right up to the 
handle. Come, let me set th ese bundl es into 
my wagon, and I'll put 'em t hr ough by day
light . Mr. Dinsmore, the partner in New 
York, is a Boston man (he was made for an 

exprcssman), and will see to the deliYory 
of t hese t,hings him self." 

With Sam as a canvasser, and Harnden's 
business declining, the Adams establish 
ment made extraord inar y progress. Insteacl 
of desk room, the exclusive use of large and 
handsome stores was procnrerl. Prodigal 
displays were made in the way of gas-fix
tures , horses, wagons, and office boys. A 
net-work of minor express routes was ab
sorbed, and all new ones were bought out 
as soon as they had demonstrated their prac
ticability. First the service was extended 
to Was hin gton, then between Hartford and 
Spriugfiel<l, and afterward throughout the 
State of Connecticut. Agencies were estab
lished at all large stations in South Caroli
na, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and Louisi
ana. West, Southwest, and the North were 
included in the system by giant strides, and 
in 1850 the business had actually become so 
important that Adams and Co. arranged to 
send their money and small packages over 
the New York and New Haven . Railway, 
paying th e snm of .seventeen hund red dol
lars a month for a small space occupied in 
the car of a fast train. Soon afterward the 
style of the firm was changed to the" Adams 
Express Company," and much adtlitional 
capital was invested, which materia lly as
sisted the development of the system. 

The California exp ress opened a ve in of 
new wealth, and added greatly to the com
pany's reputation . But the source of its 
pr esent vast wealt h was the immense busi
ness during the war of the rebellion. It has 
been truthfully said that no person uncon
nected with the company conlcl imagine 
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the magnitude of its t,ransn.ctions while the 
States were in conflict. On the nearest and 
most remote fields the agents of the express 
were always founcl, venturing often where a 
picket-gun.rd would hardly vcntnre, collect
ing money, letters, and trophies from the 
soldiers for transmission to "the loved ones 
at home." Many a thrilliug episode might 
be relatecl of the vicissitudes and perils en
dured by the cxpressmcn in conveying these 
articles from the Southern frontier to their 
destination in the North. Where the armies 
went they followed with the zeal and per
tinacity of newspaper correspondents. No 
quarters were too hot for them, and neither 
the shots of the enemy nor the rebuffs of 
the commanders clrove t,hem away. Around 
bivouac fires in the stillness of Southern 
forests they were found waiting for the 
homeward-bound messages that were hasti
ly scribbled on the torn fly-leaves of prayer
books, or even on scraps of newspapers. 
Many a time in the thick of a bMtle a faint 
voice called them to the side of a fallen sol
dier, with the blood oozing from a cleath
wound in his breast, and entreated them to 
remain a moment while he transferred to 
their care a letter or a locket addressed to 
a girl in the North. Many a time, too, they 
saw :1 noble follow fall into an etcr11al sic.op 
before he could finish his message. A ro
mancist might gather suggestions for·count
less pathetic incidents from the experience 
of the expressmen who followed the · armies 
during the rebellion. One of the most mel-

ancholy duties these brave fellows had to 
execute was the transmission of the bodies 
of tho slaughtered to their relatives and 
friends. The delivery at the home office 
oft.on occasioned heart-breaking scenes, as 
"somebody's darling," wrappe1l in a coarse 
shroud, was p,resented to the woman who 
had kissed his handsome face good-by scarce
ly six months before. 

But there was a humorous and joyous as
pect to the battle-field express, as to most 
other concerns of men. It was a favorite 
habit of the "boys" to send home trophies 
in the form of" confiscated property.'' The 
trophies were of the most heterogeneous 
character, and sometimes put the express
men to more trouble than less accommoda
ting servants would have endured. A ter
rified and howling }'l-ench poodle was once 
sent direct from camp to an Eastern far!Jl
house, and, in fact, live stock was very often 
the form of memento, or; as Mrs. Partington 
would say, the momentmn, of a battle. Jew's
lrnrps, Confederate money, old pipes,. broken 
sabres, fractured rifles, tobacco pouches, tar
nished e11aulets, smeared sashes,. and like 
things, were the commonest and . the most 
portable of the mass forwarded. The hab
its of thrift in which some of the Down
Easters had been reared were manifested in 
the care with which old clothes were sent. 
home after a new outfit had been sup'plied 
to the regiment. Thousands. of boxes con
taining such worthless rags passed through 
th e expr ess consigned to remote Yillages 
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in Maine, Vcrmo11t, New Hampshire, and which are said to control the cntirti busi
Nort,hern New York. Full charges were col- ness. The growth of the American Express 
lected for them, and when the expectant Company illustrates the pluck, energy, and 
friends at home tore off the cover, it was perseverance of its founders, who were simi
only to find a ragged pair oftrowsers and a lar in these things to Adams and Harnden, 
coat. After a regiment had been paid off an In 1841 Henry Wells was agent of the latter 
immense number of money packages were at Albany, and urged his employer to pene
intrusteil to the express, and as the charges trate the "\Vesteru country with the express. 
were high and the risks small, the profits Harnden made the answer that we have al
of the company were magnificent. At one rca<ly quote<l: "Put a people there, and my 
time the stock rose to the enormous price express shall follow." ·wells was so confi
of five hundred dollars a share-the par dent, however, that the population was suf
value being one hundreil. 'l'hus had Alvin ficiently numerous to support an express 
Adams's little venture with a dollar carpet- that he mentioned his idea to George Pome
bag grown into a concern which made him roy, who was favorably impressed with it, 
and his partners millionaires. and lost no time in putting it into effect. 

After Harn den's death his enrlgration An express was accordingly started between 
business was continued by Dexter Brigham, Albany and Buffalo, Pomeroy acting as bis 
Jun., Robert Osgood, J.C. Kenilall, and John own messenger, clerk, and boy, as Adams 
W. Fenno. The New York and Boston Ex- and Harnden had done before. But for 
press, which had fallen into other hands in some reason of which we are not informed 
the mean time, retained its old name, and he broke down after making three trips, 
until 1860 it extended its branches almost and the business was suspended until Wells 
as rapidly as the Adams; but it has since and Crawford Livingston offered to join 
been merged into that concern, and is now him. Under the new firm the express was 
a mere tributary. Harnden on his death- established upon an enduring foundation. 
bed exclaimed that all he desired to live for A trip was made once a week, and occupied 
was to see his foreign enterprise established three clays and four nights, which was the 
on a permanent basis. Very soon after his quickest time then on record. From Alba
interment the whole work fell to the ground . ny to Auburn the railroad was used; then 
His successors were crippled by an nnfortu- the sta,ge-coach, and afterward a private 
uate investment in a line of steam-ships, and conveyance. Wells, who had left Harnden, 
failed for a very large amount. was appointed messenger, and while he act-

The only formidable opponent of the Ad- cil in that capacity he never missed a trip. 
,1ms Express Company existing at present In the course of two years the traffic had so 
is the American. Nearly all the other or- largely increased that daily trips were nec
g:mizations are an bordinate to tbe.se two, , essary, and 11, branch express was establish eel 
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between Albany and New York. But the 
business was still small, and could be ac
commodated in the trunk which Wells car
ried with him on the outside of the Buffalo 
coach. 

One day, when the style of the firm had 
been changed to Livingston, Wells, and Co., 
Mr. Wells came into the office with a shrewd 
idea, which gave the concern an important 
impetus in its march toward prosperity. It 
was the year previous to the reduction of 
letter postage by an act of Congress, and 
the Post-office was supporting some six
tc11n thonAnnd politicians as postmn.it111·s by 

charging the outrageous price of twenty
live cents on every letter sent from Bnf~ 
f'alo to New York. Wells's idea was to 
Atart an opposition, not in indignation 
meetings or in petitions, but in actual 
traffic. And in several columns of neat 
little figures he showed his partners how 
a letter could l>e carried for six· cents at a 
handsome profit. It happened that those 
associated with \Vells were just such clear
headed, ente11>rising fellows as himself, 
and they took hold of the project in a 
spirit of determination. When the ex
press post-office waa first opened, and 
stamps were sold at the rate of twenty 
for a dollar, the greatest interest was ex
cited in the undertaking. Public meet
ings were called, and resolutions passed 
by the merchants and citizens generally 
not to send or receive letters by mail to 
or from any points inclutled by the ex
press until there was a reduction in the 
United States postage. Immense num
bers of letters were sent through Liv
ii1gston, Wells, and Co.'s hands, and the 

profits were greater than those derived from 
the conveyance of parcels. The govern
ment used every means to suppress the finn, 
aml the messengers were arrested daily at 
the instance of the Post-office officials; but 
in every instance citizens stood ready with 
bail-bonds filled out and executed. Many 
stiITing scenes were enacted. Officers were 
on the track at every point, and sometimes 
fierce affrays occurred. The expressmau 
on horseback, with his mail-bag strapped 
across his broad shoulders, galloped many a 
hot mile across the rough country with a 
couple of an~~· pnrannR at llis heAls. But 
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the officers wern discomfited throughout the 
strife, and after a futile contest with the op
position, the government began to think of 
looking for a remedy. 

Mr . Wells, in behalf of himself and several 
wealthy merchants, offered to carry all the 
mail matter of the United States at an av
erage rate of five cents per letter . The 
proposition was peremptorily rejected; but 
the opposition, in which James W. Hale had 
joiued, was so resolut e and so generally sus
tained by the people that during the next 
session of Congress a law was passed redu
cing the rate of postage three-fourths. As 
soon as the reform was accom plish ed, Hale, 
\Velis, and others retired from th e fielcl, 
and again devoted themselves to the ex
press. 

In 1845 the firm of Livingston, Wells, 
and Co. had received a valuable acquisi
t-ion in the services of William G. Fargo, 
who was chosen as a ~.nitahle man to ex 
t <'nd the express into tue country west of 
Buffalo, and Fargo diu not uisappoint his 
emp loyers . He worke d with extraordi
nary force, and in the course of a few 
years express wagons were traveling at 
rngn lar int erva ls between the East, Cin
cinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis. Several 
changes occurred during the next few 
years in the style and the constituency 
of the original firm, and in 1850 it was 
represented by Wells and Co., Livingston 
and Fargo, and Butterfield, Wasson, and 
Co., who were oppose d to each other. 
The prlncipal of t,he latt er firm was a 
man of wealth. He had been a sta ge
coach driv er when a young man, and lrnd 
risen to be own er of uearly all the stage 
lines rnnuing in Western New York. In 
1849 he was engaged in transporting 

freight across the Isthmus of Panama .. 
He was also projector of the Morse Tele
graph line between Buffalo and New York, 
and he not ouly built it, but also put it 
i 11to HncccBRfnl operation. Enlisting oth
ers with him, he founded a line of Lake 
Outario and St. Lawrence steamers, and 
in 1849 he formed the express company 
of Butterfield, Wasson, and Co. We sup
pose he may claim to be founder of the 
American Express Company, for in 1850 
he approached Henry Wells with the ac
cept,ible proposition that the thr ee firms 
should bo c011solidated under that title . 
No time was lost in consumma.ting the 
necessary arrangements, and the Adams 
Express Company then found a rival 
which has advanced ,vith it step by step, 
and is now oue of the wealthiest corpo
rations in America. 

About a year later . the celebrated Cali
fornia express of,Y ells , Fargo, and Co. was 
founded by several geutlcmen co1111ecte d 
with the American Company. Its growth 
exceeded that of tho earlier express es in 

brilliancy, and most of the local express 
lin es were bought out in a short time. In 
1857 $59,884,000 in golcl wero transportecl 
over tlwir lines in California alone. Henry 
Wells, yon will rememb er, started life as 
one of Harnden's messengers, ancl 'William 
G. Fargo rose from an equa lly humbl e posi
tion. If th ese glimpses of t he history of 
the express system ha ve no other merit, we 
may hope, at least, that they offer encour
aging examples to the young. 

"Overland to California in thirteen days." 
This was th e next and greatest achievement 
of the express, and excited scarce ly less in
terest tlian the Pacific Railroad itself. In 
1858 or 1859 a company was formed in Cal-

M," lLl,IA?tl G. )" .urno. 
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ifornia under the name of the Centr~l Over
land California and Pike's Peak Express, a 
title fit to arrest the attention of the world. 
The president and thci originator, we believe, 
was l\Ir. William H. Russell, and the stock
holders were mostly Californians. It was an 
audacious speculation, but it offered as many 
advantages to the mercantile community as 
the Atlantic cable, and was hailed with as 
much satisfaction. No telegraph had link
ed the two oceans, and the stage-coach or 
the steamer was the only vehicle by which 
a message or letter could be sent. The new 
service consisted of a pony express, with 
stations sixty miles apart, across the conti
nent . A large capital was necessary, and 
the risks assumed were sufficient to frighten 
away all but the daring Western specula
tors. The rate fixed was five dollars in gold 
per quarter ounce, which , of course, limited 
the matter carried to business letters. The 
eastern terminus of the route was St. Jo
seph, Missouri, and the western terminus 
Sacramento. From the latter town to San 
Francisco the messengers traveled by steam
boat, and from St. Joseph to New York by 
railroad. The time occupied between ocean 
and ocean was fourteen clays, and between 
St. J oscph a1Hl San Francisco ten days, as 
per the following time-table : 

From St. Joseph to Marysville..... ..... ... 12 hours. 
" " :: Fort 1-\earney . . . . . . . . . 34 

Lnrnm1e . ............. 80 
" Fort Bridger . ......... 108 
" Salt Lake ............. 124 
" Camp Floyd ......... . 128 
" Cal'eon City. . . . . . . . . . . 188 
" Placervi1le ......... . .. 226 
'' Sacramento 232 
" San Frnuci!:lco . . . . . .. 240 

Tho express was dispatched weekly from 
each side with not more than ten pounds 
of matter. The riders chosen were selected 
from plains-men, trappers, and scouts, famil
iar with tho Indians, and c:ipablo of great 
bodily endurance. In consideration of the 
danger to which they were exposed, their 
salary was fixed at the enviable amount of 
$1200 a month each. The ponies were swift 
and strong, a .cross in breed between the 
American horse and the Indian pony. Mes
sengers and steeds were run sixty miles, and 
then awaited the arrival of the express from 
the opposite direction. 

Such was the plan of the Cel!tral Over
lall(l California and Pike's Peak Express 
Company; and on a memorable day, the 3d 
of April, 1860, the first messenger was to 
start from St.Joseph. The Daily Gazette of 
that town issued a "Pony Express Extra" 
in honor of the occasion. It was a small 
single sheet, printed on one side only, and 
the first two columns were deYoted to a 
heavily leaded account of the new enter
prise, with this greeting to the press of Cal
ifornia: 

"Through the politeness of the expre•s company we 
are permitted to forward by the ftrst pony express the 
first nnd only newspaper which goes out, nnd which 
will he the firRt newElpnper ever transmitted to Cali
fornia in eight days. 'l'he first pony will •tnrt nt pre
cisely ftve o"clock this afternoon, and letters will be 
received from all points up to 4.30. A special t rain 
will be run over the Hannibal and St. Joseph Rall
road for the purpose of bringing the through messen
ger from New York. The nature of thE'I conveyance 
necessarily precludes our making up nn edition of 
any considerable weight. It, however, contains a 
summary of the 1ntest news received here by tele
graph for some days past from all part.s of the Union. 
We send in it greetiug to our brethren of the presa In 
California." 

ltH>IA NS ATTAOKI:NG AN OVERT.AND EXPRf.BB OOAOll, 
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In a cloud of' dust, and amidst the loud t overland mail-coaches would more than fill 
cheers of the population, the messenger the whole space allotted to this article. We 
galloped through the straggliug streets on have before us, for instance, a curious pam
to tho hrn:ul pra.irios ren.chini; hoyond the phlct Rott,ing forth the claims of Benjmnin 
l10rizon. The route chosen was somewhat Holladay on the United States government 
north of the present track of the Pacific for loss suffered through the raids of Indians 
Railroad. It lay, as the time-table shows, during the time he was employed as a tra.ns
t'rom St.Joseph to Laramie, thence up the continental mail carrier. It contains fifty 
Sweet Wat er to Salt Lake, ancl clown the nintl large pages of terse affidavits, ench cle
Humbohlt to Sacramento. Night and day scribing an encounter with the savages, and 
the express went forward at the greatest the best we can do, by the way of illustra
speed attainable with ordinary horseflesh. tion, is to briefly quote from three of them. 
As soon as a station ·was reached, one mes- In the first the affiant is Richard Murray, a 
s<mger, without waiting to dismount, tossed driver in the Territory of Utah: 
his bag to another already mounted, who "Afllant states that he was pas•lngfrom Split Rock 
in a few minutes was out of sight in the di- Station west to Thre~ Cro•slngs of Sweet Water with 
rection of the next relay. So for ei.,ht days the United States mails _on the •nld 17th day of April, 

• 0 • ' A.D, 1862, In company with eight other men, all of the with fresh horses and messengers every six- mall party; that they were attacked by a band of Jn. 
ty miles, the rid e was continued through diane numbering thirty or more, who commenced a 
the awful cafions of the moth er range, up furious lire upon them with r!lles and bowa and ar
the bow Ider-strewn foot-hills betwe en for - rows; that resistance was made by said mall party for . ' hours, when tho Indians retreated, Afflunt further csts of hemlock, pme, and fir, through hot states that six men out of the nine who composed 
little mining towns, until Sacramento was aaid party were wounded, one with arrows und live 
reached, scarcely a minute behind the pre- with guns." 
scribed time. The sticond afllant from whom we shall 

The pony express fulfill ed its promises for quote is Lemuel Flowers , a district agent: 
two years. Th e messengers were often fol- "Afflunt snys thnt on the 17th of the anme month 
lowed by hostile Indians , and Rcvcral were [April, 18021 the Iudinns attacked a party of nine men 
killed. In :ul,lition to t,lieir Jet.t.nr-hag th 11y rn1111lng two conches, nud commenced n furious lire 

· d 1 d b · k ·.c upon them, wouudiug six mcu, including thitt nffinn~ only carne one revo ver an a owie- Dhe, whoae body was penetrated by two rifle-balls; that 
They ran and fought at the same time, and after a resi•tance of four hours the Indians captured 
many a red-skin kissed the dust in atone- nine head of mules, nine sets of harness, and partially 
ment for those messengers who were slaugh- destroyed two coaches." 
terecl. The third affiant, who has the worst tale 

At the end of two years, in 1862, the tele- to te ll, is George H. Carlyle: 
graph line across the continent had been 
completed, ancl there was no longer any use 
for the pony express. The company was 
dissolved, having lost $200,000 in its coura
geous enterprise. 

The Central Overland was the only im 
portant pony express that maint ained itself 
in America. Goods and passeng ers hacl been 
sent to Ca.Iifornia by stage-coaches, in the 
free use of which Wells, Fargo, and Co. ex
tended their reputation, although they for
warded the bulk of tho matter by steamer vi.a 
the Isthmus. Tho Overland Mail Company 
was started in 1858, and contra cte d with tho 
United States governme nt to carry a month
ly mail from San Francisco to the Missouri 
River in considerat ion of $650,000 paid an
nually. John Butterfield was pr esident, as
sociated with William G. Fargo, William B. 
Dinsmore, and others. The route chosen 
was known as the Ox Bow, and came East 
by the 'way of Santa Fe; but in 1850 the In
dians were so troublesome that th e route of 
the pony express was adopted. Opposition 
lines were started, and the mail was after
ward sent daily, in consideration of$1,000,000 
annually. Ultimately, however, the firm of 
Wells, Fargo, and Co. bought out the entire 
business, and was changed into a corpora
t-ion, with a cap it al of $15,000,000. 

.A mP.re eummnry of the adven tur es of the 

"On the 9th of August, 1864, I left Alkali Station 
for Fort Kenrney. On reaching Cottonwood Springs 
I learned by telegraph that the Indians had attacked a 
train of eleveu wagons at Plum Creek, killed eleven 
men, captured one woman, and run off with the stock, 
Upon hearing this I stnrted down the road, and when 
a few hundred yards off Gillman'• Station I saw the 
bodies of three men lying on the ground, fearfully 
mutilated and full of arrow._ At Plum Creek I saw 
the bodies of the eleven other men. whom the Indians 
had murdered, and I helped to bury them. I also saw 
the fragment.a of the wagons still burning, and the 
dead body of another man, who was killed by the In
dians at Smith's Ranch, and the ruins of the rnnch, 
which had been burned." 

The language of tho affidavits is not dr a
matic, and the reader must use his imagina
tion a little in order to realize the sufferings 
and heroism of those who traveled across the 
plains twelve years ago. 

When the line via the Isthmus of Panama 
was started, the express matter was for
warded by through messengers from New 
York to San Francisco. Th e route was from 
the metr opolis to Aspinwall, thence up the 
Chagres River, and by portage to the Pa
cific. Immense wealth was intrusted to th e 
·messengers, among whom there were many 
picturesque characters - pic tur esque both in 
person and manners. They usually wore 
loose blue sl1irts, ti-owsers tucked into capa
cious boots, slouch ha ts, and numerous weap
ons of defense. They gnarclecl their t-reas11re 
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bankers put together. The dividends paid 
on the capital stock are enormous, and have 
ma<le millionaires out of men who started 
with tho express in the capacity of office 
boys and messengers. Scarcely forty yeal'!I 
ago John Hoey was engaged by Alvin Ad
ams as a small boy in general, and his duties 
consisted of running errands, pasting label11 
on merchandise, and so forth. The anmo 
boy is now one of the wealthy men of tho 
metropolis, and until recently was an active 
superiutemlent of the concern. We might 
mention at least fifty similar instances. Mr. 
Adams remains at the head of the Boston 
office, giving tho service his constant atten
tion, a.nisted by his sons Waldo and Edwin. 

XX.l'RE88 Ml'.88.ENOKR, VU JBTUM.UB 01" l 'ANAMA. 

The two great companies employ nearly 
·, eight thousand men, one thousand five hun

dred horses, twelve hundred wagons, and 
three thousand iron safes. The y travel over 
a hundr ed thousand miles daily, or over 
thirty-two million miles yearly! Scarcely 
a railway train runs on any road that has 
not a special car attached devoted to the 
business of the express, and no inhabited 
part of the country has been left unpene
trate<l. Wherever there is a station and a 
fow dozen people, there is also an express of
fice wl1ich is in communication with a thou
sand others spre11.d throughout the Union. 
The system extends as far north as Or'-'gon, 
as far wost as California, as far south as 
Texas, and as far cast as Canada. It is the 
most important agent of communication be
tween the producer and the consumer, and 
they could no ni.ore dispense with it than 
with th e Post-office or the banks. 

with the utmost vigilance, and we believe 
never lost a single ounce of the tons of gold
dust which were at one time intrusted to 
them. 

In 1852 another use was found for the ex
press in the transfer of the baggage of trav
elers from th e railroads and steamboats to 
their residences. Warr en Studley started 
the system in New York, with an office in 
Manhattan Alley. It abated tho ha ckney
coach nuisance, and also provecl to be very 
successfu l from a pecuniary point of view. 
Similar expresses were soon afterward es
tablished in all other lari:(o cities, and Stud
ley's was absorbed by Mr. Dodd, who has 
made it one of the famons institntions of 
New York. Hiram Studley, a brother of 
Warren, was the first man to carry a pas
senger across the city iu a transfer coach
anoth er improvement and extension of tho 
exp ress system-and for several days he 
was in danger of assassination by the irate 
"cabbies," who foresaw the injury it would 
do their business. 

We have now only to glance at the pres
ent "ca rp et-bag " of the Adams and Amer 
ican Express companies. A credible au
thority informs us that it is an ordinary 
occurrence for the Adams Express Compa
ny to carry mer chandise and "valuables" 
worth twenty million dollars in a single 
day. The United States Treaanry intrusts 
to it the carriage of all bank-notes and spe
cie; and with the American it transacts a 
greater exchange and banking busineBB by 

In all our streets, on all our wharves, the 
strong and handsome wagons of our expreBB 
companies, drawn by powerful horses, are 
seen loaded high with merchandise on every 
working day. In order to understand the 
extent to which they are patronized, we 
have only to look at the large cards exhib
ited outside the warehouse doors, bearing 
on them the names of the different expreSBcs 
-the United States, National , American, or 
Adams. Each wagon has a district which 
it perambulates three times a day for the 
purpose of collecting goods to be forward
ed, and the card indicates which express is 
wanted. The bulkiest and the most deli
cate articles, jewelry and watches, mowing 
machines and steam-plows, are alike intrust
ed to the same vehicle and pass through the 
same careful hands. The extreme care be
stowed upon all things is one of the chief 
reasons why the express is so popular. Some
times there is occasion for fault-finding, to 
be sure , but considering the imm ense quan
tity of merchandise transported, it is sur
pri sing how little is damag ed in transit. 
An accident which occurred to a valuable 
article in charge of an expressman is said to 
ha ve given rise to one of our most classi cal 
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expressions. A bonnet was forwarded from fmy expenses. No package is allowed to be 
one of our city milliners to a lady in the opened or examined nntil it has been pur
conntry, and when the box was delivered, chased, and a spirit of speculation is thus 
it was evident that some one had been at- excited in those who assemble. Small care
tempting to walk through it. The express- fully scaled packages ln'ilig tho highest 
man stammered au apology as ho presented prices, on the supposition that they may 
it to the lady. "Oh yes, I understand," the contain jewelry. An avaricious old cus
fair dame exclaimed; "you've put your foot tomer once paid ten dollars for a neat lit
into it, and that's what 's the matter!" tle brown paper parcel sealed with evident 

The C. 0. D. system of the express is one care at both ends. It contained a hundred 
of the greatest conveniences ever conferred or more "rejected addresses" from a swain 
on the ·mercantile community, but it has to "the fair sun of all her sex." Another 
been largely used by swindlers, who have similar parcel was knocked down to a bid
found in it a ready means of alluring the der for eight dollars, and was found to con
foolish. The imitation-greenback-sawdust tain a set of false teeth. Patent medicines, 
rascals have caught not a few verdant conn- whisky ( a still more patent medicine), toys, 
trymen by the pretense of hon esty in deal- old clothes, surgical instruments, disinfect
ing which the C. 0. D. plan affords. ants, preserved animals, old magazines, false 

One of the most stirring occasions in the hair, and many stranger things are usually 
routine of express duties is the sale by auc- found among the "old hoss" packages. It 
tion of the "old boss," or unclaimed freight I ma,y be assumed that most of them are of 
which accumulates from time to time. When I small value, as we have said, inasmuch as 
every possible method to find the owners I either the sender or the consignee of val
has been tried and has failed, an auctioneer : uables would take care to have a thorough 
is called in and the articles are sohl to de- ' search made for any valuable 1iroperty. 

AUOTlON SALE 011' UNOLAIAIED l'AROELS. 



Charles Crocker 
to Collis P. Huntington 
July 13, 1883 
a contribution from DAVID F. MYRICK 

HE NAME "Crocker'' is well known through-
~--;_F,-~.;'-::;,.,.;;;;;..:;~ .... ---.. out California because of the banking chain, 

and to historian s it is also recognized as an 
active member of the Big Four, the builders of 
the Central Pacific Rail Road. The connec
tion is positive , for Charles Crocker (1822-
1888) participated in both ventures. Crocker's 
letter of Friday , July 13, 1883,to Collis P. 
Huntington reveals some background data. 

The Big Four, whose Herculean efforts 
pushed railroads all over the West to change 

its life style, consisted of Collis P. Huntington, Leland Stanford, Charles 
Crocker and Mark Hopkins. Huntington and Hopkins were engaged in the 
mercantile trade, and when Hopkins died in 1879, Huntington lost a good 
friend . While his relations with Stanford were cordial, there was friction be
tween Huntington and Crocker. 

Charles' brother, Judge E.B. Crocker, played an important role in the for
mative years of the Central Pacific; later on, Charles F. "Col. Fred" Crocker, 
Charles' eldest son, was a top officer of the Southern Pacific Railroad during 
its expansion. 

As indicated in the reproduced letter, Charles placed his youngest son, 
William H. Crocker. in the banking business. Just a few weeks before this letter, 
Crocker ~Woolworth& Co. was formed on June 3, 1883 as a private bank with 
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capital of $500,000. R.C. Woolworth had been president of the First 
N atiorial Gold Bank of San Francisco, and just what conditions prevailed to 
induce Woolworth to leave the top position in a well-established bank are 
a mystery. 

The new firm became The Crocker-Woolworth National Bank of San 
Francisco in 1886 and, after Woolworth died in 1893, William H. Crocker 
became president, a post he held until 1936. During this time the bank went 
through several name changes: In 1906 it became The Crocker National 
Bank of San Francisco and at the end of 1925, after a consolidation with 
Woolworth's earlier bank, it was called the Crocker First National Bank of 
San Francisco. 

Upon receipt of Charles Crocker' s letter, Huntington parried for a day or 
two before dictating his reply of July 24. Once he understood that George 
Crocker was to learn rather than direct the business, his attitude changed. 
"When I received the printed notice of his appointment. . .! confess I did not 
like it. I assure you that your explanation satisfies me and I am glad to say, 
moreover, that I know of no other young men that I can think of better 
qualified naturally to do well whatever they undertake than your sons. Cer
tainly, Fred has developed into a very excellent man ... " 

Referring to the appointment, Huntington did observe that it would have 
helped had Crocker mentioned it to him as he did to the others but, in his con
ciliatory and cordial tone, he said: "Allow me to say that it is quite satisfactory 
that George is given the position in order to learn the details of operating 
a railroad ... " 

Huntington observed that he had no sons of his own so felt this was an 
appropriate move. However, even with the delayed blessing, George's 
railroad career left no spectacular traces; in later years he represented the 
Crocker interests in the Pacific Improvement Company, the private, non
railroad investment company of Stanford, Hopkins, Huntington and Crocker. 
As to the banking son, his firm did well and his son, William W. Crocker, 
followed in his father's footsteps. He also participated in the renewed 
association of the family name with Southern Pacific; from 1941 until 1964 
he was a member of the Board of Directors - something that wily old Collis 
probably did not anticipate. 

David F. Myrick 
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San Francisco July 13, 1883 

Mr. C.P. Huntington 
New York City 

Dear Sir 
Your No. 138 of July 5th is before me. You say that you notice my son 

George has been appointed Assistant Superintendent, and that you can 
think of no other reason why he should have been appointed, except that he is 
my son. This is all true. He would not have been appointed, except that he is 
my son. I think however you have mistaken the character of the appointment. 
He is not a full fledged Assistant Superintendent, but as you may say, a 
Second Ass't. Supt. , and I put him there after a conversation with Stanford 
just before he left, in which he urged me to do it. He has certain duties 
assigned to him to perform and of course has the run of the business and is 
learning it. I put him there for the purpose of educating him to be a railroad 
man in order that he may be capable of taking some of my railroad interests & 
managing them for his own benefit, and for that matter, for the benefit of all 
concerned. I think as Governor Stanford does that if you had two sons & they 
were competent or considered to become learned in the business of railroad
ing & to succeed you in this business, that it would be bette r than to have 
strangers and hired men to do it. 
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I am very glad that you have written this letter as it has given me an oppor
tunity to talk plainly to you. I am 61 years of age, and now retain my railroad 
interests for no other purpose than for the benefit of my boys. If they could 
not succeed me in the railroad, I would not remain any longer in the business 
than was necessary to sell out to advantage. If it is unpleasant for you to have 
my boys in the railroad service, I hope you will express it now fully and freely 
and they shall leave it immediately. I do not expect them to have anything to 
do with any railroad business that they cannot do as well as anyone else can 
do it. 

There has been no salary fixed to the appointment of my son George as 
yet, and it is not understood that he is to have much of salary. He is there to 
learn the business. He has for several years, I may say, been in the employ of 
the Company, but I have paid him out of my own purse as he had no stated 
position and no particular work to do. I am convinced that he never will 
amount to anything unless he has some responsibility and something to do & 
that was my object in putting him where he now is. I had a long, full and free 
talk with Mr. Towne about the matter before he was appointed, and I 
understood him to approve of my proposal. 

Now I wish an answer to this letter from you in the spirit in which I write it. 
If you do not wish my boys to be employed by and have an interest in the 
railroad Cos., say so frankly, and they will leave the day I receive your disap
proval. I do not want to quarrel with you in my old age nor do I want to force 
my boys upon you or upon your interests . I have been informed several times 
of your having expressed yourself that there was "too much Crocker" here, 
and for that very reason have kept George back until I had that conversation 
with Governor Stanford in New York when he urged me to put George where 
he is now. I was contemplating the withdrawal of a large portion of my capital 
in order to start my son George in some other business because of your sus
pected hostility toward him. I would have preferred that my youngest son 
William should have been employed in some capacity by the Railroad Co., 
but for the same reason I established him in the banking business. I intend to 
have my boys all established in some permanent business before I die. I do 
not intend to make toys or loafers of them and am well satisfied in ( the) truth 
(in) the adage, "the devil finds work for idle hands to do." 

My instructions to Mr. Fillmore have been that he is to pay George for 
what he earned but I want him to have responsible duties to perform and that 
he was to oversee him and see that he performed them well, and if he proved 
incompetent and could not be made a thorough railroad man, to let me know 
at once, and before he wasted much time in the endeavor. 

Now Mr. Huntington, I want no concealments from you, and no covert 
antagonisms upon your part toward my boys. If you are opposed to their 
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employment by the Company , I want you to say so frankly as I have asked you 
in the commencement of this letter. I know the y would have up hill work if I 
should die and you should be hostile to them and I do not want to place them 
in any such position. 

Very truly 
Chas . Crocker 

Th e opening and closing of the original Crocker to Huntin gton letter from the Archives of The Mariner's 
Museum, Newport News, Virginia. Thi s and the text of the letter are reproduced with the perm ission of 
Th e Mariners Museum, Newport News, Virginia. 
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California: 
How to Get There 
and What to See by the Way 
by CHARLES NORDHOFF 

ALIFO RNIA, How to Get There and 
What to See, originally appeared in Harper 's 
New Monthly Magazine in April 1872. This 
was less than half a decade from the day the 
Pacific Railroad - the combined transcon
tinental routes of the Central Pacific Railroad 
and the Union Pacific Railroad - had been 
completed. And even less time since the line 
had actually been opened to passenger traffic. 

The author, Charles Nordhoff, was 
originally a New York City newspaperman. 

He made one of the early trips on the transcontinental railroad which led to 
this article. He wrote much more on California, its joys, glories and wonders, 
for the rest of his life. Although he was a newspaper writer and a California 
"booster" in the true sense, he got his facts pretty straight, and it is a first 
hand account. 

K.F.S. Jr. , EDITOR 
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CALIFORNIA. 
I.-HOW TO GO THERE, AND WHAT TO SEE BY THE WAY. 

BY CHARLES NORDHOFF. 

THOUGH California has been celebrated 
in books, newspapers, and magazines for 

more than twenty years, it is really almost 
as little known to the tourist-a creature 
who ought to know it thoroughly, to his own 
delight-as it waa to Swift when he wrote, 
in his description of the flying island of La-
1mta, "The continent of which this kingdom 
is a part extends itself, aa I have reason to 
1.)elieve, eastward to that unknown tract of 
America westward of California, and north 
to .the Pacific Ocean, which is'not above a 

Vot.. XLIV.-No. 264,-55 

hundred and fifty miles from Logado," and 
so on. 

California is to us Eastern people still a 
land of big beets and pumpkins, of rough 
miners, of pist<;>ls, bowie-knives, abundant 
fruit, green wines, high prices-full of dis
comforts, and abounding in dangers to the 
peaQeful traveler. A New Yorker, inefficient 
except in his own business, looking to the 
government, municipal, State, or Federal, for 
almost every thing except his daily dollars; 
overridden by a semi-barbarous foreign pop-
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ulation; troubled with incapable servants, 
private as well as public; subject to daily 
rudeness from car-drivers and others who 
ought to be civil; rolled helplessly and te
diously down town to his business in alum
bering omnibus ; exposed to inconveniences, 
to dirty streets, bad gas, beggars, loss of time 
through improper conveyances; to high tax
es, theft, aml all kinds of public wrong, year 
in and year out-the New Yorker fondly im
agines himself to be living at the centre of 
civilization, and pities the unlucky friend 
who is "going to California." He invites 
him to dine before he sets out, " because you 
will not get a good dinner again till you re
turn, you know." He sends him, with his 
parting blessing, a heavy navy revolver, and 
shudders at the annoyances and dangers 
which his friend, out of a rash and venture
some disposition, is about to undergo. 

Well, the New Yorker is mistak en. There 
are no dang ers to travelers on the beaten 
track in California; there are no inconven
iences which a child or a tenderly reared 
woman would not laugh at ; they dine in San 
Francisco rather better, and with quite as 
much fonn and a more elegant and perfect 
service, than in New York; the San Fran
cisco hotels are the best in the world ; the 
noble art of cooking is better understood in 
California than any where else where I have 
ea ten ; the brea d is far better, the variety of 
food is greater; the persons with whom a 
tourist comes in contact, and upon whom his 
comfort and pleasures so greatly depend, are 
more uniforml y civil, obliging, honest, and 
intelligent than they are any where in this 
country, or, so far aa I know, in Europe; the 
pleasure-roads in the neighborhood of San 
Francisco .. are unequaled any where; the 
common country roads are kept in far better 
order than. any where in the Eastern States; 
and when yo.u have spent half a dozen weeks 
in the State, you will perhaps return with a 
notion that .New York is the true frontier 
land,and t]Ui,t y-0u have nowhere in the Unit
ed States seen so complete a civilization-in 
all material points, at least-as you found in 
California. 

.. If this seems incredible to what out there 
they call an Eastern person, let him reflect 
. for a moment upon th e fact th at New York 
. receives a constant supply of the rud est, least 
civilized Eurqpean ,populatiollll ; that of the 

..immigrants landed at Castle Garden the 
neediest, the least _thrifty and energ etic, and 
the w-ost vicious remain 1n·New York, while 
the ablest and most vli,luable fly rapidly 
westwar <l; and that, besides this, New York 
has necessari ly a large population of native 
adventurers; while, on the other hand, Cali
for1ua·has a settled and permanent popula
tion of doubly pi-Oked men. 

· ",vhen the gold was discovered," said a 
Californian to whom I had expressed my won
der at the admirable quality of the State's 

population, " wherever an Eastern family 
had three or four boys, the ablest, the moat 
energetic one, came hither. Of that great 
multitude of picked men, again, the weakly 
broke down under the strain ; they died of 
disease or bad whisky, or they . returned 
home. The remainder you see here, and you 
ought not to wonder that they are above 
your Eastern average in intelligence, energy, 
and thpft. Moreover, you are to remember 
that, contrary to the commonly received be
lief, California has a more settled population 
than almost any State in., the Union. It does 
not change ; our people can not move west, 
and very few of them remove back tQ the 
East. What we have we keep, and almost 
all, except the Chinese, have · a permanent 
interest in the State. Finally," added this 
old miner, who is now a banker, and whom 
you could not tell from a New Y_orker, either 
in his dress or the tones of his voice, or in 
the manner in which he transacts business, 
and who yet has not been "home," as he 
calls it, for seventeen years-" finally, you 
must remember that of our immigrants who 
came from China, not a single one, so far as 
is known, but knew how to read, write, and 
keep at least his own accounts on his own 
abacus when he passed the Golden Gate. 
We are not saints out here, but I believe we 
have much less of a frontier population than 
you in New York." And my experience per
suades me that he was right. 

Certainly in no part of· the continent is 
pleasure-traveling so exquisite and unalloy
ed a pleaaure as in California. Not only 8.;1'8 
the sights grand, wonderful, and surprising 
in the highest degree, but the climate is ex
hilarating and fayorable to an active life; 
the weather is so certain that yon need not 
lose a day, and may lay out your whole tour 
in th e State without reference to rainy days, 
u...,Iesa it is in the rainy season-; the roads are 
suryriaingly good, the country inns are clean, 
the beds good, tho food abundant and al
most always well cooked, and the charge 
moderate; and the journey by rail from New 
York to San Francisco, which costs no more 
th an the steamer fare to London, and is 
shorter than a voyage across the Atlantic, is 
in its elf delightful as_ well as instructive . 
Probably twenty Americana go to Europe 
for one who goes to California; yet no 
.American who has not seen the plains, the 
Ro.cky Mountains, the Great Salt Lake, and 
the wonders of California can honestly say 
that he has seen his own country, or that he 
even has an intelligent idea of its greatness. 
It is of this journ ey from New York to San 
Francisco that I wish to give here such an 
accur ate and detailed account as will, I hope, 
t empt many who contemplate a European 
tour t o turn thei r faoea westwarcl rather> 
sure that t his way lies the most real pleasure. 

The regula,r route runs from New York, 
by way of Philadelphia aml Pittsburg, to 
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ilIRD'S-EYB VIEW OF THE PACIFIC RAILROAJ), Fl?0'4 OlllOAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO. 
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Chicago-this is called the Pittsburg and so to speak, of the place .; 1500 open pens, 
Fort Wayne road-thence to Omaha, either heavily fenced in ~ .ith double plank; 100 
by the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy, the acres are covered with pens for cattle, and 
Chicago and Northwestern, or the Chicago all these are floored with three-inch .plank; 
and Rock Island. At Omaha you take the 800 covered sheds for sheep and hogs; and 
Union Pacific road to Ogden, and thence the seventeen miles of railroad track conne.ct 
Central Pacific to San Francisco. If yon thiscityofthebeastswithevery_roadwhich 
wish to see Colorado on your way out, you runs into Chicago. It has two Artesian wells, 
may go also from Chicago to Denver, over one 1032, the other 1190 feet deep, which, be
the Chicago, Burlington, and Mi8tmuri ancl ing spouting wells, eeucl the wu.t:<,r into huge 
the Kansas Pacific roads; and at Denver you tanks forty-five feet high, whence it is dis
have your choice of diversions in Colora- tributed all over the place in pipes. Four
d1J, with Mr. Bowlee'e admirable . book, the teen fire-plugs are ready to furnish water in 
"Switzerland of America," to show you the case of fire; immense stacks of hay and large 
way. When you are done you pass from granaries of corn contain the food needed for 
Denver to Cheyenne by a road which is 105 the beasts; and, I believe, a otrain of .palace 
miles long, and which makes close connec- cattle cars now bears the emigrant animals 
tion with the Pacific or overland trains. from this their city comfortably to the East
You are to understand that all these lines ern butchers .. 
are connected ; that, now that the great Of course, as the " lower animals" do not 
bridge at Omaha is completed, you might, if help themselves, a considerable force . of men 
you desired it enough to charter a car, go is needed to attend upon those gathered here. 
through without change of cars; that you The company receives and cares for all ani
may buy your through-ticket in New York; mals sent to it. It has thus taken in, penned, 
and that the traveling time, from ocean to fed, watered, littered, and taken account of 
ocean, is seven days. Further on will be 41,000 hogs, 3000 cattle, and 2000 sheep in a 
found tables of time, cost, and other particu- single day, and that without accident, hitch, 
lars. or delay; From 175 to 200 men are constant-

In practice the tourist bound to California ly employ~ in this labor; and to acco=o
will do well to stop two days in Chicago, and date these and their families numerous cot
one day in Salt Lake City, in which case he tagee have been built, while a town-hall for 
would get to San Francisco in ten days, and public meetings · and lectures, a church, a 
with surprisingly little fatigue, and he will Sunday-school, and a well-kept day-school 
have seen several very remarkable sights on provide for their instruction and amusement. 
the way. For instance, though Chicago it- The hotel; which has bath-rooms, and is in 
self was burned and is not yet rebuilt, the other respects well fitted, is for the use of the 
ruin is worth seeing; and near at hand, ac- drovers and owners of cattle, whom business 
cessible by frequent trains, he may find one brings hither. At the Exchange sales are 
of the most characteristic sights of our con- effected, and the news of a sale may be sent 
tinent, the great Chicago stock-yards--a city to Maine or Texas by a telegraph from the 
whose inhabitants are cattle, sheep, and same room, while the money paid may be 
hogs, and where these creatures are so well securely deposited in the bank, which is un
cared for that many a poor human being der the same roof. Thus you will see that 
supposed to have an immortal and amenable this surprising enterprise is completely fur
soul, living in a New York tenement-house, nished in every part; and it will not be the 
is neither so cleanly lodged nor so well pro- lea.st part of your surprise and pleasure to 
tected against harm or cruelty. find that this whole business, which about 

This city of the beasts has streets, sewers, New York often involves painful brutalities, 
drains; it has water laid on; it is lighted is here conducted as quietly as though a 
with gas; it has a bank, an exchange, a tele- Quaker presided over it, and with as much 
graph-office, a post-office, an admirably kept care for the feelings of the dumb brutes as 
hotel; it has even a newspaper-else it would though good Mr. Bergh were looking on all 
not be an American city. It has very com- the time. 
fortable accommodations for 118,350 residents It will cost about two millions when it is 
-namely, 21,000 head of cattle, 75,000 hogs, completed; is a pecuniary success, as it de-
22,000 sheep, with stalls for 350 horses. It serves to be; and when you hear that so long 
contains 345 acres of land; and when all this ago as 1869 Chicago received and sent off 
is prepared for use, 210,000 head of cattle can 403,102 head of cattle, 1,661,869 hogs, and 
be lodged, fed, and cared for there at once, 340,072 sheep, and that it will probably re
and with the certainty that not one will suf- main for years one of the greatest cattle 
fer or go astray. markets in the world, you will see the need 

It has thirty-five miles of sewers; ten milef! for such elaborat .e arrangements as I have 
of streets and alleys, all paved with wood; described, and, if you are a humane person, 
three miles of water-troughs, all so arranged will be pleased that these immense droves 
that the water may be stoppecl off at any of animals are kindly cared for and com
point; 2300 gates, which are the front-doors, fortably lodged and fed on their way to a 
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market. Most of the people employed in 
the yards are Americans. 

Among such a multitude of beasts aa are 
here received llfr. Buckle's law of averages 
would tell you that there will be a certain 
few monstrosities; and you will probably be 
shown one or two Texaa steers which look 
much more like elephants or mammoths 
than horned oxen ; perhaps a two - headed 
sheep, or a six-legged hog; and, indeed, when 
I saw the stables they contained a collection 
which would have turned · the face of a 
Chatham Street exhibitor green with envy. 

The Union Stock-yards lie but half an 
hour from the centre of Chicago, and there 
is no reaaon why ladies and children should 
not visit them if the weather is fine. I do 
not know of a more instructive or remark
able sight for tourists. If you want to see 
how private enterprise and good taate can 
provide for the pleaaant lodging of men and 
women, turn from this city of the beasts · and 
go out to Riverside Park. 

It always seemed to me that it would be 
the summit of human felicity to have a.hand
some house in the New York Central Park, 
and thus to seem to own and control, and to 
really enjoy as a piece of personal property, 
that fine pleasure-ground. When the Tam
many Ring was in the height of its power 
this thought was also entertained by its 
chiefs, who for some time nursed and fon
dled a proposition that "a few eminent . citi
zens" shoultl be allowed, "under proper re
strictions," to build t-hemselves fine houses 
in the Pai;k. It · is not difficult to guess 
who would have been the eminent citizens 
to share among themselves this happy priv
ilege; and New York may thank Harpei~8 
Weekly, the Tiinu, and Thomaa Nast that 
their ambitious scheme has come to naught. 
Their names would have begun with a T 
and an S and a C and an H. 

Well, a company of capitalists in Chicago 
conceived the idea that it would be possible 
and profitable to buy a piece of ground near 
that city, lay it out as tastefully and improve 
it as thoroughly as the New York Central 
Park, and then sell it off in lots to people of 
taste and wealth. It needed some faith to 
begin such an undertaking; but if you go to 
Riverside you will see Central Park roads, 
drives, and paths; you will find gas and wa
ter supplied aa though it were a city; you 
will find tasteful public buildings, a hotel, 
which was a place ofrefuge for multitudes of 
Chicago people after the great fire, and which 
is a favorite summer resort; and you will see 
a good many people living already with Cen
tral Park surroundings, and with all the com
forts and social advantages of the eity and 
the country combined. 

Perhaps you will wonder whether co-op
eration is not a good thing for the wealthy 
as well as the struggling poor, and whether 
the many who prefer to live in the ' suburbs 

of great cities would not do wisely and save 
money if they would-having found a region 
they like-unite to improve it upon some 
general and taateful plan. 

And whatever you may think of Chicago 
in rnins, or of the · future of that stirring 
place, when you have seen Riverside and the 
Union Stock-yards you will acknowledge 
that Chicago capitalists have known how, in· 
the words of the old tavern signs, to provide 
" first- rate acco=odations for man -and 
beast." 

At Chicago the journey to California real
ly begins. In the East we make journeys by 
r:;Lil; west of Chicago men live on the cars, 
In the East a railroad journey is an interrup
tion of our lives, We submit to it, because · 
no one has yet been ingenious enough to con
trive a flying - machine, and the telegraph 
wires do not carry passengers by lightning; 
but we submit to it reluctantly, we travel by 
night in order to escape the tedium of the 
journey, and no one thinks of amusing him
self on the cars. When you leave Chicago 
you take up your residence on the train. 
The cars are no longer a ferry to carry you 
across a short distance: you are to live in 
them for days and nights; and no Eastern 
man knows the comfort or pleasure of trav
eling l;>y rail until he crosses the plains, 

I suspect that part of our discomfort in 
making a railroad journey comes from its 
brevity . . You are _unsettled; the car, on a 
common journey, is but. a longer ferry ; and 
who ever thought of taking his .ease on a 
ferry-boatf You can not fix your mind on 
the present; your constant thought is of 
when you will get there. Now the journey 
to San Francisco takes not a few hours, but 
a number of days; · and when you are safely 
embarked on .the . train at Chicago, you leave 
care behind in the depot, and make yourself 
comfortable, aa one does on a sea voyage . 

Moreover, until you have taken this jour
ney, you will never know how great a differ
ence it makes to your comfort whether your 
train goes at the rate of forty or at twenty
two miles per hour, This laat is the pace 
of the iron horse between Omaha and San 
Francisco ; and it is to the fierce and rapid 
rush of an Eastern lightning express what a 
gentle and easy amble is to a rough and 
jolting trot. It would not be surprising to 
find that the overland journey will, by-and~ 
by, create a public opinion in favor of what 
New Yorkers would call slow trains. Cer
tainly a lightning express, pishing through 
from Chicago to San Francisco would not 
carry any one, except an express-man, a sec
ond time. At thirty-five or forty miles per 
hour the country you pass through is a blur; 
one hardly sees between the telegraph poles ; 
pleasure and ease are alike out of question ; 
reading tires your eyes, writing is impossi
ble, conversation impracticable except at 
the auctioneer pitch, and the motion is 
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wearing and tiresome. But at twenty-two 
miles per hour travel by rail is a clifferent 
affair; and having unpacked your books and 
unstrapped your wr aps in your Pullman or 
Central Pacific palace car, you may pursue 
all tbe sedentary avocations and amuse
ments of a parlor at borne; and as your house
ke eping is done-and admirably done-for 
you by alert and experienced servants; as 
you may lie down at full length or sit up, 
sleep or wake, at your choice; as your dinner 
is sur e to be abundant, very tolerably cook
ed, and not hurried ; as you are pretty sure 
to make acquaintances on the car; and as 
the country through whi ch you pass is 
strange, and abounds in cur ious and inter
esting sights, and th e air is fresh and exh il
arating-you soon fall into the ways of the 

voyage, and if you are a tired lmsinesa man, 
or a wearied houseke eper, your careless ease 
will be such a rest as certainly most busy 
and overworked Americans know how to 
enjoy. 

I t ell you all this in some detail, because 
it was new to me, and it is worth while 
to be spared the unpleasant forebodings of 
weariness and lack of occupation which 
troubled. me when I was packing my trunk 
for Frisco. 

You write very comfortably at a table in 
a little room, called a drawing-room, entir e
ly closed off, if you wish it, from th e remaili
cler of th e car, which room contains two 
lar ge and comfortable arm-chairs and a sofa, 
two broad, clean, plate-glass windows on each 
side, which may be doubled if the weather 
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is col<l, hooks in abundance for shawls, hats, 
etc., und mirrors at every corner. Books 
nnd photographs lie on the table ; your wife 
dts at tho win<low, sewing and looking out 
on long ranges of snow - clud . mountains, 
or on boundless ocean-like plains ; children 
1,lay on the floor, or watch at the windows 
for the comical prairie-dogs sitting near their 
holes, and turning laughable somersaults as 
the car sweeps by. You converse as you 
would in your parlor at home ; the noise of 
the train is as much lost to your conscious
ness as the steamship's rush through the 
waters ; the air is pure, for these cars are 

.thoroughly ventilated; the heating appara
tus used seems to me quite perfect, for it 
keeps the feet wann, and diffuses an agree
able and equal beat through all parts of the 

car. This is accomplished by means of hot
water JJipes fastened near the :floor. 

As at sea, so here, the most important 
events of the day are your meals. The por
ter calls you at any hour you appoint in the 
morning; he gives you half an hour's notice 
of breakfast, dinner, or supper; and the 
conductor tells you not to hurry, but to eat 
at your ease, for he will not leave _ any one 
behind. Your beds are made up and your 
room or section swept and aired while you 
are at breakfast, or before, if you are early 
risers; you find both water and fresh towels 
abundant ; ice is put into the tank, which 
supplies drinking-water at the most improb
able places in tll,! great wilderness ; and an 
attentive servant is always within call, and 
comes to you at intervals during the day to 

J>llilNG-BOOX, tJ'NlON PAOIFIO BAIJ~BOAO. 
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ask if you need any thing to make you more 
contented. 

About eight o'clock-for, na at sea, you 
keep good hours-the porter, in a clean gray 
uniform, like that of a. Central Park police
man, comes in to make up tho beds. , The two 
easy-chairs are turned into a double berth; 
the sofa undergoes a similar transformation ; 
the table, having its legs pulled together, 
disappears in a corner; and two shelves be
ing let down furnish two other berths. The 
freshest and whitest of linen and brightly 
colored blankets complete the outfit; and 
you undress and go to bed as you would at 
home, and unless you have eaten too heart
ily of antelope or elk, will sleep as soundly. 

Thus you ride onward, day after day, to
ward the setting sun, and unless you are an 
extremely unhappy traveler, your days will 
be filled with pleasure from the novel sights 
by the way. At Burlington you cross the 
Mississippi over a. noble bridge, and will be 
surprised to see what a grand river the Far
ther of Waters is nearly 1600 miles above its 
month. At Omaha you cross the Missouri, 
there a variable, turbid, but in the early 
spring a narrow river, which yet requires a. 
bridge Iiloro than a mile long when the 
stream is bank-full. This new bridge at 
Omaha was built by the engineer to whom 
New York is indebted for the iron bridge at 
Harlem, T. E. Sickles, and it is a. remarkable 
work to be done so far from the appliances 
of civilization. 

From Chicago to Omaha. your train will 
carry a. dining car, which is a great curiosity 
in its way. I expected to find this somewhat 
greasy, a. little untidy, and with a. smell of 
the kitchen. It might, we travelers thought, 
be a. convenience, but it could not be a. lm:
ury. But in fact it is as neat, as nicely fit
ted, as trim and cleanly, as though Delmonico 
had furnished it; and though the kitchen 
may be in the forward end of the car, so per
fect is the ventilation that there is not even 
the faintest odor of cooking. You sit at lit
tle tables which· comfortably accommodate 
four persons ; you order your breakfast, din
ner, or supper from a. bill of fare which, as· 
you will see below, contains a quite surpris
ing number of dishes, and you eat from snow
white linen and neat dishes admirably cooked 
food, and pay a moderate price. 

It is now the custom to charge a dollar 
per meal on these cars; and as the cooking 
is admirable, the service excellent, and the 
food various and abundant, this is not too 
much. You may have your choice in tho 
wilderness, eating at the rate of twenty-two 
miles per hour, of buffalo, elk, antelope, beef
steak, mutton-chops, grouse-but it is better 
to give you a. bill of fare from which I once 
ordered my dinner on such a car, and won
dered where they kept their stores: 

BROILED. 
Porter-house Stenk .. $0 71S Spring Chicken . .... 1 00 
Do.,wlthMushrooms 1 00 Do., half. 75 
Mutton-Chops, plain ISO Breakfast Bacon.... 40 
Do., with Tomato Broiled Ham........ 40 

Sauce............ . 71S Lamb Chops, plain.. ISO 
Veal Cutlets, breaded ISO 

COLD DISHES, 
Sliced Bolled Tongue 40 Sardines • • • .. • • .. • .. 40 
Do., Ham........... 40 Pickled Lobster..... 40 
Preesed Corned Beef ISO Spiced Oys_ters .. .. .. 40 

OYSTERS. 
Raw .. .. • .. • • • • .. .. • ISO Stew................ ISO 
Fancy Roast........ 71S Fried .. • .. • .. .. .. • • • 60 

EGGS. 
Bolled Eggs......... 21S Shirred Egga ....... . 

PF0rlacedhEe;ggs~ ....... •••••• •. •• 2IS Omelet., plain ....... , 
d E 2IS Do., with Rum •••••• 

Scrambled gga..... 80 Do., and Ham ....... 
VEGETABLES. 

Green Com......... 10 New Bolled Potatoes 
New Green Pease... 10 Fried Potatoes ...... 
StewedNewPotatoes 10 

RELISHES. 
Cbowchow ......... 10 Worcestersb'e Sauce 
Mixed Pickles ... .. • 10 Walnut Ce.tsup ...... 
Q,ueen's Olives • • • • • . llS Tome.to Ce.tsup •.••• 
llorse-Re.dish • • • • . . • French Mustard ••••• 

PRESERVED FRUITS. 
Peaches......... .. .. 2IS Apricots ........... . 
Prunes..... • • • .. .. .. 2IS Damsons ........... . 
Blackberries .. .. .. .. 2IS Cherries .. ,', ....... . 
Pin&-Apples .. • .. .. • 2IS 

~'J?~~::!c::::::: 
Buttered Toast.; •••• 
Albert Biscuit ••••••• 
Dipped Toast .... ; .. 

BREAD, 
10 Hot Biscuit ........ . 
2IS Com Bread ..... : •.. 
llS French Loe.t. ...... . 
10 Bo~ton Brown Bread 
llS 

Bm!AKJ'AST WINBS.-Cle.ret and Sauterne. 
CHAJ<PAGMB Wm&11.-Heldalck and Krug. 

so 
so 
40 
40 

10 
10 

2IS 
2IS 
2IS 

10 

French Coffee, English Breakfaet Tea, and Choc-
olate.......................................... 111 

French Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, without an order. 2IS 
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Beyond Omaha,. unless you have taken together, the porter will telegraph ahead for 
seats in a hotel car, you eat at stations you to have a sufficient number of seats re
placed at proper distances apart, where served, and thus you take your places with
abundant provision is made, and the food out flurry or haste, and do not have your, di
is for the most part, both well cooked and gestion spoiled by preliminary and vexatious 
w~ll served. These hotel stations are under thoughts about pushing for a good place. In 
the eupervision and control of the managers short, these trains are managed for the pleas
of the roads, and at many of them, especially · ure and accommodation of the passengers. 
on the Central Pacific roacl-in California, The voyage would, I suppose, be unendura
that is to say-your meals are served with ble else. 
actual elegance. Sufficient time is allowed The sleeping car, but for which the jour
-from thirty to thirty-five minutes-to eat; ney to the Pacific by rail would be extremely 
the conductor tells you beforehand that a uncomfortable, but by whose help it is made 
bell will be rung five minutes before the a pleasure-trip, owes its development and 
train starts, and we always found him obli- perfection to Mr. George M. Pullman, who is 
ging enough to look in and tell the ladies to the inventor and patentee of most of the in
take their time, as he would not leave them. genious devices by which the traveler's com-

There is a pleasant spice of variety and fort is secured in these cars. Of course he is 
adventure in getting out by the way-side at an American. He began life poor; was once 
the eating stations. \Ve saw strange faces, a miner in Colorado, and ·was, I believe, so 
we had time to look about us, the occasional poor when he began the experiment of his 
Indian delighted the children, we stretched sleeping cars that it was with great difficulty 
our legs, and saw something of our fellow- he raised the means to build his first car, 
passengers in the other cars. Moreover, if He is now president of the Pullman Car 
you have a numerous party desirous to eat Company, which has five hundred sleeping, 
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drawing-room, aU<l hotel cars on different 
railroads, and is building more, at the rate 
of three finished cars for every week of t,he 
present year. The company arc olso build
ing a new kind of day cars, to be put on 
such short routes as that between New York 
and ·washington; nnd by the time you are 
reading this it will run a daily hotel car from 
Chicago to Ogden, in which you may sit and 
sleep and have your meals served at any 
time you may choose to order them. It is 
}llanning, and will fit up this year near Chi
cago, extensive ear-works of its own o~ 
grounds large enough to contain also the 
cottages of the thousand workmen who will 
be there employed, and it is said that these 
grounds are to be planned with special re
gard to the convenience of the men and their 

families. The company has already foull(l 
it expedient to keep and furnish, near tho 
depots in all the great cities, rooms ·where 
conductors and porters may, at the end of a 
journey, bathe, change their clothes, make 
out their reports, and read, write, or amuse 
themselves. Mr. Pullman thinks that as he 
requires much from his mon, and as they 
are picked men, trained with care, it is an 
advantage to the company to furnish them 
such a home at the ends of tho great routes 
of travel, where they may make themselves 
comfortable ancl at ease. Certainly it is a 
humane thought, and likely, besides, to give 
him the command of responsible servants. 

The Pullman cars are constantly improv
ing. The Russian Grand Duke traveled last 
winter in perhaps the most commodious and 

INTERIOR OJ' MTLLIIJ..N 81.UPING OAB1 PAOIFIO B4.ILD.0.A.D. 
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perfect manner iu which any oue ever travs 
cled by rail. He had in one train a day car, 
in which he and his companious could sit at 
case, rend, write, or amuse thcrnsolvcs as in 
a parlor; a dining or hotel car, into which 
they walked to breakfast or dinner; and a 
sleeping car. No doubt the impressions he 
got of this kind of pleasure-traveling will 
facilitate Mr. Pullman's entrance into Russia, 
where, ns well as in England, Germany, and 
France, the Pullman Company will within 
two years have placed their cars, as arrange
ments are now making for that purpose. 

The superiority of the Amer,can sleeping 
cars is in their cleanliness, the perfection of 
their heating and ventilating contrivances, 
and the presence of every thing which can 
make a car convenient to live in. There is 
nothing like them in Europe, and all Euro
pean travelers in this country have been 
surprisecl and delighted with them. The 
Pullman Company is successful, ns it de
serves to be. It now runs cars on ,iearly 
one hnnclrecl roado, the railroad companies 
generally .owning one-half the stock of the 
cars they use, and thus having a mutual 
interest. The Pullman Company sells to the 
pubHc what the railroad company in such 
cases does not furnish-the sleeping-car ac
commodations. You may now ride in Pull
man cars over sixty thousand miles of rail
road. The Pullman Company already em
ploys over two thousand persons, and in its 
new car-shops will employ one thousand 
more, and all -this vast business has grown 
from the smallest beginnings. 

One of the pleasantest ways to travel 
across the continent, though not, I think, 
the way in which yon will see most of tho 
people, is to make the journey with a party 
of friends numerous enough to fill, or nearly 
fill, a car. To show you at what cos~ex
clusive of the regular railroad fare-such 
a company may journey, I give you here 
some extracts from a little book issued for 
the information of travelers by the company: 

meats foI"the excursionists with the railroads for pro
curing transportation of the csr; and in the case of 
their taking a hotel car, will also act as steward, pur
chasing for them the requisite provisions for the table. 

"The cnr Is chartered, with Its attendants, at a cer
tain rate per day from tho time It Is taken until we re
ceive It back again. 

"We have no facllltles for securing special rates of 
railroad fare, and would suggest that, In case an excur
sion I• organized, application be made to any ticket 
agent who Is empowered to sell .through-tickets; and 
the best rates of railroad fare obtained from him to 
and from the terminal point of the proposed trip. 

"We can forward a car from our head-quarters In 
Chicago to any point which the excursionists may des
ignate as their starting-place." 

The Pullman hotel car is one of the most 
ingenious as well as one of the most conven
ient of all modern arrangements for travel. 
It can seat forty persons at the tables; it 
contains not only a kitchen-which is a mar
vel of compactness, having a sink, with hot 
and cold water faucets, and every " modern 
convenience"-but a wine closet, a china 
closet, a linen closet, and provision lockers 
so spacious as to contain supplies for thirty 
people all the way from Chicago to the Pa
cific if necessary; its commiSBary list con
tains, as I ascertained by actual count, 133 
different articles of food ; .it carries 1000 nap
kins, 150 table-cloths, 300 hand-towels, and 
30 or 40 roller-towels, besides sheets, pillows 
cases, etc., etc. And unless you are of an 
investigating turn, you would never know 
that the car contained even a kitchen. 

Whenever a sleeping car arrives at the end 
of a journey, it is laid over for twenty-four 
honrs. Thereupon the port.er gathers up the 
soiled linen for the laundry, and a force of 
men ancl women enter the car and take out of 
it bcdcling, carpets, and every movable thing; 
all are beaten with rods and hung up to air; 
and meantime the whole car ,is aired, and 
the·wood-:wo'rk dusted; rubbed, and scrubbed 
in the most thorough manner. This is the 
manner of their housekeeping. 

On the whole, a company of three or fonr 
can travel the most enjoyably across the con
tinent; and there is no reason why a man 

"The Pullman Palace Car Company Is ready to fur- should not take his children, if they are ten 
nlsh excursion parties with sleeping, drawing-room, years old or over, as well as his wife. Fonr 
nnd hotel cars for a trip to San Francisco or elsewhere 
on these terms: fill a drawing-room comfortably, fonr can 

"For a regular sleeping car, containing twelve open be comfortable in a section on a sleeping 
eectlons of two double berths each, and two.state- car; and in California, if yon have three or 
rooms of two double berths each (In all ·twenty-elghi .,, · · rt t 1 h l 
berths), with conductor and porter, seventy-five dollars ,our m your pa Y, you can rave as c eap y 
per clay. by private· carriage · as by stage · to .. all the 

"For a drawing-room car, containing two drawing- notable sights of the State which you do not 
rooms, having each a sofa and two large easy-chairs reach by rail, and thus add much to the com-
by day, and making up at night into two double and ,, f h • 0 
two •ingle berths, three state-rooms having each two ,ort and pleasure o sue Journeys. n the 
double berths, .and six open section• of two double cars yon are snre to make pleasant acquaint
berths each (In all twenty-•lx berth•), with conductor ance, and probably to your ad vantage, for 
and porter, seventy-dve dollars per day. you will find persons who have been over 

"For a hotel car, containing two dra"ing-rooms, as 
above described, one state-room having two double the route before ready to point out curious 
berths, and six open sections of two double berths objects to you, And from the hour you leave 
each (in all twenty-two berth•), and having also, in I Omaha .you will find every thing new, cnri
one end, a, kitchen fully equipped with every thing ons and wonderful: the nlains with their buf-
neceBBnry for cooking and serving meals, with cond net- ' . . ,,. ' 
or, cook, and two waiters, eighty-five dollars per day. falo, antelope, and pra1r1e-dogs; the mount

" The conductor, If desired, wlll make all arrange- ains, which, as you approach Cheyenne, lift up 
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the rush and vehe
ment. impetus of 
the train, the whirl 
around curves, past 
the edge of deep 
chasms, among for
ests of magnificent 
trees, fill you with 
excitement, wonder, 
and delight. 

When we had 
seen the Wasatch 
canons we thought 
the glory of the 
journey must be 
over, but the lovely 
mountains about 
Salt Lake gave us 
new delight ; . and 
last, as though na
ture and man had 
conspired to prepare 
a series of surprises 
for the traveler to 
California, comes 
the grand stormy 
rush down the Sier
ra, followed, as you 
draw down to the 
lower levels, by the 
novel sights of men 
actually engaged in 
gold mining ; long 
flumes, in which 
.they conduct the 
water for their op
erations, run for 
miles near the 
track ; and as you 
pass below Gold Hill 
you may see . men 

their glorious snow-clad summits; the deep setting the water against great hills, which 
canons and gorges which lead from Wasatch they wash away to get out the gold from 
into Ogden, and whose grim scenery will the gravel which bears it. The entrance . 
seem to you, perhaps, to form a fit entrance into California is to the tourist as wonderful 
to Salt Lake ; the indescribable loveliness and charming as though it were the gate to 
and beauty of the mountain range which a veritable fairy-land. All its sights are pe
shelters the Mormon capital; the extended, culiar and striking; as you pass down from 
appa,rently sterile, but, as long-headed men . Summit the very color of the soil seems dif~ 
begin to think, really fertile alkali and sage- fereut and richer than that you are accus, 
brush plain; the snow-sheds which protect tomed to at home; the · farm-houses, with 
the Central Pacific as you ascend the Sierra; their broad piazzas, speak of a summer . cli
and, on the morning of the las.t day of your mate; the flowers, .brilliant at the road-side, 
journey, the grand and exciting rush down are new to Eastern eyes; · and at every turn 
the Sierra from Summit to Colfax, winding in the road fresh surprises await you. · 
around Cape Horn and half a hundred more On the plains and in the .. mountains the 
precipitous cliffs, down which you look out railroad will have seemed to you the great 
of the open "observation car'' as you sweep fact. Man seems but an acceBSory; he ap
down from a height of 7000 feet to a level pears to exist only that the road may be 
of 2500 in a ride of two hours and a half. worked; and I never, appreciated until I 
A grander or more exhilarating ride than crossed the plains the grand character of the 
that from Summit to Colfax on the Central old Romans as road-builders, or the real im
Pacific Railroad you can not find in the portance of good roads. We, too, in this 
world. The scenery is various, novel, and generation are road-builders. Nllither the 
magnificent. You sit in an open car at the desert nor the . sierra stops us; there is no 
end of the train, a.nd the roar of the wind, such word as "impossible" to men like Hunt-
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ington; they build railroads in the full faith 
that populat ,ion and wealth will follow on 
their iron tra,ck. 

And they seom to be the best explorers. 
The "Great American Desert" which we 
school-boys a quarter of a: century ago saw 
on the map of.North America has disappear
ed at the snort of the iron horse ; coal and 
iron are found to abound on the plains as 
soon as the railroad kings have need of 
them ; the very desert becomes fruitful, and 
at Humboldt Wells, on the Central Pacific 
Railroad, in the midst of the sage-brush and 
alkali country, you will see corn, wheat, po
tat.oes, and fruits of different kinds growing 
luxuriantly, with the help of culture and 
irrigat.ion ; proving that this vast tract, 
long supposed to be worthless, needs only 
skillful treatment to become valuable. 

One can not help but speculate upon what 
kind of men we Americans shall be when 
all these now desolate plains are filled, when 
cities shall be found where now only the 
lonely depot or the infrequ ent cabin stands; 
when the iron and coal of these regions 
shnJ.l have . become the founclation of great 
manufacturing populations; and when, per
haps, the whole continent will be covered 
by our Stars and Stripes. No other nation 
has ever spread over so large a territory or 
so diversified a surface as ours. From the 
low sea-washed shor es of the Atlantic your 
California journey carries you to boundless 
plains which lie nearly as high as the sum
mit of Mount Washington. Americans are 

digging silver ore in Colorado three thou
sand feet higher than the high est point of 
the White Mountains . At Virginia City, in 
Nevada, one of the busiest centres of gold 
mining, the travelers find it hard to draw in 
breath enough for rapid motion, and many 
persons, when they first arrive there, suffer 
from bleeding at the nose by reason of the 
rarity of the air. Again, in Maine half the 
farmer's year is spent in accumulating sup
plies for the other and frozen half; all over 
the Northern States the preparation for win~ 
ter is an important part of our lives; but in 
San Francisco the winter is the pleasantest 
part of the year. In Los Angeles they do 
not think it needful to build fire-places, and 
scarcely chimneys, in their houses. And one 
people, speaking the same language, read
ing the same books, holding a common re
.ligion, paying taxes to the sanie govern
ment, and proud of one co=on flag, per
vades these various altitudes and climates, 
inter vis its, intercommunicates, intermarries, 
and is, with the potent help of the railroad, 
fused constantly more closely together as a 
nation. What manner of man, think" you, 
will be . the American of 1972, the product 
of so many different climes, of so various a 
range as to altitude f 

I wrote that on the plains and on the 
mountains the railroad is the one great fact. 
Whatever you notice by the way that is the 
handiwork of man appears to be there solely 
for your convenience or safety who are pass
ing over the road. On the Union Pacific you 

OBSERVATION OAR. 
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see miles upon miles of snow-fences. On the 
Central Pacific thirty or forty miles of solid 
snow - sheds, thoroughly built, and fnlly 
guarded by gangs of · laborers, make the 
passage safe in the severest snow-storms. 
Great snow-plows, eleven feet l1igh, stand at 
intervals on tho plains and in the mountains, 
ready to drive, with three or four, or even 
seven or eight, locomotives behind them, the 
snow out of the cuts. The telegraph ac
companies you on your whole long journey. 
Coal miles are opened only to furnish fuel 
to your locomotive . At intervals of a hun
dreu miles, night ancl day, you hear men 
beating the wheels of the train .to see if they 
are Round. Eating stations furnish you your 
meals; ice is suppliecl on the way; laborers 
stand aside in the desert and on the mount
ains as the train sweeps by, and close up be
hind it to repair the track or keep it in or
der. There is a Chinaman and a half on ev
ery mile of the Central Pacific Railroad; and 
this roau is not only a ma.rvel of engineering 
skill ancl claring, running through a most clif
ficult country, and abounding in deep rock 

cuts, tunnels, and snow-sheds, but yon will 
find its road-bed every where firm and solicl, 
as though it had been laid for years, tho 
cuts clean and clear, and on every part of 
the work an air of finish and precision, which 
show the confidence of its owners, ancl the 
.thorough spirit in which it was conceived 
and completed and is maintained. 

You reach San Francisco bypassing through 
tho great Sacramento plain, one of the famous 
wheat fields of the State, to Vallejo, whence 
you sail down the magnificent bay of San 
Francisco to the city; and thus you have to 
the last hour of your journey some new scene 
opening to your eyes, and when you go to 
sleep in your hotel at last; ,inay dream of the 
Cliff House ride as a pleasure still to . come. 

I close this article with a few detailed 
directions to tourists, such as I should ·my
solf have been glad of when I first made the 
journey, 

1. At Ogden your train will connect with 
the regular train for Salt Lake City, which 
place you reach the same evening. The 
Townsend Ho11Se is kept by a Mormon, the 
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American by a Gen
tile. An omnibus 
conveys you to ei
ther. Go to Brig
ham Young's thea
tre in the evening, 
if you 'like, and see 
his rocking-chair in 
the aisle, and the 
large space set apart 
in the box t.ier for his 
chilclren. Rise early 
the next morning 
and walk about for 
an hour, and you 
may see almost thll 
whole place. After 
breakfast get a car
riage and tell the 
clriver to take you 
to the Tabernacle 
and the menagerie 
-the last contains 
a number of native 
animals well worth 
seeing-,-ancl to show 
you the principal 
olijects of interest. 
You will have time 
for a leisur ely din
ner before the cars 

llllOW-6lll:D8 OK Tim P.AIJlnO llULIIO.U,, 

start, and will yet have seen all that Salt 
Lake City affords to the tra veler-for it is 
not easy for non-residents to see the inside 
of a Mormon house. 

2. At Salt Lake City buy a little gold for 
California; th ey take greenbacks in Utah. 

3. In San Francisco you can exchange 
your greenbacks for gold· notes, which are 
more convenient than coin, and ju st as serv
iceable. 

4. Eat only two meals per day on your 
journey, ua you are not exercising nor work
ing. After you enter California you will 
find both fruit and flowers for sale on the 

train-,-gigns of civilization which do not at
tend you .on an Eastern train. 

5. From Ogden, when yon start west
ward, telegraph to _ t~e Grand Hotel, the 
Occidental, or wherever you mean to stay 
in San Francisco, for rooms . The cost is a 
trifle, and it is a convenience to have your 
apartments ready for you when you arrive. 

6. In plann ing your journey you will de
sire to know how much tinle is required, 
and what the expense of your tr ip will be. 
We give three schedules or time-tables fo1 
tours of various lengths, and a general esti
mate of expenses. 

8NO W•PL OW ON TUB PAOI :B'IO BA ILROA.D. 
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FOR A FIVE WEEKS' TOUR. 
DATI, 

From Chicago to San Francisco................... IS 
At Salt Lake...................................... 1 
San Francisco and the surronndlngs .......... ,.. .. IS 
The San Joso Valley, to the Almaden Mine........ 8 
The Geyeera. . ... ....... ................ ... ....... . 2 
The Yosemite and Big Trees. (This gives you one 

day In the Calaveras grove and five In the valley.) 12 
Return to Chicago • • • • . • . . • . . . • • . . .. . • • • • • • • . .. . • • IS 

Total ..••• •.•••••••.••... , ...•••.••••••••.• 83 
FOR A SIX WEEKS' TOUR. 

Dj,TI, 

From Chicago to Sau Francisco • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . • • .. IS 
At Salt Lake ..................... ;................ 1 
San Francisco and surroundings..... . • • • • • • • • • • . • • 8 
The San Jo&\ Valley and Almaden Mine........... 3 
Santa Cruz, Watsonville, Pescadero, etc. • • . • • • • • • • 4 
The Geysers ....................................... 8 
The Yosemite and Big Trees ••.•.•.••••••••••••••• 12 
Lakes Tahoe and Donner .......................... 2 
Virginia City.... .. . • .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • . • . • . . • • • • .. 1 

Total. ..................................... 89 
FOR A NINE WEEKS' TOUR. 

Take the last, and add-
»AY1. 

If you can spare more time, you should 
add a week to your Yosemite journey, which 
would give you opportunity to make the 
tour of the valley's outer rim, which can be 
done by ladies now without discomfort. 

In going to the Yosemite, go in by way 
of Bear Creek, which, though a little longer 
ride, gives you Inspiration Point as your 
first view of the famous valley ; lllld pa.as 
out the other way, as that leads, by way of 
Chinese Camp and Sonora, through one of 
the most famous of the "placer diggings," to 
the Calaveras Grove of Big Trees. Next I 
put the cost of the journey: 
Fare by railroad from Chicago to San Francleco .. $118 
Return ........................................... 118 
To Salt Lake and return.................... • • . • • • IS 
To San J 088 and return. .. . • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • 10 
To the Geysers and return. . . . • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • 26 
To the Big Trees, Yosemite, and return.......... 88 
Railroad and •tage rares for five weeks' tour ...•• . "3115 
To this add, for sleeping cars, about ta .per day-

ten days ....................................... BO 
$8415 

To Los Angeles and San Diego ..... .. ........... . . 14 
To Mount Shasta.......... . ....................... 6 Add, for hotel accommodations, $3 50 per 

Total ................. . .................... iiii day, which is the ll8Ual price; and for car-
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riage hire in seeing the Almaden mines, $5; 
for horses and guides on the Yosemite, $5 per 
day ; for meals on the railroad, $2 per day. 
Iu all, $125 will pay your hotel and carriage 
bills, horse and guide in the Yosemite Val
ley, .railroad, meals, etc.; and this, added to 
$3451 makes $470. This is a liberal and not 
a close estimate; and if yon allow $500 for 
a five weeks' tour to California and · back, 
you will have enough to pay the slight pre
mium on gold, and to .buy some curiosities 
to take home with you. And you will have 
stopped at :first-olaas hotels every where, and 
used a carriage wherever it was convenient. 

To see Lake Tahoe, Donner Lake, and Vir
ginia City will cost you twenty dollars more, 
including hotel bills. These you should see 
on your way home, getting off the Central 
Pacific train at Truckee, and resuming your 
place at Reno, when you have made the trip, 
without extra charge. Allow three days, and 
engage your sleeping-car accommodations at 
Sacramento, for a given day, on your way to 
Truckee. 

To Los Angeles you go by steamer; fare, 
$18 each way, which includes meals and 
state-rooms. The sail is a lovely Olle, with 
lalld in sight all the way. Try to secure a 
berth on the land side, as the coast affords 
continuously fine views. The steamer lands 
ytm at San Pedro. Thence by oars to Los 
Angeles the fare is $2 50. From Los An
geles you should drive to the Mission San 
Gabriel, where are the finest orange orchards. 
The drive will cost you from three to five 
dollars. A.t San Diego you see a fine bay 

and a growing: city, which now waits for 
railroad connections. 

To Santa Cruz, Watsonville, and Pesca
dero the round trip · should cost you from 
twenty to twenty-five dollars, and . ten dol
lars less if you start from . San Jos6, after 
having seen the New Almaden quicksilver 
mines, and thus save the return to San Fran
cisco. 

If you . have .three . weeks . more to spare 
after going the round above described,: you 
should visit the Columbia River, .where· also 
there is magnificent scenery. . . This . journey
is not so often made as it deserves . to · }le. 
The following schedule of time and expense 
will help ypu to determine if you will make it: 

D..A.YL Con. 
San Francisco to Portland ........ .. 4 .. $SO 
In the Willamette Valley ............ 8 .. llS 
Up the Columbia and back .... .... , 4 .. 20 
The voyage around Puget Sound .... ·7 ; • . so 
Back to San Francisco ......... · .... 4 • • so 

Total .......... . ... .. .. .. .. · in'·..-s'ii5 
You will find good hotels every . where, 

though often , in the country, plainly fur
nished. The bread is always good, food· is 
always abundant, and generally :well cooked, 
and the beds are always cleari . and almost 
always good. The stage-drivers, landlords , 
and others with whom a traveler haa to do 
are civil and obliging, and there are no at
tempts at extortion. 

In a succeeding article I shall attempt to 
give some more detailed account of the sights 
which are worthy of a tourist's attention in 
California. 
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VIEW OF CIRCULAR BRIDGE AND VALLEY, MT, LOWE, 

MT. LOWE, LONG BEACH, SAN GABRIEL. MISSION, PASADENA, 
OSTRICH FARM, BALDWIN'S RANCH AND MONROVIA 

u From mountain peak t,, foaming surf" 

THE ORANGE GROVE ROUTE 
Superbly appointed and equipped cars at convenient 

hours. Plenty of seats for atl, PARTY RA TES made 
and EXCURSION PARTIES solicited. 

For information call on or write H. F , GENTRY , Agent 

~~r:e900 250 S. Spring 

from Out Wes~ May 1903, Vol., XVIII, No. 5 

A~G[l[S 

PAClflC 

RAllROAD 

The Delightful Scenic Route to 

Santa fMonica 
And Hollywood 

Fine, Comlnrtable Observation Cars
Free from Smoke 

Cars leave Fourth street and Broad way, Los A.niretes, for Santa Monica via. Sixteenth 
street, every 15mlnutes from 6:35 a.m. to 9:35 p.m., then each hour till 11:35; or via Bellevue 
Ave., for Colegrove and Sherman, every hour from 6:15 a.m. to 11:15 p.m. Cars leave Ocean 
Park, Santa Monica, for Los Angeles, at 5:45, 6:10 and 6:35 a.m. and every half hour from 
6:55 a.m. till 8:25 p.m., and at 9:25, 10:25 and 11:05 p.m. 

Cars leave Los Angeles for Santa Monica via. Hollywood and Sherman via. Bellevue 
Ave., every hour from 6:45 a.m. to 6:45 p,m., and to Hollywood and Sherman only eTery 
hour thereafter to 11:45 p.m. 

*ir'For complete time-table and particulars call at office of company. 
Single Round Trip, 50c. 10-Trip Tickets, $ZOO. 

316-322 WEST FOURTH STREET, LOS ANCELES 
TROLLEY PARTIES BY DAY OR NICIHT A SPECIAL TY 



The Development 
of Public Transportation 
in Los Angeles 
by DONALD E. TORGUSON 

N THE EARLY 1900's the story went 
around Los Angeles about a little girl and her 
mother who rode to the beach in a Pacific 

"Mother ," the youngster inquired, "whose 
street car are we riding in?" 
"Mr. Huntington's ," was the reply . 
Farther along they passed a new town. 
"What place is that?" came the inevitable 
question. 
"Huntington Park" 

A moment later they arrived at the seashore. 
"Where are we now, mother?" 
"Huntington Beach." 
Soon they stepped onto the sand and looked at the surf. 
"Mother," asked the little girl, "does Mr. Huntington own the ocean, or 

does it still belong to God?" 
In the Los Angeles of that day, this joke captured the awe with which its 

citizens regarded the fantastic operations of Henry E. Huntington. In his 
time he developed one of the finest and largest interurban transportation 
systems in the world.1 

This is not a biography of the man Huntington, but he and his enterprises 
must be mentioned in any discussion of the development of public transpor
tation in the city of Los Angeles, especially since it affected the growth of the 
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entire Southern California area during the late nineteenth and early twen
tieth centuries. 

Prior to 1869, the year the first transcontinental railroad linked California 
to the Atlantic Coast, public transportation was quite limited. Except for 
stagecoaches, wagon trains, and coastal and river steamers, travel was 
limited to oxcart, horseback, and Shank's Mare. By 1870, however, Los 
Angeles had grown from a mere Pueblo to a city of 5,728 population, while 
San Francisco boasted a population of 149,473. 2 

Angelenos realized that it would be beneficial to the city if the Southern 
Pacific Railroad could be extended from San Francisco to Los Angeles. 
Unfortunately there was little to attract the line. The primary issue was 
simply that Los Angeles had an inadequate port facility at San Pedro, with 
only a dock extending into the ocean. It was the consensus of politicians, 
newspapermen, and the general public that a rail line should be built from 
Los Angeles to the harbor at San Pedro to solve the problem of getting freight 
and passengers from the harbor to town. It might also serve to encourage the 
railroad to enter the city rather than bypass it for San Diego which had a 
much better port. 

Phineas Banning, operator of a stage and wagon freight line from 
Wilmington to Los Angeles, began construction of a railroad which, accord
ing to the Los Angeles News," .... would be the first link in a connection with 
the Southern Pacific through the Los Angeles Valley, which of itself will give 
a rapid growth, not only to Los Angeles, but to all of Southern California"3 

Following considerable difficulties with construction, Banning com
pleted his twenty-one mile railroad from Wilmington to Alameda and 
Commercial Streets. On November 1, 1869, a daily schedule of service was 
put into operation. General freight was carried at a charge of five dollars per 
ton, and the fare for passengers from Los Angeles to San Pedro was two and 
one-half dollars each.4 

The completion of this, Los Angeles' first railroad, was not sufficient in 
itself to attract the Southern Pacific at that time. There was speculation that 
the Southern Pacific intended to make San Diego (Los Angeles' chief com
petitor as the central metropolitan area in Southern California in the 1870's) 
the terminus of its line, and even, perhaps, to connect with the Texas Pacific, 
completely by-passing Los Angeles. 5 

Businessmen and promoters in Los Angeles contacted the Southern 
Pacific's "Big Four", Collis P. Huntington, Leland Stanford, Mark Hopkins , 
and Charles Crocker. After considerable negotiation, the railroad agreed to 
enter Los Angeles only if it received a subsidy of $610,000 - the amount 
regarded as necessary to cover the costs of construction of a trunk line. 6 
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Despite claims that the railroad was using coercion, and over protests of con
servative citizens and civic leaders, the matter was put on the ballot. In 
November, 1872, the necessary appropriations were approved, and the 
Southern Pacific began completion of the line between San Francisco and 
Los Angeles. 7 

This, according to W.W. Robinson, fulfilled the wishes of Angelenos," ... 
expressed in 1872 when they went to the polls and voted to meet the 
Southern Pacific's subsidy demands in order to avoid being by-passed. It 
was perhaps Los Angeles' most significant moment, for it ended El Pueblo's 
isolation and was the first step in opening Los Angeles to the world." 8 

The final link was completed on September 6, 1876; Los Angeles now had 
its rail connection with San Francisco. San Diego was considered out of com
petition with Los Angeles, and perhaps, as Robert Fogelson suggests in his 
book, The Fragmented Metropolis, the Big Four favored Los Angeles all 
along;" ... unlike San Diego, it (the completion of the railroad to Los Angeles) 
did not jeopardize the Central Pacific or San Francisco. The town's cardinal 
deficiency- its inadequate and unprotected harbor- was its saving grace."9 

The first public transportation system exclusively in Los Angeles was an 
indication of its becoming a metropolitan area. Judge Robert M. Widney, 
prominent lawyer, landowner, and one of the leaders in the fight to bring the 
Southern Pacific to Los Angeles , as a convenience to his family and 
neighbors, constructed a single-track, horse-drawn car line that ran from his 
residence near Sixth and Spring Streets (then considered to be out in the 
country) to the Main Street Plaza. 10 This early enterprise was partly financed 
by far-sighted merchants in the " downtown" section of the city who realized 
potential customers would take advantage of a convenient way to travel to 
the business district. 

When the line started carrying passengers in 187 4, fares were a dime. 
Passengers' comfort and convenience was paramount. With no scheduled 
stops, patrons could board or depart a car wherever the tracks were laid. 
Harris Newmark, Los Angeles pioneer, writes in Sixty Years in Southern 
California, "While the single horse or mule jogged slowly along, the driver, 
having wound his reins around the handle of the brake, would pass through 
the never-crowded vehicle and take up fares." 11 

Widney' s rail cars were not without troubles, and it was not an uncommon 
occurrence for passengers to help re-rail a car that had jumped the track on a 
curve. Ties and rails were laid on the surface of dirt streets, and rain brought 
the systems to a complete stop when cars became mired in mud. This did not 
affect the popularity of the system, and soon an enthusiastic public was tak 
ing full advantage of the car line to the point where its financial success led to 
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the construction of many similar enterprises throughout Los Angeles and 
Southern California. 

Spencer Crump, author of Ride the Big Red Cars, discusses the value of 
Widney' s efforts as well as the potential future progress of public transporta
tion, and concludes by saying, "Unlike most men, the remarkable Judge Widney 
was able to see the seeds that he had sown, grow and blossom into creations 
exceeding his greatest dreams .... And the single-track horsedrawn street car 
system he started had grown into the biggest interurban operation in the 
world, knitting a great area together." 12 

Los Angeles was growing in population: the U.S. Census of 1880 showed 
11,183 people in the city. This represents a 95 percent increase over 1870. 
During the same period San Francisco, with 233,959 residents, increased 
slightly over 55 percent. 13 In the next ten years, Los Angeles experienced a 
population increase of nearly 500 percent, even though the area remained 
nearly the same as it had been in 1850. 14 In this decade, Los Angeles came of 
age as a thriving, prosperous American city. 

By 1885 there were two transcontinental railroads to Los Angeles- the 
Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe. Thousands of people from the East and 
Midwest flooded into Los Angeles. A passenger fare war in 188 7 between the 
two transcontinental railroads added incentive for prospective Californians 
to pull up stake s and head west. At its most competitive , the emigrant fare 
from Kansas City to Los Angeles was a mere $12.95 per person! Even though 
this rate did not last long, for nearly a year the fare leveled off at $25.00. It is 
estimated that during 1887 alone, the Southern Pacific carried nearly 120,000 
persons to the city.15 

This mass influx of people created what has been called the "Boom of 
1887" in Los Angeles. Real estate developers were doing a "land-office" 
business, and, to make their prospective buyers aware of pretentious 
"cities", even built shortline railroads to their subdivisions. 

Charles H. Howland, an enterprising, if not successful, real estate 
developer, is credited with having given Los Angeles its first electric railway 
system in 188 7, even before Frank J. Sprague refined his invention enough to 
make it a practical commodity in 1888. Howland, developing an area near 
Vermont and Pico Streets, came up with the idea of providing transportation 
to his subdivision by constructing an electric rail car powered by electricity 
from overhead wires. Spencer Crump writes, "The subdivision (Rowland's) 
appropriately was named 'The Electric Railway Homestead Association 
Tract' in order to capitalize on the innovation... The electric street cars ran 
for the first time on January 4, 1887, causing a sensation among Los Angeles 
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residents, a large number of whom were prompted to enjoy the thrill of riding 
the electric cars." 16 

Between 187 4 and 1887 various other methods of public transportation 
were tried in Los Angeles, including horsedrawn omnibuses and cable cars. 

In 1887 the city's first cable car was in operation, running from Hill and 
Second Streets, over Bunker Hill to Figueroa. 17 Regarding the first cable car 
in Los Angeles, Harry Carr writes with nostagia in Los Angeles, City of 
Dreams, "The first grand festive day I remember was the opening of the 
cable railroad ... We little boys found it a great boon. A string dropped down 
the slot would become tangled up in the cable and go whizzing along, drag
ging a paper ship after it. As it also tangled up the machinery in the power
house, the company did not share our enthusiasm." 18 

A cable system constructed near Los Angeles in 1893 was a spectacular 
feature of the rail line to Mt . Lowe , a tourist attraction at the turn of the 
century. Cable cars were used to transport passengers up a 1,500 foot incline, 
from which they would ride the remainder of the way in an electric car.19 

However, cable cars were too expensive to operate, and they were 
replaced by electric street cars. 

In 1901 a civil engineer by the name of J.W. Eddy conceived the idea of 
building a cable car from Hill Street to the top of Bunker Hill, paralleling 
Second Street. Named Angel' s Flight , this cable railway carried passenger s 
315 feet up the side of Bunker Hill Its two cars, named Olivet and Sinai, started 
at opposite ends of the line, passing at the center. 20 The fare was always five 
cents for the round trip, and the line not only served a need for transporta
tion, but became a tourist attraction. Angel's Flight at one time carried as 
many as 12,000 pa ssengers per day, but that number dwindled to abou t 
3,000 daily by the time it closed .21 Unfortunately , due to vast communit y 
redevelopment, the line was discontinued in 1969. 

During the development of public transportation in Los Angeles , many 
unique and unsuccessful innovations were added to the land scape of the city. 
An example of this, though not exclusively in the realm of public transporta 
tion, was brought about by the increasing popularity of the bicycle during the 
years before the turn of the century. 

Horace Dobkins, an enterprising young businessman, thought he saw an 
opportunity to capitalize on the bicycle "fad". He thought of building a 
wooden , elevated "Cycleway" , the name he gave it, from Pasadena to Los 
Angeles, providing the wheelmen with a slightly graded, unin t errupted 
passage between the two cities. The first 1,000 feet of his bicycle "freeway" 
open ed on January 1, 1900, and was an immediate succe ss- for about a week. 
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Toll-paying cyclists dropped from more than 500 to four or five a day soon 
after the newness wore off, and Dobkins was forced to close and dismantle his 
brain-child. 22 

At this point it seems appropriate to furnish some background on the 
development of cities. In the nineteenth century a variety of forces combined 
to create a fairly standard pattern: a central business district surrounded by 
residential areas. Rail passenger transport was a major influence contribu
ting to this pattern. 23 Whether service was provided by horse car, cable car, or 
electric street car, the inflexibility of transportation on steel rails was an 
incentive to centralize a city's economic activity. 

The metropolitan areas of California, particularly Los Angeles, provide 
an excellent demonstration of the relations between the geographical 
pattern, the technology of urban transportation, and forces affecting the form 
of American cities. 

The electric street car was, for all its inflexibility, a highly successful 
innovation. By 1906 it was providing some 90 percent of trips by urban 
passengers in the United States, most of whom - as usual- anticipated no 
change in their habits. 24 It was attractive to be able to make a rail trip to an 
area where one could work, shop, dine, and amuse oneself, and then to make 
the trip home. The ideal place to live was in an apartment near a car line. 

The exception to this trend was the city of Los Angeles. The mild climate 
and the availability of adequate public transportation facilities caused a 
large percentage of people to prefer houses to apartments . Even though 
many of the numerous outlying subdivisions were covered with tumbleweeds 
after the boom of 1887, the house-living suburban population increased 
greatly. By 1950 the city developed a population density of some 5,000 
persons per square mile, a third of Chicago, and a sixth of New York 25 

After 1920 the city's industries had no strong pull toward the central 
business district of the city. Oil refining, orange growing, dairy farming, air
craft manufacturing, motion pictures and port activity do best outside a city. 
Other than light manufacturing and retail merchandising, industry joined the 
tendency to sprawl out where facilities, especially transportation, were 
convenient. 26 

Examination of the early trend toward urban sprawl must focus on the 
efforts and imagination of two men who played prominent roles in the 
development of public transportation in Los Angeles - Moses H. Sherman 
and his nephew, Eli P. Clark 

Sherman was a shrewd banker from Arizona who had experience with 
railroads. He and Clark purchased two Los Angeles rail lines, including 
Rowland's electric line, and merged them into the Consolidated Electric 
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Railway. Using large amounts of borrowed capital and extensive credit, they 
began modernizing and electrifying their street cars. However, competition 
in the late 1880' s proved too much for the continued success of this endeavor, 
and the company declared bankruptcy in 1892. 27 

With renewed capital, Sherman then bought back his bankrupt line 
( called the Pacific Railway) and proceeded to electrify the entire system. As 
a result of this renewed energy and ambition, Sherman dominated the public 
transportation enterprises in Los Angeles until September, 1898, when high 
operating expenses and a decrease in passengers forced him to sell his 
holdings to Henry E. Huntington. 28 

Meanwhile Sherman and Clark had turned to other rail interests which 
led to the formation of the first interurban rail facility in Southern California. 
In 1894 Sherman became interested in rail companies in Pasadena, a small 
village about 10 miles northwest of Los Angeles, and ultimately purchased all 
street car lines in that city. 29 

Sherman had been impressed with the success of interurban railways in 
other parts of the United States, and apparently intended to forge a line from 
Pasadena to Los Angeles . Using huge amounts of borrowed money, he and 
Clark be gain incorporating local lines into the Los Angeles Terminal Railway 
Company which, on May 4, 1895, was opened with a great flourish. The 
immediate success of this line was due partially to luck, and partially to the 
fact that there were enough passengers to make the line financially profitable.30 

Even before the completion of the Los Angeles Terminal Railway 
Company, Sherman and Clark began acquiring lines which would become the 
Los Angeles and Santa Monica Railway Company. When it was completed in 
1896, it was also an immediate success, even though there were competing 
steam lines to the city. An indication of the potential value of electric interur
bans was immediately apparent. The assessed valuation of the City of Santa 
Monica increased nearly three times within the next ten years, and the 
population jumped from approximately 2,000 in 1896 to more than 15,000 
by 1920.31 Most of the new residents in Santa Monica got their first views of the 
area from the windows of electric interurbans. 32 

Competition among many street car companies was booming when Henry 
E. Huntington arrived in Los Angeles in the late 1890' s. Made vice-president 
of the Southern Pacific Railroad at the age of 19, the nephew of Collis P. 
Huntington had interests in various street car companies in San Francisco. 
In September of 1898 he purchased a group of rail companies which he com
bined to form the Los Angeles Railway Company . The Los Angeles Railway 
Company's lines were narrow gauge, and Huntington soon realized narrow
gauge lines did not have the capacity to deal with the burgeoning needs of Los 
Angeles. 
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What was needed was a system of standard gauge lines which could han
dle the necessary volume of traffic . This led Huntington, I. W. Hellman and 
other financiers to purchase the numerous existing rail lines in Los Angeles 
and the surrounding area which, when incorporated in November, 1901, 
formed the fantastic Pacific Electric Railway Company. Not only did their 
interests lie in the aforementioned areas , they extended to San Bernardino , 
Orange, and Riverside counties. A total cash expenditure of $451,400 was 
underwritten by the seven partners of the Pacific Electric, representing a 
total capital stock of ten million dollars. 33 Huntington held the controlling 
interest by virtue of his purchasing the largest amount of shares in the newly 
founded company. 

The Pacific Electric immediately began expanding its lines throughout 
the Southland. Remi Nadeau writes in the March 1960 issue of Westways, 
"Soon Angeleno s were watching amazed while H.E. put their city on light
ning wheels. He purchased existing lines and built new ones, reorganizing 
schedules and routes, bought new cars and equipment. Not content with 
municipal traffic, he saw the need for a transit network tying together the 
collection of cities that surrounded Los Angeles." 34 

The amazing rate at which Huntington expanded the range of his stree t 
and interurban electric cars soon cau sed much speculation as to his ultimate 
goals. Huntington's association with the Southern Pacific and his relationship 
with Collis Huntington could not be overlooked. The Los Angeles Times 
editorialized, "If the usual Huntington methods are pur sued - and when 
haven 't they been pursued in the management of Hun tington propertie s? -
the foothold which the octopus managers have secured in the street-railwa y 
bu siness of Los Angeles will prov e to be one of th e wors e calamitie s th at has 
ever befallen the community. 35 

A striking example of such mistrust is that on June 24, 1901 (before the 
incorporation of the Pacific Electric Company) the Los Angeles City Council 
heard a propo sal that an electric street car line be permitted from Los 
Angele s to Long Beach, to be financed and constructed by a Huntington-led 
syndicate. 36 The request was presented by a representative of the Southern 
Pacific Railroad. Even though he was known to be a resident of Long Beach , 
eyebrows were raised at the mere mention of the Southern Pacific. The 
request was accompanied by the explanation that Huntington was merely an 
interested speculator who planned a larg e re sort hotel to increase propert y 
values at Long Beach .37 

Following much controver sy and discus sion in the city council , on 
Octob er 30, 1901 , that august body announc ed that a franchise would be pre
pared for bid. Following a few futile bids from competitors , it became 
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apparent that Huntington would not be out-bid, so the franchise for his first 
interurban line was granted. 38 The main issue was finally compromised, not 
because of a general dislike of more Southern Pacific tracks on the ocean 
front or a genuine uneasiness regarding the Huntington-Hellman syndicate, 
but because it was generally recognized that such a line would be beneficial to 
Long Beach. Spencer Crump quotes an article from the Long Beach Tribune 
of August 17, 1901: 

It is very evident that with the coming of the electric railways the traffic 
and profits of the (steam) lines will be materially reduced and this is 
awakening hostility to the innovation. These roads have enjoyed the 
right of way so long and given the least possible service for the pa
tronage received for so many years that the new era ... of electric 
cars .... sets hard upon them. Long Beach has been especially at their 
mercy. 39 

No doubt the support of the public and other interests in Long Beach prompted 
editorials such as that quoted, and final approval for the franchise allowed 
construction of a line from Los Angeles to Long Beach. Huntington's bid of 
$9,600 caused rejoicing in the latter city. Not only would Long Beach get her 
interurban to Los Angeles, the franchise payment would balance the city 
budget. 40 

It is ironic that this, the first interurban line of the Pacific Electric 
Railway, should also be the last. When the last Pacific Electric car made its 
last run to Long Beach on March 31, 1963, the days of the electric street car 
were a thing of the reminiscent past in Los Angeles. And in light of current 
controversies over rapid transit, few of the proponents realize or care to 
remember that as late as 1946 Los Angeles had a truly great rapid transit system 
in the Pacific Electric. It had become the world's largest in two decades. 

It became apparent immediately afte1 incorporation that the Pacific 
Electric was doing more than merely provide public transportation in and 
around Los Angeles. So much so that the Los Angeles Times sent a cub 
reporter to interview Henry Huntington in the hope that his aims and goals 
might be revealed. The reporter, Harry Carr, writes of that interview: 

He (Huntington) gave me the first big scoop I had ever had on a 
newspaper. The city editor knew he had come to town with a party of 
financial men and all the experienced reporters were out; so he had sent 
me - with obvious misgivings .... we sat down on a bench. 

"What is it you want?" he said gently. 
"I- I don't know, sir. The city editor sent me to get a story." 
"Well, now let's see. Do you think this would be a story?" 
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Whereupon he handed me some information that stood the town on its 
head and sent up the curtain for a ne~ and one of the greatest acts of our 
pueblo. Mr. Huntington was about to start the great system of interurban 
railroads that now spreads like a network all over Southern California, 
annexing them all in a way to Los Angeles. 41 

The rapid growth of the Pacific Electric during the next decade was, in 
part, responsible for the continued growth of the metropolitan area of Los 
Angeles. Since 1880 Los Angeles had grown in area from 29.21 square miles, 
nearly that which it was when incorporated, to 89.61 square miles in 1910. In 
addition , the population of the city had nearly tripled in the ten years from 
1900 to 1910. 42 

Remi Nadeau states that the Pacific Electric, more than anything else, 
was the forerunner of a new real estate boom in Los Angeles; that , "As one 
observer put it, 'the clang of the bells of Huntington's cars had been a call to 
action for the city of Los Angeles'. Wherever the track -layers carried their 
rails, the subdividers were close behind with an armful of flags. The merest 
hint that 'Huntington is buying' was the trigger for a local real estate frenzy. 43 

An article in the Los Angeles Examiner sums up Huntington's apparent 
philosophy about his masterful and massive expansion: "It would never do 
for an electric line to wait until the demand for it came. It must anticipate the 
growth of communit ies and be there when the home builders arrive - or they 
are very likely not to arrive at all, but to go to some section already provided 
with arteries of traffic. 44 

Huntington continued to expand the Pacific Electric, taking over 
established lines and leasing others, until he had built the nucleus of the 
entire Southern California system, with interurbans leading to all points 
around Los Angeles. He shared controlling interest with the Southern 
Pacific until 1911 when, following a disagreement with Collis P. Huntington's 
successor, E. H. Harriman, who had bought his remaining stock in the 
Southern Pacific in 1901, and other factors forced him to sell his interest in 
the Pacific Electric. 45 The Southern Pacific now owned the entire 
Pacific Electric system. 

The "Great Merger", completed on September 11, 1911, incorporating 
eight existing street car companies, did not signal the end of expansion for 
the Pacific Electric, which now dominated the interurban facilities. Even 
though the Pacific Electric now belonged exclusively to the Southern Pacific, 
the name was retained because of its popularity, along with the red color of 
the cars, originated by Huntington. 

The merger left Huntington in full control of the Los Angeles Railway, the 
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remaining system in his empire. The shiny green or brilliant yellow cars ( the 
color depended on the routing) of the Los Angeles Railway provided local 
service, as distinct from the interurban lines of the Pacific Electric. 46 

There was considerable cooperation between Huntington's Los Angeles 
Railway and the Pacific Electric Company after the Great Merger, and in 
many cases they shared right-of-way by using a system of three or four rails. 
Huntington's cars, being a narrow gauge, would use one outer and an inner rail, 
while the big red cars would utilize the outer rails. The schedules of the two 
lines were coordinated to reduce traffic congestion .47 Even though the 
Pacific Electric began to show a decline in profits during the years immediately 
following the Great Merger, Huntington 's Los Angeles Railway remained a 
profitable operation showing increased patronage .48 

An "outlaw" in the field of public transportation made its appearance in 
Los Angeles in 1913 in the form of the Jitney taxis. 49 Increasing numbers of 
automobiles in Southern California made many second -hand autos avail
able. It soon became apparent to enterprising souls that the transporting of 
fellow human beings by .auto could be profitable. In describing the Jitney 
tri=ide, Rockwell Hunt writes in California , Oxcart to Airplan e, that machines 
of the touring -car model and in all stages of disrepair, " ... were made to carry 
unbelievable loads of human freight, and at the rush hours, they almost 
choked the city streets for numbers ." 5° For about three years Jitney service 
increased because many drivers would take fellow workers with them as a 
means of alleviating the expense of operating their automobiles. Other 
entrepreneurs of the Jitney trade included students who were quick to take 
advantage of extra mone y, and the unemployed who saw an opportunity to 
make a sparse and sporadic living. 

It was not long before the Jitneys became a serious threat of competition 
to the street car lines. Not only was there the thrill in crowding into a 
dilapidated automobile , but the Jitney could be a genuine convenience. It 
was not an inflexible carrier bound to steel rails. The auto mo bile could make 
its way to areas and locations that the street car could not. The Jitney was the 
earliest form of taxi service in Los Angeles, not so much by design as by 
accident. 

By 1916 it was apparent that the solution to the jumbled confusion of 
individuals providing non-scheduled trips all over the city was to consolidate 
their efforts. It was not unusual to see half -loaded car s going in every direc
tion, and with no semblance of organization or any coordination. Soon many 
of the individuals and their operations were combined and , in 1916, there 
were several group s of people formed to handle not only city run s, but 
interurban as well. 51 
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Use the Street Cars 
TELL the operator of the Los Angeles Railway Information 

Bureau where you want to go. He will tell you what car 
to take and where. 

Telephone Main 4187 or 108-06. 

Between 5 :30 P. l\L and 8 A. M.; on Saturday afternoon, 

Sunday and holidays, call the night number, Pico 4629. 

Folder giving routes and general information mailed on request. 

from The Los Angeles Tourist, July 1922 

I?or all Sight Seeing Trips in 
Southern California 

All Trips start from Rosslyn Hotel 

455 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone 14246 

Special 
Rates 

for 
Sightseeing 

Main 9246 

2 day trip, S a. m. dally. Fare 
$10.00 Round Trip. 
Trips every hour on the hour, 

from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. 
TRIPS 

Seeing Los Angeles 25 miles 
Parks, Boulevards, Etc. 9 a. m. 
10 a. m. 11 a. m. 4 p. m. Fare 
$1.00 
Seeing Pasadena and Orange 
Groves, Millionaires' Row and 
and Cawston Ostrich farm, etc. 
9 a. m . 10 a. m. 12 noon 3 p. m. 
Fare $1.50 
Seeing Hollywood and Beaches 
showing you the Moving Picture 
studios. 12 :45 and 2 p. m. Fare 
$1.50 
Topango Canyon and Universal 
City Trip 
9 a. m. daily. Fare $3.00 
Riverside and Redlands, Mount 
Bubidoux, Glenwood Mission 
Inn and Smiley Heights. 8 a. m. 
daily. Fare $5.00 
San Diego and Tia Juana, Mex., 

from The Los Angeles Tourist, April 1921 

Telephone 

Home 12415 

Main 6078 

We Rent 7 Pass. Hudson Super Sixes Without Drivers For $1.50 Per Hour 

from The Los Angeles Tourist, December 1918 
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Because of the effects of automobile and bus competition on the railroads 
and street car lines, the 191 7 California State Legislature created the 
California Railroad Commission with the power to regulate all freight and 
passenger common carriers. 52 In granting applications for permits to operate 
bus and truck lines approval was based on the adequacy of existing rail 
facilities to a given area. 53 George Hilton reports a typical decision of this 
nature in Electric Interurbans. A decision that was rendered by the California 
Railroad Commission in 1922 , as quoted, said, " ... .in denying an application 
for bus service competing with the Pacific Electric line in the San Bernardino 
area , (the commission) stated that there must be clear evidence that the 
existing facilities were inadequate or unsatisfactory before competition 
would be allowed ."54 

Because of favorable decisions regarding competition , and because the 
population of Los Angeles was continuing to grow and was widely dispersed, 
the Pacific Electric did not feel the effects of bus and truck rivalry as much as 
other major companies in different areas of the United States .55 Having 
weathered the competition most successfully, the Pacific Electric began to 
look at the potential of bus ses as a supplemental part of its system . In 1923 
the Pacific Electric established its own bus system in conjunction with the 
Los Angeles Railway ."56 

Thi s new vent ure was named the Motor Transit Compan y, and although 
it was not realized at the time, was to provide the flexibility that street cars 
could not. In less than forty years it would replace the "parent" street car 
lines. 

The continued popularity of the automobile became more apparent after 
1910 . With but an estimated 40,000 private vehicles in Los Angeles (a ratio 
of one for every three families) in 1910, the figure rose to nearly one and one
half million by 1949 , when eighty percent of all transportation was made by 
private car!!57 

The effect of automobile competition was felt especially hard by 1919 
when Paul Shoup, president of the Pacific Electric, described, " ... a des
perate situation of electric lines in California ... The Jitneys and motor trucks 
competing with electric lines ... (are) not taxed for maintenance, but utilize 
the same pavement. "58 The situation was not unique to Los Angeles, because 
in 1920 there were 60 passenger cars for every electric street car in the 
United States .59 Nonetheless, the end of the electric street cars as a public 
carrier could have been predicted at this time, even though the Pacific Electric 
had not reached its peak of operations . 

The growth of the city of Los Angeles seems to have kept pace with the 
expansion of the electric car lines, especially after 1920. The city's popula-
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While in 
You'll Need 

California 
a Car! 

=======1 he Ne JtJ Way:====== 
RENT ONE WITHOUT DRIVER . 
Less Troublesome, More Satisfactory, and Cheaper
New, 6 Cylinder, 1920 Model, BUICK CARS exclusively. Very best of equipment. 
Royal Cord tires, Front and rear bumpers, Theft-Signal lock. Oiling and mechanical inspection 
free. License and Insurance paid. 

RATES: 
$50.00 per Week. $175.00 per Month 

TOURIST AUTOMOBILE RENTAL CO. 
1724 So. Grand Ave. Phone22359 

from The Los Ang eles Tourist, January 1920 

The People Ought to Know 
The service rendered by a street railway Is In a very Intimate way the 

people's business. Such service Is rendered for the public, at the direction of the 
public, under the control of the public and to the extent the publ i c demand Is 
bacKed up by public support . 

The public therefore has an unquestioned right to Inquire Into the manner 
In which th i s service Is rendered. 

No i nquiry that is one - sided can be satisfactory. Knowing of both sides 
of any question Is ee.sential to an impartial, Just decision. 

The Los Angeles Railway, one of the biggest Industries of the state, devot
ed to the convenience and necessity of the great majority of the 700,000 people 
of Los Angeles, has filed with the State Railroad Commission a request for a 
rehearing on Its application for an Investigation of Its service and financial con
dition, and for an order authorizing it so to operate Its system and change its 
rates that the income w i ll be suffic ient to pay the cost of the service-Includ i ng 
needed improvements. 

In the belief that many people want to know more Int i mately these facts . 
the railway's Public Relations Department Is having this document printed in 
pamphlet form for distribution to those who may desire to read It. It will be 
mailed or sent to all who ask for it either by telephone or by postcard. 

Inquiries or requests should be sent to J. G. Jeffery, Director of Public 
Relations, Los Angeles Railway , Broadway at 11th Street-telephone Main 4187 
or 10806, Station 61. 

G. J. KUHRTS 
General Manager 
Los Angeles Railway 

from The Los Angeles Tourist, July 1921 
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tion was slightly less than 577,000 in 19-20 (Los Angeles County had nearly 
936,000), and the city's figure reached more than a million by 1930.60 By the 
same token, by 1930, the city more than quadrupled in size to a total area of 
441.70 square miles. 61 

The Pacific Electric Railroad reached its peak of operations between 
1921 and 1925 - experts disagree on the exact date. According to a poster 
issued by the company in 1921, it boasted of being "The World's Greatest 
Electric Railway System, with 1,200 miles of standard trolley lines, 2,700 
scheduled trains daily, including five trams at convenient periods to world
famous Mount Lowe." 62 

There is much speculation as to the cause of the decline of street cars in 
Los Angeles and the take-over by busses, especially in light of the present
day controversies concerning the need for more efficient and massive rapid 
transit facilities. Suffice it to say that a myriad of reasons brought about the 
downfall of the street car, not only in Los Angeles, but in the rest of the coun
try as well. 

In Los Angeles the completion of good, all-weather roads at an early date 
provided an opportunity for the automobile to be the desirable means of 
transportation for the average family. The street car was a means of enter
tainment and travel to interesting points for masses of people in the early 
twentieth century, but it no longer provided an exclusive method of sight
seeing and enjoyment. People could make the same trips in their own cars, 
and they did not need to rely on the inflexible routes and schedules of street 
cars. Perhaps the motor car was the main reason for the decline of the 
street car. 

Whether the automobile alone was responsible for the downfall of the 
street car as a successful method of mass public transit, or whether the rising 
costs of maintenance and government regulation contributed significantly to 
the elimination of rail transportation, is a matter of conjecture and difference 
of opinion. 

Another possible cause for the decline of the Pacific Electric system in 
Los Angeles is perhaps the situation that it helped create itself- a widespread 
decentralization of industry and population. People no longer needed to 
enter a central area for shopping, entertainment, business or industry. 
George Hilton also explains that, in addition to the aforementioned reasons, 
the Southern Pacific, owners of the Pacific Electric, let the equipment 
depreciate and reach a state of poor condition as the passenger load 
dwindled. 63 

Whatever the reasons for the decline of an efficient public transportation 
system in Los Angeles, there can be little doubt as to the important part it 
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played in developing a sleepy little pueblo into a booming metropolis. Not
withstanding, when people today are demanding more efficient public 
transportation systems, there are few who look back to the days when Los 
Angeles had a most effective and popular public transportation system in the 
Pacific Electric Railway and the Los Angeles Railway Companies. On March 
31, 1963, when the last red car made its last scheduled run, the magazine, Los 
Angeles, carried an article titled, "Goodnight, Sweet Streetcar ." It stated, in 
part, "The irony is that 'Mr. Huntington's Wonderful Red Cars' may turn out 
to be the last truly Rapid Transit we will ever know." 
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INTERURBANS 
and L~D VALUES 

By Charles Alma Byers 

Arfc1 er ~,-i 1 way 
nap of Los Angeles 

and vicinitv reminds 
one very m(ich of a spider's 

web, for within a radius of fifty miles of that 
city, there is a veritable network of interurban lines. 

These lines extend from the ocean to the desert, and 
from sea-level to fifty-eight hundred feet above sea-level. In 
two and one-half hours o'.1e may travel from the warm sea 
breezes, from a view of bathers battling with ocean breakers, to the top 
of a snow-capped mountain-Mt. Lowe-where overcoats are always in sea
son. 

Although there is an independent system which handles the local traffic of the 
city of Los Angeles, the Pacific Coast electric interurbans operate a number of city 
lines. Only a few of these are in Los Angeles, the most of them being in the small 
neighboring cities and towns. 

The lines, extending for a radius of about fifty miles over territory surrounding 
Los Angeles, accommodate an area of approximately twenty-five hundred square 

From Technical World Magazine , June 1914 
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miles. Over one thousand miles of track 
are in operation at present, and there is 
considerable additional trackage in the 
course of construction. The longest sin
gle line, extending to San Bernardino, 
which has just been completed, is, with 
its local connecti011s, approximately sev
enty miles long. 

In addition to the passenger service, 
the system is equipped for express and 
freight carrying. In fact, this depart
ment is so well organized that a 
rancher living almost anywhere along 
one of its lines needs only to tele
phone to the freight manager to 
make arrangements for having 
his commodity picked up 
almost at his door. 

Sixty -six electric loco
motives are used, ten 
being of the mogul type 
-that is, of one thou
sand horsepower, capa
ble of drawing a load 

A Dow~Tow:-: STAT10;-.; 

On1· or tlh· µrinripnl h-rmin als in Lo s AriR'<'k s. Th( ~ com
pany has its officl!S above the terminal , 
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equal to a steam railway engine. The 
freight cars are of standard railway size. 

This vast and complete transporta
tion systeh1 has had a marvelous effect 
on the garden ground which surrounds 
the metropolis of Southern California. 
The land is as expensive as that of a 
city suburb; the rancher who settled 
here a few years ago and made a suc
cess of his farm has become wealthy 
and has all the advantages of city life 

THE AUTOMATIC FLAGMA:-1 

Crossings arc protected by this device invent ed by an rm· 
p}oyc. It rings a bell and wigwairs. 

coupled with the quiet life of a rural 
citizen. It takes him but a short time 
to get to the heart of a great city for 
his amusements and to transact his 
business; he can ship his fruit and 
grain directly to the consumer by fast 
interurban freight, or get his products 
to the city in answer to an order from 
a city dweller which may have arri ved 
over the telephone in the morning. 

Concr<:te examples of the advances 
in land values are furnished by the 
residents . Before the Long Beach line 
was built in 1902, one farm sold at two 
hundred and twent y-five dollars an 
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FOR THE RANCHER'S WIFE 
Another factor in bringing up land values is the passenger service. The 

farmer who lives fifty 'miles out can shop frequently in a large 
city and waste very littl e time trav eling . 

FOR THE 5UDURBAN RANCHER 

The freight service has brought )and vaiucs up in ntaiical 
fashion. The products of the farm can Uc deliver ed OYer 

the electric road daily . 

acre. Six months later it was sold at five 
hundred and twenty-five dollars an acre. 
Today , since efficient transportation 
has been developed, the land has be
come so valuable that it has been cut 
up into lots selling at a rate of forty
eight hundred dollars an acre . Along 
the Covina line land jumped from one 
hundred and sixty dollars to thirteen 
hundred and fifty dollars an acre. 
Along other lines the same magical 
leaps in values have been made . 

The same sort of development has 
been made in other localities which 
have been favored by the interurban. 
The country around some of our east
ern cities and about Chicago and In
dianapolis has blossomed out, reliev
ing city congestion, making small 
truck farms of tremendous value to 
their owners and to the consumer, bu1 
best of all, adding the wholesome ef· 
feet of the country to the atmosphere. 
of the city. 

Land promotion is nothing new in Los Angeles or the Far West. It 
has been going full swing for over a century. A full hundred years and 
more of wheeling and dealing. However, up until the years since 
World War II it was the real estate promoters who paid for the 
transportation systems, not the general tax payers who are being 
asked to foot today's bill to replace the original systems which have 
been systematically obliterated. 

K.F.S ., Jr., Editor. 
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NoCar 
Is Quite Itself 
without a Concrete Road 

What makes a "crack" train? The roadbed as 
much as the rolling stock. 

So with your automobile. A.ny car is a better 
car on a good road. 

The car with the highest gas mileage has a 
higher mileage on Concrete. 

The car w ith the quickest "pick-up" picks up 
quicker on firm, unyielding Concrete. 

The best non-skid tire holds better on the gritty 
Concrete surface. 

The car with the lowest depreciation has a 
lower depreciation on Concrete. 

Motorists know these are facts-and motorists, 
if they insist, can get the kind of roads they want. 

0.... Boo/du R-, ulls otlm ;,,,nati,og tla,,gs 
,.1-,, Ccncreu,,,.,,J,. Wri,,ftn-y,,,,,r<D1'7. 

PORTLN-.'IJ) CEMENT ASSOCIATION 
548 South Spring Street 

LOS ANGELES 
c,{ Narian41 D,-goni~ation 

to Irnprm,e and £,:tend the U,e,, of Cona~e 

Offices in 23 Other Cities 
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Testing California's Highways 
The Automobile Clubs versus the 
State Highway Commission, 
1919-1923 
by ABRAHAM HOFFMAN 

T THE BEGINNING of the twen
tieth century the American people found them
selves in possession of a remarkable new toy 
that in a few short years caused a revolution in 
the economy and lifestyle of America. This 
new toy, the automobile, offered both oppor
tunities and challenges for the new century. 
As increasing numbers of people learned to 
drive and bought automobiles, it became very 

----~obvious that the opportunity to drive off 
into new adventures was challenged by the 

lack ofroads on which to make the trip. A nation that had grown accustomed 
to making business or pleasure trips by railroads and streetcar suddenly 
found that muddy trails and bridgeless rivers created serious impediments 
to the movement of automobiles. Throughout the United States a general 
demand arose for the construction of an adequate highway network. 1 

Although the Federal government eventually responded to the nation's 
needs by creating an interstate highway system, the most immediate concern 
came on the state level, particularly in regions where states were geographically 
large and population relatively small but growing. No state fit this descrip-
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tion better than did California, especially in the southern part of the state, 
where a love affair between driver and automobile had immediately 
blossomed - and, though a bit wilted by air pollution, high gasoline prices, 
and rush hour bottlenecks, has never failed. In 1919 Los Angeles County's 
automobile registration numbered about 140,000 cars, a figure that reached 
three quarters of a million by the end of the 1920s. At the onset of the love 
affair, California motorists had no problem with traffic lights, stop signs, one
way streets, or pedestrian crossings, for none of these restrictions on driving 
existed. Unfortunately, nejther did adequate roads, a problem for which 
Californians demanded an immediate remedy. 2 

A proposed cure for the road problem (or non -road problem, since 
automobile-quality roads connecting California cities did not exist) was quickly 
found in the state capital, as state lawmakers included road-building as part 
of their progressive reforms for California. The legislature that created the 
initiative, referendum, and recall, adopted woman suffrage, and invented 
cross-filing, also established the California Highway Commission to imple
ment voter approval of an $18 million bond issue passed in 1910. This first 
state road system proposed two main highways for California, one up the 
interior valleys and the other along the western slope of the Coast Range, 
both to reach from Mexico to Oregon. From these main arteries the state 
intended to build lateral roads connecting every one of the fifty-eight county 
seats, a task that would cost far more than the bonds could possibly cover. To 
their credit, the first members of the State Highway Commission tried hard . 
They persuaded reluctant county supervisors to provide rights of way, 
obtained Portland cement, sand, rock, and gravel at the cheapest prices 
possible, and even succeeded in getting a bargain rate from the Southern 
Pacific Railroad to transport the construction materials. When bond sales 
moved too slowly, the commission approached the county supervisors again 
and induced them to purchase the bonds at par value. Thus fortified, the 
state began constructing an estimated $50 million worth of roads-with $18 
million in funds. 3 

Recognizing the need for additional funding, the voters of California 
approved a second bond issue in 1916, to the sum of $15 million. Supporters 
of the 1916 bond issue included businessmen and bankers from throughout 
the state. They argued that people were coming to California by automobile , 
attracted by the state's well-publicized charms and recreational oppor
tunities. During the previous year , when San Francisco and San Diego had 
offered expositions commemorating the completion of the Panama Canal, 
some 30,000 adventurous automobiles had visited California. In southern 
California the Automobile Club of Southern California created a Committee 
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of 100 to work for passage of the bonds. Standish L. Mitchell, the Automobile 
Club secretary, predicted the bonds would help "complete a paved route 
from the Imperial Valley through southern counties to the coast at the Los 
Angeles harbor; complete the inland route to San Diego; the coast and inland 
routes to San Francisco and a road southward through the Owens Valley."4 

Mitchell and his Automobile Club, along with other supporters of the 
bond issue, did not anticipate that the second bond program would run afoul 
of U.S. entry ito World War I. Construction costs soared, and shortages of 
labor and materials plagued the California road construction program. At 
the war's end the California Highway Commission had no funds left for con
tinuing construction and maintenance of the state's roads. Improvements in 
automobile technology and the rapidly growing number of automobile regis 
trations, however, dictated the need for still more funding for road construc
tion. "The public now in thinking of or speaking of a State highway has in 
mind an expensively paved road," remarked California State Highway 
Engineer Austin B. Fletcher. "In general it may be said that the days of gravel 
or waterbound macadam are no more." 5 

In January 1919 a group of men representing chambers of commerce, 
automobile clubs, and county boards of supervisors, with the blessing of 
Governor William D. Stephens, decided to lobby for passage of yet another 
bond issue . They organized a meeting in San Francisco, held on February 12, 
inviting representatives from throughout the state. Forty-nine of the state's 
fifty-eight counties sent delegates. As the meeting progressed, the amount of 
funding this third bond issue was to provide increased from $10 million to 
$20 million, and finally up to $40 million. The price escalation was apparently 
due to everyone's desire to place his own county's pet road into the state system. 
Impressed by the broad spectrum of support for the road program, the 
legislature approved the proposal. When the State Highway Commission 
pointed out that it would be completely out of funds long before the bonds 
could be approved in the next scheduled election - in November 1920 -
Ulysses S. Webb, the state's Attorney General, solved the problm. He pro
posed a special election on July 1, 1919, to provide the needed $40 million 
and, to make it legal, the same election would amend the state constitution to 
that effect! California's voters went along with the idea and approved the 
state's third highway bond issue in less than ten years by a margin of better 
than seven to one. 6 

Disillusionment soon set in among the supporters of road construction in 
California. The state's two major auto clubs, the Automobile Club of 
Southern California (ACSC) and its northern counterpart, the California 
State Automobile Association (CSAA), in monitoring the road-building 
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program of the State Highway Commission, expressed concern over how the 
commission was spending the funds provided by the three bond issues. 
Although the bond issues had given a total of $73 million for road construc
tion, the commission was only too aware that the money could not meet the 
costs of building all the roads that everyone wanted. Moreover, the first 
highways built with bond funds had not been designed to withstand the 
abuse of heavy trucks and other large vehicles that were now using the 
highways for commercial purposes. Some roads that were barely five years 
old were already deteriorating. "I know of no type of pavement which can be 
truly called 'permanent ', and the expression must be considered as relative 
only," State Highway Engineer Fletcher had noted at the beginning of the 
state's road construction program. "I know of no pavement or roadway which 
does not require from the day it is constructed more or less expenditure 
for maintenance." 7 

By May 1920 the ACSC was finding Fletcher's viewpoint too simplified 
an explanation for what was happening to the state's new roads. Besides, 
escalating costs were cutting into the amount of construction that the bond 
issues could accomplish . When the State Highway Commission revealed 
that only 62 .5 % of the projected highway system could be built with available 
funds, the Automobile Club of Southern California felt it had been betrayed. 
Havin g campaigned strenuously for voter approval of the 1919 bond issue on 
the pledge that all roads named in the bond issue would be built , both the 
ACSC and the CSAA declared their oppo sition to a program "which offer s 
five-eighths of fulf{llment on a solemn undertaking of eight-eighths 
performance. "8 

The auto clubs det ermined to mak e their views known to Governor 
Stephens and the Highway Commission. On May 26 , Henry W. Keller , 
chairman of the ACSC's Roads and Highways Committee, along with L.A. 
Nares, representing the CSAA, made an unprecedented recommendation to 
the governor. With labor and construction costs at a postwar high, the auto 
clubs urged that road construction be halted until the shortfall in the fund s 
authorized to build the projected road system could be resolved. The club s, 
"which have done so much for the cause of good roads," felt it necessary to 
ask, "in the interest of the state as a whole, that road building be suspended 
until a more normal condition of affairs in reached ," noted an editorial in 
Touring Topics, the ASCS 's magazine. 9 

The response of Governor Stephens and the State Highway Commission 
shocked the auto clubs and the support ers of qualit y highways. Instead of 
halting road construction, th e Highway Commi ssion adop ted a policy of 
building as many mile s of roads as possible, sacrificing qualit y for quantity in 
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an attempt to fulfill the promise of the 1919 bond issue. To accusations that 
some roads were already deteriorating, Newell D. Darlington, chairman of 
the State Highway Commission, retorted that 90% of the highways built in 
the state to date were "as good as the day they were laid." 10 

Highway engineering was still very much an embryonic field, and for the 
state to engage in such a roadbuilding program seemed to the auto clubs the 
height of folly and extravagance. The ACSC and CSAA therefore decided to 
invite every county board of supervisors and county engineer's office to send 
representatives to a special meeting on July 2 9, 19 2 0, to share ideas, identify 
the most serious highway problems, and make recommendations to the State 
Highway Commission. The meeting was an open one, and in fact Com
missioner Darlington had promised assistance for any investigation the auto 
clubs might conduct . After all, the commission was really stuck between the 
proverbial rock and a hard place : whether to construct fewer miles of high
standard roads or more miles of lower-standard highways. A careful , objec
tive investigation might well point a way out of the dilemma. 

The July 29 meeting proved very successful for its sponsors. Both the 
ACSC and CSAA agreed to underwrite the cost of a detailed investigation 
into the problem of deteriorating state highways. Charles Petit, Ventura 
County highway engineer, submitted a list of twelve problems found in con
struction of concrete roads . His list , adopted by the meeting as a basis for 
investigation, included such difficulties as formation of potholes due to 
improper concrete mix, fracture of the concrete slab under heavy loads, 
irregular settlement of the sub grade, and other examples of road deteriora
tion To head the investigation, the auto clubs employed Joseph B. Lippincott, 
a prominent Los Angeles engineer who had worked as a consultant on various 
ACSC highway projects. Appointed to assist him were Walter C. Howe, a 
consulting engineer for the CSAA; H.J. Brunnier, a San Francisco consulting 
structural engineer; and Charles Derleth, Jr., a University of California civil 
engineering professor. The cost of the investigation, which was estimated to 
take from three to six months to prepare, was projected at $8,000-10,000. 11 

The actual investigation took almost six months to complete. Four sub
committees were established to report on laws, maintenance, sub-base, and 
thickness, width, and reinforcement of concrete slab. Their conclusionswere 
put into an exhaustive report totaling nearly 500 pages of charts, maps, lists, 
and experiment results, all of which pointed to a foregone conclusion: "The 
Commission has lacked foresight and vision by failing to carry out adequate 
and sufficient experimentation, research, and investigation on a broad and 

h . 1 " 12 compre ens1ve sea e. -
The report faulted the Highway Commission for using the same type of 
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construction throughout the state despite regional differences in traffic, sub
soil, and drainage requirements. County highway departments had received 
little aid from the Highway Commission in meeting local needs for informa
tion on the state road system. Concrete roads four inches thick were falling 
apart throughout the state, yet the commission continued its four-inch 
program even as other states were increasing the thickness of their concrete 
roads to as much as eight inches. Problems in accounting, payments for sup
plies, relations with private highway contractors, and keeping of traffic 
records were among commission shortcomings cited in the report. In addi
tion, the commission had failed to deal with the abuse given the highways by 
overloaded trucks. "Itis apparentthatiftruckoperators are permitted to use 
the highways without police supervision a few unreasonable truck drivers or 
operators will wreck any road system that may be built ," the report stated. In 
placing blame for the state of affairs, the report concluded, "The Commis
sion and its engineering staff must take direct responsibilit y for the present 
highway situation. Judging from past experience, all future work should be 
subject at intervals to careful inspection and review by competent represen
tatives of the people." 13 

The Joint Report was harsh medicine , but the auto clubs took pride in 
claiming it to be "the most extensive and comprehensive study that has been 
made in the United States of this impor tant subje ct to date." So impressed 
were the auto clubs that they agreed to its publication in book form and cir
culated to other states, colleges, and the Federal government as a reference 
work. The cost of the investigation had topped $30,000 , and by all standards 
the auto clubs believed it an impressive accomplishment. 14 

Meanwhile , Governor Stephens had little expectation that the auto clubs ' 
Joint Report would support his Highway Commission 's policies, given their 
record of criticism of the state's roads. He declined to appoint a representa
tive to the auto clubs' investigation, explaining he had already endorsed a 
Highway Commission request for a study of California highways to be under
taken by the Bureau of Public Roads in the Federal government's Depart
ment of Agriculture. The bureau's investigation took approximately the 
same period of time as the auto club's inquiry , and its report was released in 
December 1920. Like the auto clubs' report , the bureau report contained 
extensive data. Although there were critical comments as to road conditions, 
other statements in the report indicated approval of Highway Commission 
policie s. The report concluded that despite some road failure s, California 
had produced a large mileage in serviceable roads tha t could be consid ered 
beneficial to the state. 15 

Californian s now had two report s on th e condition s of th eir highways, one 
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very critical, the other somewhat favorable. Joseph Lippincott, however, 
pointed out that the State Highway Commission was using selective 
quotations from the Bureau of Public Roads report to claim approval of its 
policies. "The Federal report deals with the situation in the utmost kind
liness, but it contains severe criticism of the construction of the State's 
highways and emphatically recommends reform in essential and basic 
particulars," he said. "Furthermore, the Federal report coincides with that of 
the automobile clubs in most particulars." Thus both groups made use of the 
Federal report to support their views.16 

Until the summer of 1921 supporters of both the auto club and Highway 
Commission viewpoints alike had agreed that the dispute was a philosophical 
one, with no intimation of corruption or graft in highway construction. The 
continuing stalemate, however, was causing people on both sides to lose 
patience. The ACSC and CSAA maintained the commission was building bad 
roads; the commission, convinced it was pursuing the best possible policy 
under difficult circumstances, turned a deaf ear to auto club complaints, 
preferring to cite the more favorable parts of the Federal study. Faced with 
inadequate funding and determined to complete the projected highway 
system, the commission endorsed state taxes on automobile tires, gasoline, 
and vehicle registrations. Seeing these proposals as a means of augmenting 
commission funds while inferior roads were still being built, the auto clubs 
lobbied successfully for the legislature to defeat the tax bills. 17 

Possibly as a way of blunting the influence of the two auto clubs with their 
combined membership of over 60,000 motorists, the State Highway 
Commission gave its support to the founding of a new motorist organization, 
the California Highway Association (CHA). The CHA ostensibly was formed 
to provide information about highways to motorists, but the auto clubs soon 
perceived it as the tool of the Highway Commission. The Los Angeles Times, 
published by Harry Chandler - an ACSC director - denounced the CHA, 
claiming the Highway Commission intended to use the organization "as a 
weapon with which to whip the automobile clubs into passive obedience and 
that two years hence these interests hope to have a powerful association 
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shaped to jam through the higher taxes which they failed to put through at the 
last legislative gathering ." At the first meeting of the CHA, held in San 
Francisco, the organizers had banned reporters and refused to issue any 
statements. County supervisors were especially incensed over the 
transparent tactics of the commission. Of the state's 58 county boards of 
supervisors, only one, Tulare, endorsed the CHA; the Times pointed out that 
State Highway Commissioner Charles A. Whitmore lived in Tulare County 
and edited a newspaper there . 18 

The Highway Commission's CHA ploy soon led to accusations of power 
politics that had been lacking in earlier arguments. Reviewing the criticisms 
in the auto club and Bureau of Public Roads reports , the Los Angeles 
Examiner editorialized on the possibility "that there is something wrong 
somewhere and that something ought to be done abou t it," suggesting the 
source of the trouble was either political abuse or business inefficiency . Thi s 
drew a quick response from State Highway Commissioner George C. 
Mansfield who argued that the Federal report was in fact favorable to com
mission policies. He blamed the auto clubs, in political alliance with the 
trucking interests , for defeating the gasoline tax and other revenue bills 
needed for highway improvement. In fact, Mansfield asserted, the Highway 
Commission had come out in favor of heavy-duty highways; it was the auto 
club lobby that was therefore in th e wrong, not the commission .19 

Frustrated but not defeated by the Highway Commission's stubborn
ness, the auto clubs launched a major campaign to educate the public about 
the commission 's policie s. In an editorial on "The State Highway Crisis ," 
Touring Topics accused the commission of obsessively building inferior state 
roads , insisting that the malleable Bureau of Public Roads report "fully cor
roborates the findings of the Automobile Club in all essential points. " The 
ACSC polled its membership for approval of a resolution urging completion 
of the state road system to quality standards , regulation of traffic and limita
tion of loads , and continued, careful maintenance of state highways. The 
club's membership responded with 99.7 7% approval. 20 

In support of the auto clubs , the Los Angeles Times published a lengthy 
series of articles with numerous photographs illustrating the deteriorating 
condition of recently built state highways. It was pointed out that the final 
maturities of the three bond issues were 1961, 1962 , and 1965, by which time 
the road s would long have crumbled into dust. A Times editorial cartoon on 
July 26 urged Californians, "Let ' s get out of the ruts! " A second cartoon , 
published on July 31, depicted Governo r Stephens as " overseeing his politi
cal fences but overlooking the state ' s highways. " Th e Times' articl es were 
based mainly on information releases pro vided by the ACSC. 21 
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The auto clubs' information campaign did not convince all public officials 
of Highway Commission shortcomings. Supervisors from Riverside, Orange, 
and San Bernardino Counties met in Riverside on July 25 to vote their ~up
portforthe State Highway Commission; two supervisors opposed the resolu
tion because they felt the endorsement was not strong enough. The commission 
won some points when it argued that thicker concrete slabs might make sense 
in the East where frost conditions could damage roads, but that such expensive 
specifications were not needed in California because of more favorable soil 
conditions beneath the concrete. 22 

Meanwhile, the ACSC found itself the target of criticism for not having 
acted quickly enough and for conducting too mild a campaign. The San Diego 
Union editorially chastised the auto club for initially taking a conservative 
view, failing to inform motorists of the problem, and not acting aggressively 
enough in its criticism of Highway Commission policies. W. L. Valentine, the 
ACSC president, explained that the ACSC's first concern had been to offer 
constructive suggestions to the commission, and to obtain the information 
that would make those suggestions meaningful. When the commission 
ignored the suggestions, the ACSC polled its membership. "It was then 
believed by the club's officers that public criticism by the club of the State's 
highway methods could no longer be withheld if the state were to be saved 
from a generation of disastrous highway failures ," said Valentine. The club 
would continue its campaign "until the State builds roads that will carry the 
traffic without going to pieces." 23 

Having found the Highway Commission unresponsive, the auto clubs 
decided to focus on Governor Stephens himself. "The Club has investigated 
the situation, reviewed it impartially, and has made public enough of its 
findings to inform the public," stated a Touring Topics editorial in its August 

1921 issue. 24 "The State Highway Commission is held responsible for the 
results of persisting in inadequate road construction after experience had 
shown the inadequacy of such policies. Responsibility for continuing to build 
highways that the mistakes of the past prove will break down rests upon the 
Governor of this State." This viewpoint was echoed in a Los Angeles Times 
editorial on August 11 that reviewed the dispute and speculated on how the 
governor might respond to the constructive criticism of the ACSC and 
CSAA. "Will he take advantage of the helpful and valuable information 
procured at great pains and considerable expense by the automobile clubs?" 
the Times asked. "Or will he relegate the best interests of the people to the 
background by supporting the Highway Commission, in spite of its persis
tence in using inadequate construction methods?" 

The immediate answer came not from the commission or the auto clubs, but 
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from the Columbia Steel Company of Pittsburg, California, a small industrial 
municipality on San Francisco's East Bay. The steel company had expressed 
an interest in conducting scientific experiments on different concrete slabs. 
It offered to construct a model road and run tests to determine the best pave
ment for California's highways. The idea attracted immediate popular sup
port, since it offered a practical and objective solution to the war of words 
between the auto clubs and the commission. As C. D. Marx of the San Fran
cisco Engineering Council pointed out at the close of a debate between 
Highway Commission and CSAA representatives, "The two factions do not 
seem to be far apart after all, because the automobile associations appear to 
be willing to support the highway commission and to aid in raising funds for 
road work if suitable roads are assured and the highway commission seems to 
be more than willing to build adequate substantial roads if sufficient funds 
were made available." 25 

The steel company hired Lloyd Aldrich, an experienced highway engineer, to 
take charge of the road experiment., and he approached the ACSC board of 
directors with the steel company proposal, and on August 18 he gave a pre
sentation, including a short motion picture, on the proposed experiment, 
which had received the endorsement of the Highway Commission and the 
Bureau of Public Roads. The company was in the process of building the test 
highway - a 1,400 - foot, oval shaped, concrete road, eighteen feet wide 
(twenty feet wide on the curves), with thirteen different types of concrete 
mix. When the road was completed, trucks would be driven continuously 
around the oval, carrying different weight loads. The road test included 
flooding and drying out each section of the concrete. Overall, the test promised 
to be carried out under rigorous scientific conditions to produce the most 
accurate data possible. Aldrich's presentation so impressed the directors 
that they voted an immediate donation of $5,000 for the testing program, to 
be followed later on by another $5,000. 26 

Other businesses and agencies also volunteered money, materials, and 
services for the experiment. Construction firms donated cement, sand, and 
grave~ manufacturers provided construction equipment; a Bay Area engineering 
firm offered to do the testing work free of charge; the Bureau of Public Roads 
provided eighteen trucks and drivers, and the California Highway Commis
sion agreed to provide another eighteen trucks. The Motor Car Dealers 
Association also offered drivers, vehicles, and gasoline. 27 

By the beginning of November the experimental road was completed. On 
November9 about 1,000 spectators, including highway commissioners, auto 
club representatives, and interested engineers surrounded the concrete oval 
to witness the beginning of the test. The trucks were loaded with pig iron to a 
gross weight of 14,500 pounds for each truck. Moving at an average speed of 
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ten miles per hour, eighteen trucks moved around the oval in a clockwise 
direction, the other eighteen vehicles proceeding counterclockwise. Each 
truck completed forty trips around the oval in an hour, and the trucks were 
driven for eight hours a day. Thus each pavement section received the 
impact of the trucks 11,520 times in an eight-hour period. Beneath the pave
ment, gauges recorded temperature readings and deflections in the concrete 
slabs. 28 

Within two weeks the test road began to show clear signs of punishment. 
Heavy rainstorms on November 22 and 23, by which time some 730,000 tons 
of traffic had passed over the concrete, contributed to the deterioration of 
the pavement sections. After 89 days the elliptical road had received 7 .36 
million tons of traffic, and cracks, edge curling, and deflections were being 
carefully recorded. Around and around the trucks went, putting wear and 
tear on the road that would have taken twelve years to accomplish under normal 
traffic conditions. The venerable Engineering News-Record, newsletter 
for the civil engineering profession, remarked that the tests were of much 
more than local significance. "Lessons from the Pittsburg tests will surely 
have a decided bearing on the future design of concrete roads," stated the 
magazine, "particularly with regard to reinforcement and subgrade 
problems." Whether the tests could solve the political side of the problem, 
however, was another matter. 29 

By the end of 1921 the Pittsburg experiment had yielded enough data to 
demonstrate to the ACSC's satisfaction that the Highway Commission's 
recommended road standard had failed the test. J. B. Lippincott, who had 
conducted the road survey investigation for the auto clubs in 1920, reported 
that of the thirteen types of pavement in the Pitts burg tests, the ones corres
ponding to the "Standard California 5 inch slab" were faring badly. By 
December 15 Section B, five inches thick and laid directly on adobe soil, was 
breaking down, displaying numerous breaks and irregular cracks. "This 
pavement in its present condition is a failure," asserted Lippincott. His con
clusion, preliminary to the final test report, meant that the California standard 
slab was "not good enough even for traffic moving at 15 miles an hour with 
maximum loads of 22,000 pounds ..... the California Highway Commission 
should discontinue the laying of this type of pavement." 30 

Additional reports from Pitts burg confirmed Lippincott' s judgment, and 
the ACSC could point to scientific evidence of the inadequacy of the state's 
highway standards. The final report on the Pitts burg tests, however, was not 
published until the end of 1922. By that time the engineering aspects of the 
p.'.'oblem had yielded to the political, and the state's gubernatorial election in 
November had offered a new opportunity to resolve the dispute. 31 
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Governor Stephens had adamantly refused to consider further criticisms 
of his commission's road-building policy . He turned down a request by the 
CSAA to investigate accusations of waste and bad judgment, declaring that 
the Bureau of Public Roads report had settled all such questions. The 
California Farm Bureau Federation received a similar re buff. After two years 
of trying to convince the governor and the commission of the need for better 
built roads, the problem seemed to have reached a stalemate. "Does the 
Governor really desire to know the truth concerning the State highways?" 
inquired a Touring Topics editorial. "Is he sincerely interested in the welfare 
of an enterprise that is vitally important to the people who placed him in 
office?" ACSC President W. L. Valentine noted in his annual report to the 
club, given early in 1922, that the Highway Commission had accepted many 
club recommendations, but "the modified policies and attitude of the 
California Highway Commission still leaves much to be desired." 32 

With the Pittsburg test report still in preparation in the summer of 1922, 
it came as a shock to Californians when the Highway Commission announced 
it was asking for $65 million to repair state roads alread y built, the money to 
come from increased license fees and a special gasoline tax. The sum, which 
almost equaled the amount provided for road construction by the three 
previous bond issues, in effect was a confession that state highways had been 
built at substandard quality from the beginning. In addition, a federal lawsuit 
charged Governor Stephens and the commission with wasting federal 
highway money to make up state road construction deficits. Stephens' stub
born denials no longer sufficed as a response to angry criticisms of his views. 
"The present administration and the present Highway Commission have 
spurne d the people's rights," editorialized the Los Angeles Times. "The 
remedy lies in securing a State administration and a State Highway Commis
sion that will honestly serve the people by building roads that will give the 
citizens dollar for dollar value." 33 

Stephens had intended to run for reelection in November , but he first had 
to win renomination for the office. He filed for both the Republican and Pro
hibition tickets. His chief opponent for the Republican nomination , Friend 
W. Richardson, charged Stephens with extravagance in state expenditures. 
The Republican primary , held six weeks after the announcement about the 
$65 million repair bill, went against Stephens who was denied his party 's 
nomination. Although Stephens gained the Prohibition nomination for 
governor, this victory was pointless, since he was a registered Republican. A 
number of rea sons could be given for Stephens' defeat, among them the 
opposition of wine and liquor interests to his Prohibitionist views; the con
servative trend in state and national politics in the 1920 s; the decline of 
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A Typical mountain road in Northern California about 1925 
(From the editor's family photo albums) 

A good mountain road in California about 1920-1925 
(From the editor's family photo albums) 
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Progressivism in California; and, except for Hiram Johnson's two terms, an 
almost unbroken tradition of one-term governorships for California since 
statehood. The outcry over the $65 million bill for road repairs, however, 
coupled with the long campaign by the auto clubs for better roads, certainly 
affected the votes of cost-conscious Californians. 34 

As a lame-duck governor, Stephens got in his final word concerning the 
dispute in his last biennial message to the state legislature. He believed "that 
the proceeds of highway bonds hitherto authorized by the vote of the people 
of the entire state should be applied as widely as possible." He had therefore 
favored highway construction on a cost-per-mile basis, "thereby securing 
greater mileage at the same total outlaythan could be secured by the initial 
construction of heavier and wider pavements." Stephens justified the need 
for "widening and thickening" state highways - the commission's term for 
rebuilding the roads - by noting that motor vehicle traffic had increased 
1,700% in the past ten years. Stephens made no apologies for his position, 
and he left it to his successor to deal with how the "widening and thickening" 
problem might best be resolved. 35 

With the inauguration of Governor Richardson, major changes soon 
occurred in highway construction and motor vehicle policies. Richardson not 
only appointed a new Highway Commission; he established a Highway 
Advisory Committee to make a complete study of the state highway situa 
tion The chairman of the committee, State Senator Arthur H Breed of Piedmont, 
was also a CSAA director. Breed sponsored the California Motor Vehicle 
Act of 1923, updating state standards on the operation and ownership of 
motor vehicles; and a state tax on gasoline, the first of the "pay-as-you-go" 
taxes for construction and maintenance of county and state roads , became 
a reality. 36 

New highways for California did not appear overnight. The Highway 
Advisory Committee, also known as the Committee of Nine, spent over a year 
compiling its report on construction of roads and bridges, rights of way, sources 
of funds and financing, and state highway classification, among other topics . 
Committee members traveled by automobile all over the state highway system, 
and they held public meetings throughout the state. The recommendations 
of the committee influenced state highway policies for the next two decades. 

But controversy and disagreement did not end with the inauguration of 
Richardson and replacement of Highway Commission members. For the 
next four years auto club spokesmen, the state legislature, and the Highway 
Commission debated such questions as increase of the gasoline tax, new pave
ment standards, and apportionment of mileage between the northern and 
southern parts of the state. Not until 1927 was agreement , through com-
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promise, successfully achieved. The Breed Highway Measures, laws that 
created a three-cent per gallon gasoline tax and an acceptable program of 
mileage allocation for road construction throughout the state, ended past 
disputes - though future problems were acknowledged and anticipated. 37 

In the infancy of the automobile age the design, financing, construction, 
and maintenance of a state highway system required powers of prescience far 
beyond the planning and predictions of conventional wisdom. Initial road 
construction, funded by bond issues, was soon eclipsed by developments in 
automotive technology , commerce, and population growth. Yet the signs 
were there, in the use of highways by commercial trucks, the exponential 
increase in automobile registrations, and the quickly ripening California love 
affair with the automobile. The times required flexibility of thought, ambi
tion, and not a little imagination in determining where the funds would come 
from for building the roads, and what kind of roads would have to be built. 
The Automobile Club of Southern California and the California State 
Automobile Association stood at the forefront of highway planning; and the 
perseverance of the auto clubs helped make possible the foundations of our 
modern highway system . 
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A Chronological Perspective 
of the Far West 
by KONRAD F. SCHREIER, JR. 

111u1111111"1;,,.,111111 1,,,11111 HE STUDY of the history of the United 
lllil!ii:l~f1111"11""''- ····1/11/11 States is seldom made from the point-of-view 
0•1·;111111111111111w11r)t.4'1'-.i:a.....i. ___ of the Far West - principally the states of 

California, Oregon and Washington This com
pilation is. It is not intended to be complete, 
but to give a new perspective to the subject. 
Its prime stress is on travel, transportation, 
commerce, communications and the like, and 
how they relate to some events outside the Far 
West. 

It is necessary to begin somewhere, so why 
not here? 

Columbus sailed the ocean blue 
In fourteen hundred and ninety two ... 

( traditional) 
1497 -John Cabot for England and Amerigo Vespucci for Spain are the first 

to reach the North American mainland. 
1513 - Juan Ponce de Leon discovers Florida for Spain. 
1519-1521 - Hernando Cortez conquers Mexico for Spain. 
1519-1522 - Ferdinand Magellan's Spanish ships are the first to circum

navigate the world. 
1521 - Vasco Nunez Balboa crosses Isthmus of Panama and discovers 

Pacific Ocean for Spain. 
1533 - Fortun Jimenez lands on Baja California for Spain . 
1535 - Hernando Cortez lands at La Paz , Baja California for Spain . 
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1540 - Francisco Coronado and Hernando de Soto explore the central 
United States for Spain . 

Spanish ships exploring the Gulf of California discover the mouth of 
the Colorado River. 

1542 -Juan Rodri'guez Cabrillo explores the Pacific Coast,firstlanding at San 
Diego and then proceeding north to about Point Arena, Mendocino 
County, California, for Spain. 

1543 - Bartolome Ferrer sails up the Pacific Coast as far as Oregon for 
Spain. 

1565 - Spanish found St. Augustine, Florida, the first European settlement 
in the United States. 

1566 - Spanish Manila galleons sail from Mexico to the Philippines and 
return via California coast near Cape Mendocino. Some land at 
Monterey Bay on run south. 

1577-1580- Sir Francis Drake sails up California Coast to vicinity of Oregon 
on his circumnavigation of the world for England. 

1588 - The Spanish Armada meets with disaster off the British Isles. 
1589-British ship Desire, Capt. Thomas Cavendish, takes a Spanish Manila 

galleon off Baja California. 
1595- Spanish Manila galleon wrecked near Drake's Bay, California. Crew 

builds first Far-West-built European sailing craft and sails it home to 
Mexico. 

1602-1603 - Sebastian Vizcaino explores Pacific Coast for Spain . Sails as 
far north as Oregon and gives many place names including San Diego, 
San Pedro , Santa Catalina Island and Santa Barbara . 

Vizcaino is the last Spaniard to sail the Pacific Coast until 1769. 166 
years later!! 

1607 - British under John Smith found Jamestown Colony, Virginia. 
1610 - Spanish colonists found Santa Fe, New Mexico, on site of ancient 

Indian pueblo; first European settlement in the American West. 
1614- Dutch found New York City as New Amsterdam colony. 
1618-1648 - Europe's Thirty Years' War. 
1620 - Pilgrims land at Plymouth Rock, Massachusetts. 
1621 - British found Boston, Massachusetts. 
1638 - Swedish found Wilmington, Delaware. 
1665 - Great Plague devastates Europe and British Isles. 
1666 - The Great Fire devastates London. 
1681 - British found Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
1683 - Spanish under Isidro Antonado y Antillon explore Baja California. 
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1684-1711 - Spanish Father Eusebio Kino explores southwest and founds 
Mission Nuestra Senora de Los Angeles about 100 miles south of 
Tuscon, Arizona in 1687. 

1697 - Spanish Father Salvatierra founds Mission Loreto, Baja California 
1699 - French found Mobile, Alabama. 
1701- Spanish Father Kino explores the Colorado River. French found 

Detroit, Michigan. 
1718 - French found New Orleans, Louisiana. 
1 733 - British found Savannah, Georgia. 
1740-1741 - Russians under Danish explorer, Vitus Bering, come to Alaska 

seeking sea otter pelts. 
1753 - British found Fort Pitt at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
1756-1763 - America's French and Indian War is a part of Europe's Seven 

Years' War. 
1764 - French found Saint Louis, Missouri. 
1767 - Spain's King Carlos III replaces Jesuit missionaries in Mexico 

with Franciscans. 
1769 - Spanish Jose Gaspar de Portola and Father Junipero Serra explore 

the overland route from Mexico to California as far as San Francisco 
Bay and found mission and presidio of San Deigo. 

1 770 - Spanish found Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo and 
presidio at Monterey in California. 

1771 - Spanish found Mission San Gabriel Arcangel and Mission 
San Antonio de Padua in California. 

1772 - Dominican Fathers replace Franciscans in California Missions. 
Capt. Pedro Fages and Father Crespi explore the San Joaquin and 

Sacramento river valleys. 
177 4 - Spanish Capt. Juan Perez explores Pacific Coast as far as the 

state of Washington. 
Capt. Juan Bautista de Anza marches from Tubae to the San 

Gabriel Valley. 
1775 - American Revolution against British begins. 

Spanish Capt. Bruno Heceta discovers the mouth of the 

Columbia River. 
Indians revolt at San Diego and kill Father Luis Jayma and 

others. 
First non-native child in California born to a member of de Anza's 

second expeditions bound for San Francisco. 
Juan de Ayala sails the San Carlos, the first ship through the 

Golden Gate, into San Francisco Bay. 
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1776 - United States declares independence from England. 
Spanish found Mission San Francisco de Asis, Mission San 

Juan Capistrano and presidio of San Francisco. 
1777 - Spanish found Mission Santa Clara and Pueblo of San Jose. 
1778- British Capt. James Cook discovers the Hawaiian Islands and touches 

Oregon coast. 
1780 - Spanish found Mission San Pedro y San Pablo, Baja California. 
1781-Indian troubles- the Yuma Massacre- closes the overland trail from 

Mexico to California- it is not reopened until 1821. 
Spanish found pueblo of Los Angeles. 

1782 - British concede the independence of the United States. 
Spanish found Mission San Buenaventura (Ventura) and Presidio 

of Santa Barbara. 
1784 - Spanish Gov. Pedro Fages grants land to three Spanish Army 

veterans, the first privately owned land in California. 
1786 - Spanish found Mission Santa Barbara. 

A French ship visits Monterey, California. 
1787 - Spanish found Mission la Purisima Concepcion (near Buellton). 

Spanish publish first map of California showing the missions and 
El Camino Real. 

1789 - The French Revolution . 
1790 - Spain acknowledges England ' s right to fish, trade and settle in the 

Pacific Northwest . 
1791 - Spanish found Mission Santa Cruz and Mission Neustra Senora 

de la Soledad. 
1792 - American Capt. Robert Gray on first trading voyage from east coast 

names the Columbia River for his ship. 
Englishman George Vancouver trading in the Pacific Northwest 

meets Capt. Gray and American ship Columbia. 
Russian Orthodox Church missionaries from Alaska visit northern 

California and Pacific Northwest. 
1792-1793 - A British ship explores the Pacific Coast from San Francisco 

Bay to Puget Sound. 
1793 - George Washington founds Washington D.C. 

British Alexander Mackenzie crosses Canada overland to begin 
operations of North-West Company in Washington. 

1796 - American ship Otter of Boston first to visit Monterey, California. 
1797 - Spanish found Mission San Jose, Mission San Juan Bautista, Mission 

San Miguel Arcangel and Mission San Fernando Rey de Espana. 
1 798 - Spanish found Mission San Luis Rey de Francia. 
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1799 - American trading ship Eliza first into San Francisco Bay while Betsy 
out of Boston first into San Diego. 

1803 - United States buys Louisiana Territory from French who were at war 
with the British. 

Spanish found Mission Santa Ines. 
1804-1806 - First overland trip from United States when U.S. Army expedi 

tion under Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark go up 
Missouri River and then down the Columbia River to the Pacific . 

1804 - United States founds Fort Dearborn and Chicago, Illinois. 
1805-American ship Lelia under Capt. Shaler calls at San Pedro on way to 

Hawaiian Islands. 
Russians exploring Pacific Coast out of Alaska. 

1806 - Russian ship from Sitka, Alaska;enters San Franci sco Bay to trade 
for food. 

U. S. Army Capt. Zebulon Pike explores plains east of Rocky 
Mountains. 

Spanish under Moraga explore Central Valley of California. 
1807 - Aaron Burr arrested for treason in plot to make himself an empire of 

the Louisiana Purchase territory. 
American Manuel Lisa 's first fur trading expedition ascend s 

Mis souri River to near Cody, Wyoming. 
1808- Fulton's first successful steamboat navigates on Hudson River in New 

York 
1811 - News of Mexican Revolution of 1810 against Spain reaches California 

John Jacob Astor of New York founds fur trading po st near 
Astoria, Oregon. 

Russians establish trading post at Bodega Bay, California. 
1812 - French under Napoleon take and lose Moscow, Russia. 

Russians establish a colony at Fort Ross, California. 
1813 - John Jacob Astor's first overland fur trading party arrives at Astoria 

via Missouri and Columbia Rivers. 
United States and England in War of 1812. It has no effect on the 

Far West. 
Astor's men sell Astoria to British who re-name it Fort George . 
Spanish secularization of all colonial missions has no immediate 

effect on California Mis sions. 
1815 - French under Napol eon defeated at Waterloo. 
1817 - Spanish found last California Mis sion San Rafa el Arcangel. 

Briti sh acknowledge United States' rights in the Pacific Northwest 
under the Treaty of Ghent. 
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1818 - Monterey, California,occupied by pirate Hippolyte de Bouchard . 
Joseph Chapman deserts and becomes first person from United 

States to live in California. 
1819 - First U.S. Army post west of Mississippi River established as Fort 

Atkinson, Council Bluffs, Nebraska. 
1820 - New Spanish constitution duly sworn in California. 

Capt. Stephen H. Long leads U.S. Army expedition up Platte 
River through "Great American Desert" to Rocky Mountains. 

1821 - Overland trail from Mexico to California reopened. 
Under the Treaty of 1819 England cedes all Pacific Northwest rights 

to the United States. 
An order secularizing the California missions published. 
TheHudson's Bay Co.absorbs the North-West Trading Co. and 

begins trading in the Pacific Northwest. 
Californians have extensive trading connections selling hides, tallow, 

butter and horses to Hawaii, hides and tallow to New England, and 
grain to Russian Alaska. 

First American traders travel to Santa Fe, New Mexico, over the 
Santa Fe Trail. 

Mexico becomes independent from Spain and California declares 
its allegiance to Mexico. 

1822 - The first of the annual fur trade rendezvous held. 
The first freight wagons traverse the Santa Fe Trail. 

1823 - Mexicans found Mission San Francisco Solano at Sonoma . 
This was the last, furthest north and only one of the 23 California 
missions founded by Mexicans. 

1824 - Russians agree not to colonize in Pacific Northwest. 
New Mexican Constitution separates Alta and Baja California as 

they practically had been since 1804. Alta California was never 
represented in the Mexican Congress. 

American fur trappers discover the Great South Pass, the easiest 
way over the Continental Divide. 

Several California missions suffer Indian uprisings. 
1824-1825-Dr. John McLaughlin estab lishes Hudson's Bay Co. post Fort 

Vancouver, Washington_, on the Columbia River. 
1824 - From now over the next ten years the California mission system 

collapses and private citizens take over their lands. 
1825 - California capital moved from Monterey to San Diego. 
1826 - American fur trappers arrive overland at Mission San Gabriel from 

Missouri. 
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1826 - John Reed's sloop becomes first regular ferry across the bay 
from Mission Dolores (San Francisco) to 8ausalito. 

1827 - A home-made cannon carriage is the first wheeled vehicle to cross 
Great South Pass. 

James and Sylvester Pattie arrive at San Diego from Santa Fe via 
the Southern Overland Trail. 

1829 - Dr. John McLoughlin founds a Hudson's Bay Co. trading post at 
Oregon City, Oregon. 

U.S. Army first provides escorts for wagon trains on the Santa 
Fe Trail. 

There are Mexican uprisings at San Francisco and Monterey 
presidios. 

1830 - First wagon trains traverse Oregon Trail as far as South Pass. 
First successful steam railroad in America begins operation in 

Maryland. 
Ewing Young and Kit Carson arrive at Los Angeles via Southern 

Overland Trail from Santa Fe. 
1832 - Four Oregon Indian chiefs travel Oregon Trail to Saint Louis to 

"Procure white man's Bible ... " 
First wagon train traverses Oregon Trail through Great South 

Pass to Green River, Wyoming . 
1833 -Hudson's Bay Co.builds Fort Nisqually trading post near Tacoma, 

Washington. 
Walker party reaches Monterey and are first over the Sierra 

Nevada to Central Valley. 
1834- Methodist missionaries Jason Lee and his nephew Daniel Lee travel 

Oregon Trial to Willamette Valley, Oregon. 
Nathaniel Hall founds Fort Hall trading post in Idaho on Oregon 

Trail and sells it to Hudson's Bay Co. in 1836. 
Agustin Zamorano brings first printing press to California and is 

state's first printer. 
1835 - Mexicans land in Yerba Buena Cove and found San Francisco. 

Missionaries Rev. Samuel Parker and Dr. Marcus Whitman arrive 
in Oregon over the Oregon Trail. 

Mexicans found presidio and pueblo of Sonoma, California. 
Texas declares its independence from Mexico. 

1836 - Missionaries and their wives traverse Oregon Trail to Pacific 
Northwest with a buggy - first women and wheeled vehicles over 
trail. 
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1836 - The Beaver is first steamboat on Pacific Coast. She was built by 

Hudson's Bay Co. at Fort Vancouver for use on Columbia River. 
William Wolfskill plants first commercial orange grove in Los 

Angeles and California using mission stock 
The first overland trail pioneers arrive in California, the Workman

Rowland party at Mission San Gabriel via the southern trail from 
Santa Fe and the Bidwell party at the San Joaquin River via the 
California branch of the Oregon Trail. 

John A. Sutter establishes his fort at Sacramento, establishes his 
New Helvetia and purchases Fort RoRs. 

The Russians leave Fort Ross, California. 
The Oregon Territorial Government organized by the United 

States. 
1841-1842 - U.S. Navy Capt. Charles Wilkes explores Pacific Northwest 

coast. 
1842 - Gold discovered near Mission San Gabriel and Don Abel Stearns of 

Los Angeles ships 20 ounces of it to U.S. Mint at Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 

ln the mistaken belief that the United States and Mexico are at 

war U.S. Navy Commodore Thomas Ap Catsby Jones seizes 
Monterey , California , then quickly retire s. 

U.S. Army Lt. John C. Fremont traverses Oregon Trail and his 
official report makes it popular. 

The flood of immigrants from the United States to the Far West 
begins. 

1843 - United States send first consul, Thomas Larkin, to Monterey, 
California. France and England have consuls there. 

Jim Bridger establishes Fort Bridger trading post in Wyoming on 
the Overland Trail. 

1844 - First message sent by electric telegraph. 
Joseph T. Heath establishes Hudson's Bay Co. trading post at 

Steilacoom, Washington. 
1845 - Americans found Portland, Oregon and Tumwater, Washington, the 

first settlement on Puget Sound. 
Mexicans begin mining mercury at New Almaden, California. 
U.S. Army Lt. Col. John C. Fremont returns to California to stay 

for several years. 
Texas becomes one of the United States. 

1846- In May the United States and Mexico go to war. 
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1846 - U.S. Army Lt. Col. John C. Fremont leads the Bear Flag Revolt in 

Sonoma, California in mid-June and raises U.S. flag July 7, 1846. 

U.S. Navy under Commodore John D. Sloat lands at Monterey 

July 7, San Francisco July 9, San Diego July 29, and San Pedro 

August 13. 
In December the U.S. Army under Brig. Gen. Stephen W. Kearny 

arrives overland and meets U.S. Navy at San Diego. 

The Californian, California's first newspaper, and The Oregon 

Spectator, the Pacific Northwest's first newspaper, begin publication 

The Hudson's Bay Co. retires" from trading in the United States. 

The United States-Canadian boundary agreed upon. 

1846-1847 - The Donner Party spend winter trapped in Sierra Nevada 

snow. 
1847 -Pacific Mail Steamship Co. wins the U.S. Mail contract, and mail no 

longer carried on any available ship. The route is via Panama to 

California. 
Ex-Russian steamboat Sitka first on California river running 

between San Francisco and Sacramento. 
The Mexican War ends and the Mormon Battalion completes its 

overland march to Southern California. 
Charles Cady begins carrying mail from San Francisco to 

Sacramento twice a week at 25¢ per letter. 
The Mormons found Salt Lake City, Utah. 

1848 - On January 24, James W. Marshall discovers gold at Sutter ' s Coloma 

saw mill and this starts the California Gold Rush of 1849. 

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ending Mexican War cedes California 

to the United States. 
First Chinese immigrants on Pacific Coast reach San Francisco. 

Naglee & Stinton's "exchange and deposit office " of San 

Francisco is first bank in Far West. 
1849 -This is the year of the famous California Gold Rush. 

The steamship California rounds Cape Horn and begins service 

between Panama and San Francisco and Portland, Oregon. 

Whitney & Ely's Atlantic Express first between San Francisco 

and New York City. It fails, and the run is taken over by Adams 

Express of New York City. 
Roach & Woodworth first to transmit gold draft s from San 

Francisco to New York City. 
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1849 - First stagecoach lines in Far West open, including John Whistman 
from San Francisco to San Jose and Frank Stevens and John 
Burch from Sacramento to Mormon Bar. 

Oregon Territorial Government is extended to include 
Washington. 

U.S. Army screw steamer Massachusetts, first of type in Far West; 
delivers troops from Boston to Astoria. 

Stern wheel river steamboat Lady Washington, first of type in 
Far West, brought from east disassembled. 

The United States-Mexican boundary surveyed. 
At the end of the year, San Francisco burned for the first time. 

1850 - California admitted to the United States as a state. 
Ferry steamboat Kangaroo first to operate across San Francisco 

Bay . 
First boiler explosion in river steamboat in Far West on the 

Saratoga kills twenty. 
Since 1848, some 500 to 700 ships have been abandoned 

in San Francisco Bay. 
Stagecoach and wagon freight lines running in Far West, and 

Mexican mule pack trains go where wagons can't. The Mexican 
carreta is almost extinct. 

Mail route from east to Salt Lake City opened. 
San Francisco has two serious fires. 
Gold is discovered on Rogue River, Oregon. 

1851 - Gregory's Atlantic & Pacific Express opens first San Francisco to Los 
Angeles stage line. 
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Clipper ship Flying Cloud makes record 89 day run from New 
York around Cape Horn to San Francisco. 

Steamship Columbia put in service between San Francisco 
and Portland, Oregon. 

Steamships making regular runs from California to mouth of 
Colorado River. From there poled flatboats go up river to Yuma, 
Arizona, and beyond. 

F.A. Chenoweth builds wooden tramway portage around the 
Cascades of the Columbia River. 

San Francisco has another fire whose origin leads to the founding 
of The Committees of Vigilance. 

Wild and hostile Indians are becoming a real problem on the 
overland trails. 

Olympia , Washington,i s founded. 
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1851- The Los Angeles Star is city's first lasting newspaper. 
1852 - A steamboat begins running on Colorado River between its 

mouth and Yuma, Arizona. 
Wells-Fargo announces its first California service in New York 

Times. 
First Far West electric telegraph line opens from Point Lobos to 

San Francisco - 8 miles - to report ship arrivals. 
Seattle, WashingtonJis founded. 
Sacramento, Californi~ has a serious fire. 

1853- U.S. Navy squadron commanded by Commodore Matthew C. Perry 
visits Japan. 

First iron hull steamboat built in Far West is Belle of Oregon 
City built at Oregon City, Oregon. 

U.S. Congress authorizes surveys for the transcontinental railroad 
routes. 

Washington and Oregon become separate territories. 
The Gadsden Purchase adjusts the western portion of United 

States-Mexican boundary. 
1854 - After many moves, the California state capitol is permanently 

established at Sacramento. 
1855 -The Sacramento Valley Railroad running one and one half miles east 

from Sacramento is first in Far West. It is completed a few more miles 
to Folsom in 1856. 

Wells-Fargo has agencies throughout the Far West and in 
Honolulu, Hawaii. 

The 49-mile Panama Railroad begun across the Isthmus in 1850 is 
completed, connecting the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. 

California Stage Lines begins running from San Francisco to San 
Diego via Los Angeles and San Pedro. 

In Europe, the Crimean War ends. 
1856- First railroad bridge across Mississippi opened between Rock Island, 

Illinoi~, and Davenport, Iowa. 
U.S. Army operates first freight wagon trains over the Oregon 

Trail. 
1857 - James Burch opens first overland stage line between San Antonio, 

Texas,and San Diego, California. He died a short time later and line 
became Butterfield Overland Stage Line. 

1858 - Steamers begin service to Wilmington to serve Los Angeles. 
Hockaday & Co. gets mail contract to open regular stage service 

between Genoa, Nevada,and Salt Lake City. 
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18 5 8 - Pioneer Stage Lines operating service between Placerville, California 
and Genoa, Nevada soon takes over service to Salt Lake City and it 

becomes possible to traverse the Central Overland Trail by stage. 
Butterfield Overland Stages begin regular operation from Saint 

Louis, Miss6ur~ to San Francisco over the Southern "Oxbow'' 
Trail. 

U.S. Army ordered to march west on Overland Trail to impose 
U.S. governmental institutions on Utah's Mormons. 

U.S. Army's "camel corps" arrives in California . 
The U.S. Branch Mint at San Francisco opens. 

1859-The United States and England almost go to war over Puget Sound's 
San Juan Islands . In 1872, the dispute is decided in favor of the 
United States. 

The Nevada Comstock Lode-Virginia City gold rush begins. 
Oregon is admitted to the Union as a state. 

1860 - California Stage Lines opens first mail run between Sacramento, 
California and Portland, Oregon - 710 miles. 

April 3, the first Pony Express run from Westport (Kansas City), 
Missour~ to Sacramento, California., is completed, opening the 
line. 

A steam street railroad opens on Market Street , San Francisco. 
1861-The Civil War begins in April. 

The Butterfield Overland Stage over the southern route is closed 
by the war, but the stage lines over the Central Overland Route 
remain open. 

The first transcontinental telegraph message is sent October 24 
from California to Washington, D. C. This terminates The 
Pony Express. 

The Far West remains loyal to the Union. 
1862 - The locomotive Oregon Pony, the first built in the Far West and 

operated in the Pacific Northwest, opens run on portage railroad at 
Columbia River ' s Cascades. 

1863 - It is said that this year of the Civil War was paid for with California 
gold and Nevada silver. 

1864 - California's second railroad opens between San Francisco and San 
Jose. 

1865 - The Civil War ends in April. 
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both ends . 
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1865 - The Guide, America's first shipping journal, begins publication 
in San Francisco. 

The San Francisco Examiner newspaper begins publication. 
1867 - The United States buys Alaska from Russia. 

The United States pays $650,000.00 for Hudson Bay Co.' s claims 
fa Pacific Northwest. 

1868 - The Central Pacific opens service between Sacramento, California 
and Reno, Nevada. 

First railroad in Southern California: Phineas Banning' s Los 
Angeles & San Pedro opens. 

Beet sugar production begun at Alameda, California. 
San Francisco has a serious earthquake. 

1869 - May 10 the Transcontinental Railroad officially completed at 
Promontory, Uta~and begins service . 

1873 - The Northern Pacific Railroad opens service between Klamath, 
Washington ( on the Columbia River) and Tacoma, Washington ( on 
Puget Sound). 

The Southern Pacific Railroad building south from San Francisco 
opens to Soledad where it stops until 1886. 

The United States-Canadian water boundary in the Pacific 
Northwest is settled. 

The world's first cable streetcar line, Andrew Hallidie' s Clay 
Street Railway, opens. 

Southern California's unique navel orange is introduced. 
187 4 - First Los Angeles horsecar street railway opens, running two and one 

half miles from the Plaza south on Main Street. 
The first electric trolley streetcar operated in San Francisco by 

inventor Stephen D. Field. 
1875 - Ralston's San Francisco Bank of California collapses, taking his 

industrial empire with it. 
Luther Burbank begins his famous plant breeding nursery at 

Santa Rosa, California. 
1876 - The telephone is invented and then introduced at the Centennial 

Exposition at Philadelphia. 
Lt. Col. George Armstrong Custer and half of his 7th U.S. Cavalry 

wiped out by Indians at Little Big Horn. 
First western oil refinery set up near Newhall, California. 
Southern Pacific Railroad completes line from San Francisco to 

Los Angeles via Central Valley route . 
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1877 - First long distance telephone line operated from French Corral to 
Bowman Lake, California - 59 miles. 

1879 - Thomas A. Edison invents the incandescent electric light. 
1880- First electric lighted steamboat, Oregon Railway & Navigation Co.'s 

Columbia, begins operation between San Francisco and Portland 
1881- First attempt to construct Panama Canal fails. 

Most cities in Far West have telephone exchanges. 
1882 - Santa Fe Railroad line from Los Angeles to San Diego opens. Floods 

close it in 1883. 
1883-Northern Pacific Railroad opens service from St. Paul, Minnesot3;to 

Portland, Oregon, and Tacoma, Washington. 
1884 - Southern Pacific Railroad opens service from Sacramento to 

Portland. 
The first bicycle ride made from San Francisco to New York 

City. 
1885 - Union Pacific Railroad opens line into Portland, Oregon. 

Santa Fe Railroad opens Chicago-Los Angeles service and its new 
Los Angeles-San Diego line. 

Southern Pacific Railroad opens service between Los Angeles and 
El Paso, Texas. 

A cable car street railway is built in Los Angeles. 
1886 - First trainload of oranges shipped east from Los Angeles. 
1887 - One of the first electric streetcar lines opens in Los Angeles, 

California. 
The Southern Pacific opens line between San Francisco and 

Portland, Oregon and the Coast Line from San Francisco to Los 
Angeles. 

1889- Washington becomes a state of the Union. 
1892 - Edward L. Doheny discovers oil in Los Angeles. 
1893-The Columbian Exposition in Chicago celebrates the four hundredth 

anniversary of Columbus' 1492 voyage. 
The Great Northern Railroad opens service between Seattle, 

Washington and St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Charles E. and J. Frank Duryea begin building America's first 

production automobile. 
1898-1899 - Spanish-American War. Troops and ships for Philippines 

depart from Pacific Coast. 
Improvement of the Los Angeles-San Pedro harbor begun. 

1900 - Santa Fe Railroad opens line from Barstow, California,to Richmond 
on San Francisco Bay. 
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1901- Henry E. Huntington and associates incorporate the Pacific Electric 
Railroad which becomes the largest system in the world. 

1902 - Pioneer wireless telegraph radio link between San Pedro, California 
to Catalina Island- some 20 miles. 

1903 - The Trans-Pacific submarine telegraph cable completed. 
George A. Wyman rides a Yale "California" model motorcycle 

from San Francisco to New York City in 60 days. 
The Packard automobile'' Old Pacific" driven from San Francisco 

· to New York City in 61 days. 
The Wright brothers make first successful flight in a fully 

controllable airplane. 
1904 - The United States begins construction of Panama Canal. 

Southern Pacific Railroad completes far west construction with 
Burbank-Oxnard link on Coast Line. 

Pliny E. Holt builds first Caterpillar tractor at Stockton, California 
1906-The San Francisco earthquake and fire- the worst natural disaster in 

Pacific Coast history. 
The last Far West gold rush begins to the desert regions of Eastern 

California and Nevada. Many automobiles used. 
1909 - The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad, the last 

transcontinental built, opens between Chicago and Seattle. 
1910 - First Far West aviation meet held in Los Angeles. 

The Mexican Revolution begins and it will keep that country 
stirred up until about 1930. 

1911-The Western Pacific Railroad, the last built in the Far West, opens 
between Oakland, California,and Salt Lake City. 

A Saurer motor truck takes months to make first transcontinental 
run from New York City to Los Angeles and on to San Francisco. 

1911-1912 - Calbraith P. Rogers makes first transcontinental airplane flight 
from Sheepshead Bay, New York,. to Pasadena, California, in many 
hops, several crashes, and 49 days. 

1914 - Panama Canal opened between Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 
The first air conditioned railroad car is used on Santa Fe's California 

Limited between Chicago and Los Angeles. 
World War I begins in August. 

1915 - First transcontinental telephone call completed between San 
Francisco and New York City. 

1916- Mexican Pancho Villa raids Columbus, New Mexico,and upsets entire 
Mexican-American boundary. 
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First round-trip transcontinental truck trip made from Seattle to 
New York City to Los Angeles to Seattle in three months. 

1917 -The United States enters World War I in April. 
Southern California becomes major military aviation center and 

aviation industry begins. 
Southern California becomes moving picture production center. 

1918 - World War I ends in November. 
1919 - The first transcontinental airplane race from the Presidio of San 

Francisco to Roosevelt Field, Mineola, New York, takes winner 93 
hours. 15 planes start, 4 finish. 

The San Diego & Eastern Railroad connects San Diego and Yuma, 
Arizona. 

1920- First transcontinental air mail service begun between San Francisco 
and New York City using planes by day and trains by night. 

1921-The first transcontinental air mail flight made between San Francisco 
and New York City. 

19 2 3 - The first non- stop transcontinental flight from Roosevelt Field, Long 
Island, New York,to San Diego-2,700 miles. 

1924- Year round transcontinental air mail flights replace winter plane-train 
service. 

First transcontinental airship (zeppelin) flight from Lakehurst, 
New JerseYr to San Diego. 

1925- First around-the-world flight from Clover Field at Santa Monica near 
Douglas Aircraft factory where planes were built, to Seattle, 

Washington. 
1927 - Art Goebel makes first flight from Oakland to Honolulu. 
1929 - First modern highway between San Francisco and Los Angeles is 

completed, and overnight bus service runs on it. 
First transcontinental airplane-train passenger service begins. It 

usually takes two days. 
On first airship trip around the world the Graf Zeppelin visits 

Southern California. 
1930 - Southern Pacific's Martinez-Benicia bridge replaces last mainline 

railroad train ferry in Far West. 
1933-1934 - Century of Progress, Chicago's second world's fair. 
1934- Diesel powered high speed train" City of Los Angeles" begins service 

between Chicago and Los Angeles in 39 hours. 
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1935 - The China Clipper flying boats begin first airline service across 
Pacific Ocean from San Francisco to the Philippines, Japan and 
China. 

1936 - The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge opens. 
1937 - The San Francisco Golden Gate Bridge opens. 
1939 - World War II begins in September. 
1941- The United States enters World War II on December 7, 1941. 

There has been as much change in the Far West since World War II as 
there was up to that time, where this chronology ends. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND CREDIT NOTE: Hundreds of references were used when 
compiling this chronology, since every entry was confirmed in two or more reliable 
sources. They ranged from the 1910 Encyclopaedia Britannica through Joseph N. 
Cane's 1934 Famous First Facts to the Automobile Club of Southern California's and 
other Far West tourist guides. 

The same scope applies to people who helped - there are so many I cannot list 
them either. I wili however, thank the staffs of the History Division and the Library 
of the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History for their very important con
tribution to this effort. 
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HE FAR WE ST has many firsts, records 
and claims to fame, but there is one thing 

jllU,llo111o11.11,11,111,11111...___,,'--which combines them all - the first long 
distance telephone!!! 

It began when Alexander Graham Bell 
patented his first primitive telephone in 
March 18 7 6, after inventing it just a couple of 
months before. The telephone received its 
first important public introduction when it 
was demonstrated at the United States 
Centennial Exposition in the summer of 18 7 6. 

It was the hit of this great world's fair held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Many people from the Far West attended the Centennial Exposition, and 

they brought the telephone home with them: 
"Two lone brick buildings mark the permanent remains of French Corral. 

The Milton Mining and Water Company Building, which also served as the 
Wells Fargo Express Office is remarkably well preserved. Here in 1877, 
according to a brass plate affixed to its front, the Ridge Telephone Company 
( one of the world's first) operated the first long distance telephone line in the 
world. The line connected French Corral via Sweetland, North San Juan, 
North Columbia Hill, North Bloomfield and Graniteville with Milton and 
Bowman Lake, 58 miles away," (the second building had been a store) 
according to Olaf P. Jenkins, The Mother Lode Country, Bulletin 141, California 
Division of Mines, 1948. 

The primary reason the men of the northern California mines built the 
line was to help regulate the flow of water they used in placer gold mining 
operations. They acomplished this less than two years after the invention of 
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the telephone, and several years before even its inventor considered it 
perfected!! 

Unfortunately, this remarkable first long distance telephone connection 
has been practically forgotten or overlooked by historians. It is not even 
mentioned in Herbert N. Casson's company-supported The History of the 
Telephone, Chicago, 1910, or in Charles Greeley Abbot 's Great Inventions, 
Smithsonian Scientific Series Volume Twelve, Washington , 1932 , which 
includes a chapter with one of the best accounts of the invention of the 
telephone ever published. 

This is a good example of the treatment the Far West often receives in 
American history, and is the instance which encouraged the Editor to devote 
this Brand Book 17 to the history of the Far West. 
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RICHARD W. CUNNINGHAM was born west of the Mississippi River - in 

Missouri - but he has been a Los Angeles resident practically all his life. He served 

with the United States Marine Corps in the Pacific in World War II, and he is now a 

commercial artist and designer-builder of exhibits for museums, trade shows, worlds 

fairs and anybody who needs a first class job of this sort. 

Dick's interest and knowledge of nautical and maritime history is famous, and so 

are his writing and illustrations on the subject. He is associated with several 

maritime museums and nautical historical societies, and he is a Past President of the 

Southern California Chapter of the Nautical Resear ch Guild Dick has made a number 

of important contributions to the nautical history of the Far West which include a 

collection of models of California Indian primitive water craft he has given to the 

Santa Barbara Natural History Museum. 

THE HAGERS, Everett G. and Anna Marie, came to the Far West from "back 

east". Everett is a retired engineer, Anna Marie a retired librarian, and they live in 

the Point Firmin area of San Pedro. They , as a team, have made an importan t 

contribution to the study of Western history by compiling indices for publications of 

the California Historical Society , the Historical Society of Southern California , the 

Branding Iron of the Los Angeles Corral of The Westerners, the eleven volumes of 

The Larkin Papers edited by Dr. George P. Hammond, and many other books 

and publications. 
Anna Marie contributed two volumes to Baja California Travel Series published 

by Dawson 's Book Shop. In addition to Anna Marie's article on Los Angeles ' s 

Merced Theater for the Book Club of California , the Hagers have jointly written for 

Brand Book 10 of this series and for the Branding Iron. 
The Hagers' knowledge of publications in California history is nearly legendary , 

as is their personal library on the history of Los Angeles, Long Beach and Catalina 

Island. 
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ABRAHAM HOFFMAN is a native Californian born in Los Angeles. His PhD. in 
History from U. C.L.A. is supported by his B.A. and M.A. from California State 
University at Los Angeles . He is a teacher in the truest sense- the kind who makes a 
subject interesting to anybody with the sense to listen. His publications include the 
books Unwanted Mexican Americans in the Great Depression: Repatriation 
Pressures, 1929-1939 (1974) and Vision or Villany: Origins of the Owens Valley-Los 
Angeles Water Controversy (1981), and numerous contributions to journals devoted 
to western history. 

Abe's research interests include minorities in the West, water resources develop
ment in the West, and California state and local history. In 1984 he took over the 
Corral's job of Roundup Foreman for the Westerners' Branding Iron, assuring that 
this publication will continue its important place in Western history publications. 

RICHARD F. LOGAN is a New Englander by birth and education, and a Wes tern er 
by choice . A Professor of Geography at U. C.L.A. from 1948 until retirement in 1984, 
he brought a Harvard Ph.D . and Clark University B.A. and M.A. with him. He has run 
university extension programs all over California. 

Dick knows his subject at first hand. He has not only explored the mountains and 
deserts of the West, he has conducted tours from the Santa Monica Mountains to 
Death Valley and other places. His extensive professional field research projects in 
the deserts and mountains of the American Southwest as well as southern Africa, the 
Sudan, Israel and around the Mediterranean have given him a profound grasp and 
feel for geography and topography. 

DAVID F. MYRICK is a native Californian from Santa Barbara. After college and a 
short time in the aircraft business he went into the railroad industry, and eventually 
retired from the executive department of the Southern Pacific Company. 

David's well-known interest in railroad freight and passenger service, financial 
development, and history, began when he was a teen-ager . His superb books on the 
railroads of California, Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico are as important for their 
general treatment of western history as they are for their focus on railroads. 

David is also much intere ste d in California local history , and he has published 
valuable works on both San Francisco and Santa Barbara history. 

FRANK Q. NEWTON is another easterner - originally from Illinois-who chose the 
West as his home. By profession he is an engineer , by avocation he is a com
munications historian of anything from radio to the Pony Express mails . 

In recent year his communications history interests have focused on Far Western 
Gold Rush mails, expresses, stage lines and mining, all more closely related than 
many realize. Postal history and related philately are at the core of this interest, and 
his connection with the great Wells Fargo Bank History Room is of great importance. 

Among other things, Frank is an expert photographer . He us es his photography 
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skills to render usually unreproducible subjects into usable pictures with outstand
ing results. In recent years he has been working to compile a collection of 
photographs of members of the Los Angeles Corral of The Westerners. 

KONRAD F. SCHREIER, JR. was supposed to be a native Californian, but the 
Santa Barbara earthquake caused his parents to change their minds. So he was born 
in Evanston, Illinois. From then until military service caught up with him in 1944, he 
spent a great deal of time commuting between Chicago and Los Angeles. After serv
ing in China-Burma-India he went back to school, and about the time he finished he 
moved to Los Angeles for good. For a number of years he worked as a research and 
development engineer for industry. 

He has been a writer of books and specialty magazine articles, and historical 
consultant and technical adviser to the movie and TV industry, and anything else to 
which his American and technological history bent may be applied . 

DONALDE. TORGUSON is a native Californian. After serving in the U.S. Navy in 
World War II he joined the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department where he 
attained the rank of sergeant before resigning to enter the field of education. He now 
teaches history and journalism for the Los Angeles Unified School District, and has 
his B.A and M.A. from California State University, Northridge. 

Don's interest in western history is both professional and an avocation He has 
been an officer of both the Death Valley '49ers and E Clampus Vitus, and is 
associated with these and other historically oriented organizations. His ability to 
speak is famous in the Los Angeles Corral. Still remembered is the time he filled in 
with an interesting, entertaining talk on minutes' notice when a speaker did not make 
it to the meeting . 

Don is one of the real contributors to the Los Angeles Corral of The Westerners, 
and he can handle any assignment he accepts. At this writing (1985) he is the Corral' s 
Deputy Sheriff. 

AND THE PRODUCTION CREW 

THE CLARKS, father Arthur H. and son Robert A., are essential to the enterprise. 
They assumed the responsibility of transforming the manuscripts and all into the 
type for this Brand Book 1 7. 

HENRY ff.. CLIFFORD acted as an assistant editor and read practically everything 
in this Brand Book. His comments and suggestions were always constructive. He 
also allowed the use of his Edward Borein sketches which appear on our endpapers . 

RICHARD W. CUNNINGHAM was the art director for Brand Book 17 as well as 
an author for it. His artistic contributions include the dust jacket, title page, the illus
trations for his contribution, the maps for Richard F. Logan ' s contribution, and the 
magnificent key letter s throughout Brand Book 17. 
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DONALD DUKE, publisher of Golden West Books, took the time to make numerous 
helpful editorial comments. 

NANCY BUELL SCHREIER, the editor's wife, anauthorinherownright, under
took the copy editing of practically everything in Brand Book 17. 
The Editor is deeply thankful for the help of these contributors and the members and 
officers of the Los Angeles Corral of The Westerners who made Brand Book 17 
possible. Without their contributions and support it never would have come to 
pass. 
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Index 
Compiled by Anna Marie and Everett G. Hager 

Achumawi Indians: 28-29 
Acorns: harvesting, 22 
Adams, Alvin: 92, 94, 99; portr. 91 
Adams & Co.: 92 
Adams Express Co.: 92, 96, 99 
Aqua Hedionda Creek: near Oceanside, 

20 
Aldrich, Lloyd: 163 
Aleut Indians : 34 
Algodones Dunes: 58 
American Express Co.: 94, 96 
Angels Flight: Los Angeles, 131 
Anza, Juan Bautista de: 173 
Apache Indians: 54 
Arizona: 39-59 passim; Flagstaff Route, 51, 

53 
Arkansas River: 43 
Astor, John Jacob: 175 
Atsugewi Indians: 28 
Automatic Flagman: illus., 106 
Automobile Club of So. Calif.: 153-170 

passim 
Automotive traffic : 142-45 

Baggage Room: illus., 106 
Baja California: 18 
Balsa canoes: 23-26; illus., 25 
Banks: 92, 102 
Banning, Phineas: 128, 183 
Basin and Range Country: 51-55; map 50 
Beachy, Wines and Co.: 79 
Beaver: vessel, 178 
Bell, Alexander Graham: 189 
Belle of Oregon City: vessel: 181 
Bent's Fort: 43-44 
Bering, Vitus: 1 73 
Betsy: vessel, 175 
Billington, Ray Allen: biog., portr ., 6-7 

Bloodford, S. DeWitt: 69 
Bodega Bay: 23 
Boston Transcript: 91 
Breed, Arthur H.: 168; highway measures, 

169 
Bridger, Jim: 178 
Brigham, Dexter: 89, 94 
Bristol Taxi Co.: of Los Angeles, 141 
Brunnier, H.J. 157 
Buffalo wallows: 42 
Bullboats : 30; illus., 31 
Bunker Hill, Los Angeles: 131 
Burch, John : 180-81 
Bureau of Public Roads: 158-60, 163, 166 
Butterfield, John: 98; portr., 96 
Butterfield Overland Mail: 71-72; 181-82; 

see also Overland mail 
Butterfield, Wasson and Co.: 96 
Byers, Charles Alma: article by, 149-52 

Cable cars: in Los Angeles , 131 
Caho San Lucas, Baja Calif.: 18, 23, 26 
Carbrillo, Juan Rodriguez: 22, 172 
Cady, Charles; 65 
Cahuilla Indians: 22 
California : vesel, 66, 179 
California: 39-59 passim; 107-125 
California Cut-off: 48, 52 
California Farm Bureau Federation: 166 
California Highway Commission: 153-70 

passim 
California Indian land routes: map, 21 
California Motor Vehicle Act: of 1923, 168 
California Pacific Railroad: 80-81 
California Railroad Commission: 142 
California Stage Lines: 182 
California State Automobile Assn.: 155-

56 
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California Steam Navigation Co.: 84 
California trail: 52, 55-57 
Canoes: Indian, 15-37; balsa, 23, 26, illus., 

25; plank, 35; sheath, 32-34 
Carlyle, George H.: 98 
Carr, Harry: 137 
Cascade Range: 55-56 
Central California Overland and Pike's 

Peak Express : 93 , 97 
Chandler, Harry: 159 
Channel Islands: 34-36 
Chemehuevi Indians: 22 
Chicago, IlL: 112-13 
Chicago, Burlington and Missouri, and 

Kansas Pacific Railroads , 112 
Chimariko Indians : 30-31 
China Clipper: airplane , 187 
Chinese in California: 109 
Choris, Louis: 26 
Chronological Perspective of the Far West: 

171-88 
Chumash Indians: 23, 28, 34-35 
Cimarron Cut-off : 51, 53 
Cimarron-Gila Route: 54 
Civil War: 93 
C.O.D.: express charges, 100 
Clark, Arthur H.: 193 
Clark, Eli P.: 132-33 
Clark, Robert A.: 193 
Clark, William: 17 5 
Cliff House, San Francisco : illus ., 108 
Clifford, Henry H.: 193 
Cochimi Indians: 32-33 
Coleman, W. T.: 75 
Colorado Plateaus: 49-51 
Colorado River: 30, 32 , 54, 58, 180 
Columbia: vessel, 17 4, 180, 184 
Columbia Plateaus : 47-49; map, 46 
Columbia River: 55, 17 4-76, 178 , 180, 182-

83 
Columbia Steel Co.: 163 
Columbia Exposition, Chicago : 184 
Concrete roads: illus., 152, 165 
Consolidated Electric Railway: 132-33 
Coracles : 28-30; illus., 31 
Crocker, Charles: letter to Huntington, 

101-05; 128 
Crocker, Charles F.: "Col Fred" , 101 
Crocker, E.B .: 101 
Crocker, George: 102-04 
Crocker, William H.: 101-02 
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Crocker First National Bank of San 
Francisco: 102 

Crocker-Woolworth & Co.: 101; bank of, 
102 

Cunningham, Richard W.: article by, 15-37; 
biog., 191, 193 

Custer, George Armstrong: 183 
Cycleway: Pasadena to Los Angeles , 131-

32 

Dalca canoe: 35 
The Dalles, Oregon: 55-56 
Darlington, Newell D.: 157 
Derleth, Charles , Jr .: 157 
Desire: vesse4 172 
Dinsmore, William B.: 92, 98 
Dobkins, Horace: 131-32 
Doheny, Edward L.: 184 
Drake, Francis: 172 
Dugout canoes: 28 ; illus., 29 
Duke , Donald: 194 

Eddy, J .W.: 131 
Edison, Thomas A: 184 
Electric Railway Homestead Assn.: 130 
Eliza : vesse4 175 
Engineering News-Record : 164 
Expresses: article on, 87-100 

Fages, Pedro: 174 
Far West Commerce : 77-86 
Fargo, William G.: 96; portr., 96, 98 
Farnsworth, Ephraim: 92 
Fermo, John W.: 94 
First National Gold Bank, San Francisco : 

102 
Flagstaff Route: 51; length , 53 
Fletcher, Austin B.: 155-56 
Floats: 31 
Flower, Lemuel: 98 
Flying Cloud: vessel, 180 
Font, Pedro: 32 
Fort Hall: 48, 66 
Fremont, John Charles: 178-79 
French Corra4 Calif.: 189 
Frontiers of West: "Empty Quarter;; , 39-

59 

Gabrieleno Indi ans : 35 
Garces, Francisco : 22 
Gasoline tax: 169 



Geomorphic areas: 16-17; map , 17 
Gila River Trail: 58-59; length, 53 
Golden Gate: vessel, 72 
Golden State Auto Tours: 141 
Goliath- vesseL 72 
Government Road: trail, 52-54 , 57 
Great Plains: 40-43; map, 41 
Gregory's Atlantic and Pacific Express: 

180 
Gregory's California Express: 180 
The Guide: shipping journaL 183 

Hager, Anna Marie and Everett G.: biogs., 
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Hales, James W.: 88-89; portr., 89 
HalL Nathaniel: 1 77 
Hallidie, Andrew : 183 
Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad: 97 
Harnden, William F.: 88-92; death, 94; 

portr., 89; Express, 91-92 
Harper's N ew Monthly Magazin e: 87-99; 

107-26 
Harriman, E.H.: 138 
Healdsburg and Calistoga Stage Co.: 86 
Hellman, I.W.: 134, 137 
Highway Advisory Committee: 168 
Highways in Calif.: testing of, 153-70 
Hockaday & Co.: 181 
Hoey, John : 99 
Hoffman, Abraham: article by, 153-70; 

biog. , 192 
Holladay, Benjamin: 7 4, 98 
Hopi Indians: 22-23 
Hopkins, Mark: 101, 128 
Howe, Walter C.: 157 
Howland, Charles H.: 130 , 132 
Hudson's Bay Co.: 176-79, 183 
Huntington, Collis P.: 128 , 133, 138; letter 

to, 101-05 
Huntington, Henry E.: 133-3 4, 185; Los 

Angeles area transportation , 127-4 7 

Idaho: 51-55 
Independence, Mo.: 43 
Indian: land routes map, 21; water routes 

map, 24 
Indians : transportation of Californian, 15-

37; North American , 16; see also tribes 
Interurbans: to Long Beach, 137; and land 

values, 149-51 

INDEX 

Jackass Mail: 72 
James , George Wharton: 23 
Jitney taxis: 140 
Johnson, Hiram: 168 

Kayak: sheath canoe, 34 
Kearney, Stephen Watts: 65, 179 
Keller, Henry W.: 156 
Kelly, J. Wells : Directory of N evada Terr., 

77 
Kendall, J.C.: 94 
Kino, Eusebio: 173 
Kuhrts, G.J.: 143 

Lady Washington: vessel, 180 
Land values and interurbans: 149 -51 
Langley, Henry G.: Pacific Coast Busin ess 

Directory, 77-86 
Langton's Pioneer Express: 78 
Lelia Byrd· vessel, 17 5 
Lewis, Meriwether : 175 
Lippincott, Joseph B.: 157, 159, 164 
Livingston , Crawford: 94 
Livingston and Fargo: 96 
Livingston, Wells and Co.: 95-96 
Logan, Richard F.: article by, 39-59; 

biog., 192 
Long , Stephen H.: 176 
Long Beach, Calif.: 137 
Long Beach Tribun e: 137 
Los Angeles: 51,121,125; public transporta

tion in, 127-47; map, 136 
Los Angeles and San Pedro Railroad : 183 
Los Angeles and Santa Monica Railway 

Co.: 133 
Los Angeles newspapers: Examiner, 138, 

160 ; News, 128; Star, 181; Times, 134, 
137,16 0,162,166 

Los Angeles Pacific Railroad: illus. , 126 
Los Angeles Post Office: 72 
Los Angeles Railwa y Co.: 133, 140 , 143, 

145 
Los Angeles Terminal Railway Co.: 133; 

illus., 135 
Los Angeles Tourist: illus., 141, 143 
Luiseno Indians: 22, 29 

Mackenzie, Alexande r: 174 
Maidu Indians: 28 , 39 
Mails: in Far West, 60-76 
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Mansfield, George C.: 160 
Maps: Basin & Range countcy, 50; Indian 

land routes, 21; city and suburban lines, 
136; Columbia Plateaus and western 
ranges, 46; Great Plains, 41; Indian water 
routes, 24; native Californians, 19; New 
West, 38; Pacific Electric Railway lines, 
139; Rocky Mountains, 45; Los Angeles 
area suburban lines, 136; tribal Indians, 
19; Western states, 111 

Marshall, James W.: 17\J 
Marx, C.D. 163 
Massachusetts: vessel, 180 
McLoughlin, John: 176 
Merchants' Forwarding Line: 85 
Mexican War: 62, 64, 66 
Milton Water and Mining Co.: 189 
Missouri River: 42-43 
Mitchell, Standish L.: 155 
Miwok Indians; 26-27 
Modoc Indians: 23, 26, 28-29 
Mohave Indians: 22, 32 
Motor Car Dealers Assn.: 163 
Mountain Democrat: Placerville paper, 63 
Murray, Richard: 98 
Myrick, David F.: article by, 101-05; 

biog., 192 

Nares, L.A.: 156 
Nevada Territocy: First Directory, 77 
New Almaden Quicksilver Mines: 125 
New Mexico: 40, 43 
Newton, Frank Q., Jr.: article by,60-76; 

biog., 192-93 
Newton, Isaac: 69 
New York and Boston Express: 94 
New York and New Haven Railway: 92 
Nomlaki Indians: 22 
Nongatl Indians: of Eel River, 36-37 
Nordhoff, Charles: article by, 107-26 
North Pacific Transportation Co.: 83 

Odgen, Utah: 122-23 
Olivet: cable car, 131 
Omaha, Nebr.: 116 
Orange Grove Route: 126 
Oregon: 39-59 passim 
Oregon Pony: locomotive, 182 
Oregon Railway and Navigation Co.: 184 
Oregon Trail: 43-49 passim; length of, 53, 

56 
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Osgood, Robert: 94 
Otter: vessel, 1 7 4 
Out West: magazine, 126 
Overland Mail Co.: 72, 98 
Overland mail service: 60-76, 87-100 
Overland Telegraph: 7 4 
Ox Bow Route: 98, 182 

Pacific Coast Business Directory: 77-86 
passim 

Pacific Electric Railway Co.: 134,137; map, 
139 

Pacific Improvement Co.: 102 
Pacific Railroad: 96, 98; illus., 110 
Panama: vessel, 68 
Panama Canal: 154, 185 
Panama, Isthmus of: 66, 68, 70, 98, 99, 

171 
Panama Railroad: 70, 181 
Pattie, James Ohio: 22, 32-33, 177 
Peninsular Ranges: 58-59 
Pericu Indians: 24, 26-27 
Petit, Charles; 157 
Pike, Zebulon: 175 
Pittsburg (Calif.) tests: 163, 165-66 
Pomeroy, George: 94 
Pomo Indians: 26 
Pomo to-xina: canoe, 26 
Pony Express: 74, 87-100, 182 
Pony Express Extra: 97 
Portland Cement Assn.: 152, 165 
Portola', Jose' Gaspar de: 173 
Postage rates: 63, 66, 74, 76 
Postal service in West: 60-76, 87-100 
Powers, Stephen: 36 
Public transportation in Los Angeles area: 

127-4 7 
Pullman, George M.: biog., 11 7 -19; portr., 

117 
Pullman Palace Car: illus., 118 
Pullman Sleeping Car: illus., 118 

Rafts: 26, 28, illus., 27; Yuman, 30, 32, 
illus., 31 

Railroads: 101-05; 107-26 
Real estate values and interurbans: 149-

51 
Richardson, Friend W.: 166, 168 
Ridge Telephone Co.: 189 
Roads: mountains, illus., 167 
Rocky Mountains: 44; map 45 



Rogers, Calbraith P.: 185 
Ross, Benton & Co.: of San Francisco, 66 
Russell, William H.: 97 

St. Joseph Daily Gazette: 97 
Salt Lake City: 123 
San Carlos: vessel, 173 
San Andreas Fault: 57, 59 
San Diego: 72 
San Diego and Eastern Railroad: 186 
San Diego Union: newspaper, 162 
San Francisco: 108-09; mails in, 60-76 

passim 
San Francisco newspapers: Examiner, 183; 

Sun, 65 
San Gabriel Mission: 125 
San Pedro, Calif.: 125, 128 
San Pedro Martir Mts., Baja Calif.: 18 
Santa Barbara Channel: 23, 25 
Santa Fe Railroad: 130 
Santa Fe Trail: 43-44, 51; length, 53 
Schreier, Konrad F., Jr.: article by, 177-88; 

as editor, 10,13; biog., 193 
Schreier, Nancy Buell: 194 
Seri Indians: 26 
Serra, Junipero: 173 
Sherman, Moses H.: 132-33 
Shoup, Paul : 142 
Sinai: cable car , 131 
Sitka: vessel, 179 
Sloat, John D.: 179 
Snow sheds for railroad: illus., 123-24 
Snyder, Fred : 76 
Snyde½John:61,67 , 76 
South Pass: 176-77 
Southern Pacific Railroad: 101-02, 128-

30, 154 
Spanish Trail: 49, 51, 53-55, 57 
Sprague, Frank J.: 130 
Stabilized craft: 33 
Stanford, Leland: 101, 103-04 , 128 
Stephens, William Dennison: 155-56, 158, 

160,162,166,168 
Sublette, Solomon: 65 

INDEX 

Studley, Hiram: 99 
Studley, Warren: 99 
Submersion river crossing: 36-37 
Suburban lines in Los Angeles area: 136 
Sutter, John A.: 178-79 

Technical World: journal, 149-51 
Telephones: early in West: 189-90 
Tolowa Indians: 23 
Tomol: Indian canoes, 35-36 
Torguson, Donald E.: article by, 127-47; 

biog., 193 
Touring Topics: magazine , 156, 160; 

cartoons, 161-62; editorial, 166 
Tourist Automobile Rental Co.: 143 
Trails across Basin and Range-Colorado 

Plateaus, Western Ranges : map, 50 
Transportation: of Calif. Indians, 15-37; 

railroad to Calif., 107-26; interurban iin 
So. Calif., 127-47; expresses, 87-99; by 
water, 15-37 

Truckee, Calif.: 125 
Truckee River: illus., 122 

Umiak: watercraft , 34 
Underwater crossings: 37 

Widney, Robert M.: 129-30 
Wilmington, Calif.: 128 
Wolfskill, William: 178 
Woodward, Sam: 92 
Woodward & Chorpenning : 70 
Woolworth, R.C.: 101 
World War I: 185-86 
World War II: 187 

Y ana Indians: 2 2 
Yokut Indians: 23, 26 
Yount, George C.: 30-31 
Yuman Indians: 22, 32 
Yurok Indians: 22, 28-29 

Zamorano , Agustin: 177 
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